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ABSTRACT

The increasing complexity of ﬁnancial trading in recent years revealed the need for
methods that can capture its underlying dynamics. An efﬁcient way to organize this
chaotic system is by contracting limit order book ordering mechanisms that operate
under price and time ﬁlters. Limit order book can be analyzed using linear and nonlinear models.
The thesis develops novel methods for the identiﬁcation of limit order book characteristics which provide traders and market makers an information edge in their
trading. A good proxy for traders and market makers is the prediction of mid-price
movement, which is the main target of this thesis. The contributions of this thesis
are categorized chronologically into three parts. The ﬁrst part refers to the introduction in the literature of the ﬁrst publicly available limit order book dataset for
high-frequency trading for the task of mid-price movement prediction. This dataset
comes together with the development of an experimental protocol that utilizes methods inspired by ridge regression and a single layer feed-forward neural network as
classiﬁers. These classiﬁers use state-of-the-art limit order book features as inputs for
the target task.
The next contribution of this thesis is the use and development of a wide range
of technical and quantitative indicators for the task of mid-price movement prediction via an extensive feature selection process. This feature selection process identiﬁes which features improve predictability performance. The results suggest that
the newly introduced quantitative feature based on an adaptive logistic regression
model for online learning was selected ﬁrst according to several criteria. These criteria operate according to entropy, linear discriminant analysis, and least mean square
error.
The third contribution is the introduction of econometric features as inputs to
deep learning models for the task of mid-price movement prediction. An extensive
comparison against other state-of-the-art hand-crafted features and fully automated
v

feature extraction processes is provided. Furthermore, a new experimental protocol is developed for the task of mid-price prediction, to overcome the problem of
time irregularities, which characterizes high-frequency data. Results suggest that advanced hand-crafted features such as econometric indicators can predict movements
of proxies, such as mid-price.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Trading started several centuries ago. The Dutch East India was the ﬁrst publicly
traded company in 1602, while the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) was created
in 1817 and became the most dominant stock ex-change in the USA. Nasdaq, the
second-biggest stock exchange after NYSE, was founded in 1971 and acquired other
stock exchanges such as the Finnish stock exchange in Helsinki1 in 2003. However,
it was not until 1967 that electronic trading platforms were introduced as an alternative trading system by Instinet in New York. Since then, electronic and automated
trading increased their impact on the trading ﬂoor and nowadays, this type of trading is the only possible way to exchange stocks. Electronic platforms created a very
complex and remarkably fast system which offers instant access to several stock exchanges. This dynamic system is able to trade large volumes in milliseconds or even
nanoseconds. Transaction speed and complexity of this trading universe created the
need for efﬁcient analysis of its dynamics.
One way to formulate and organize such a complex system is the so-called limit
order book (LOB). LOB is the way that stock exchanges organize their trading activity. It is a mechanism that sorts trades on a price-time sequence, which means
that LOB prioritizes orders ﬁrst according to the price level and next according to
arrival time. LOB has two sides: the ask side and the bid side. Ask refers to the
minimum price someone is willing to sell a given stock at, while bid refers to the
maximum price that someone is willing to pay for a stock. Every LOB’s ask and bid
side is divided into several price levels. Every price level comes together with the
volume/number of available stock pieces. Both LOB sides (i.e., ask and bid) have
their best ask and bid prices, respectively. The average of the best ask and bid price
constitutes the so-called mid-price. Even though mid-price cannot be traded directly,
many investors use it as a proxy to identify potential movements of the actual ask
and bid stock prices.
1

Helsinki Stock Exchange started trading since October 1912
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Movement prediction of proxies like LOB’s mid-price is a challenging task due
to several reasons such as data complexity and availability, identiﬁcation of factors
that explain the source of uncertainty, and assumption elimination of every possible underline process. Another challenge that makes LOB’s mid-price movement
prediction even more complicated is the size of intraday trading activity in a highfrequency environment. Under these challenges, a critical question arises: is LOB’s
mid-price predictable? The present thesis proposes a coherent answer to this question by connecting machine and deep learning methods with state-of-the-art feature
engineering as part of several experimental protocols.
Machine and deep learning methods are capable of analyzing linear and nonlinear complex systems. An example of a complex system is the LOB. Such methods
were extensively used in image and video applications for data parsing (e.g., ﬁltering)
via numerous model options, mainly based on functions-kernels used for classiﬁcation or prediction. Machine and deep learning aim to learn from the data (e.g., LOB
dataset), and, together with recent computational advancements, they offer efﬁcient
analysis methods for ﬁnancial applications, such as mid-price movement prediction.
Besides their ability to learn from data, these methods are competent enough to utilize representations effectively as inputs. These inputs are usually handcrafted features, and their purpose is to transform raw data into meaningful signals. That being
said, development of state-of-the-art handcrafted features comes with challenges as
they require an in-depth analysis of data and understanding of any underlying process that may be attached to it.
In this thesis, such in-depth analysis is proposed as a result of the extensive experimental basis for the task of LOB’s mid-price movement prediction. First, an
experimental protocol for high-frequency LOB data is developed and made publicly
available. What is more, state-of-the-art LOB hand-crafted features and linear and
non-linear classiﬁers utilized and developed for LOB dynamics analysis. The solutions have proven that mid-price’s movements can be predictable. Next, feature engineering exploitation based on technical and quantitative indicators as extensions of
the existing LOB features provides insight via an extensive study, whose features are
suitable for the task of mid-price movement prediction. This study is based on the
conversion of entropy, linear discriminant analysis, and least mean square as feature
sorting methods. This analysis reveals that mid-price movements could be predicted
by means of the best subset selection of advanced hand-crafted features. Last, one

20

more hand-crafted econometric-based feature set is presented as input to a wide range
of deep learning models. Its aim is to offer a fair evaluation against LOB, technical,
quantitative and fully automated features. The output of this analysis led to highly
accurate estimation of when the next mid-price movement will happen.

1.1 Objectives and Outline of the Thesis
In this thesis, the focus is placed on capturing, via feature engineering, LOB dynamics by utilizing machine and deep learning methods. The objectives of this thesis
addressing the research problem stated above are the following:
• To investigate whether state-of-the-art features can predict, with the use of machine learning models, mid-price movements based on high-frequency LOB
data.
• To develop state-of-the-art handcrafted features and scrutinize their effectiveness for the task of mid-price movement prediction through the development
of experimental protocols which they can be publicly available.
• To determine the effectiveness of deep learning for online mid-price movement
prediction via feature engineering.
The thesis is organized as follows. In Chapter 2 an overview of the key concepts
of interest are provided. This background section contains the main ideas of Highfrequency (HF) Data properties (Section 2.1), Limit Order Books (Section 2.2), Machine and Deep Learning (Section 2.3), and Feature Engineering (Section 2.4). Chapter 3 presents the datasets, experimental protocols and metrics used in the analysis.
The contributions of this thesis are discussed in Chapter 4. Section 4.1 presents a
novel approach to predicting mid-price movements based on state-of-the-art handcrafted features. In Section 4.2 an extensive analysis for feature engineering is developed together with a novel set of handcrafted features for online learning for the
task of mid-price movement prediction. In Section 4.3 the development of econometric features for deep learning is introduced via an experimental protocol suitable
for online learning for the task of mid-price movement prediction. Finally, Chapter 5 summarizes the most important ﬁndings of the thesis along with concluding
remarks and topics for future research.
21

1.2 Publications and Author’s Contribution
In [P1], a benchmark LOB dataset was published for the task of mid-price movement
prediction. The major contribution of this paper is the very ﬁrst detailed experimental protocol for a LOB benchmark dataset based on Nordic stocks. State-of-the-art
handcrafted features were tested through linear and non-linear classiﬁers for the prediction of several projected horizons of future mid-price movements. Baseline models set up on ridge regression and a single-hidden layer feedforward neural network
(SLFN) with k-means were suggested in this task. The candidate is the main author
of the publication and is responsible for developing and implementing the suggested
models and protocol as well as writing the initial draft of the paper.
In [P2], an extensive feature selection evaluation was performed for the task of
mid-price prediction. The evaluation was based on the majority of technical indicators together with quantitative indicators and LOB features. Under a wrapper
method, the best sets of features were suggested as optimal selection for the classiﬁcation task of mid-price movement prediction. Three methods, entropy, linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and least mean squares (LMS), converted into feature selection criteria where the majority of them selected ﬁrst the newly introduced adaptive logistic regression feature. Testing the majority of basic and advanced technical
indicators, the development of an adaptive logistic feature and the conversions of entropy, LDA, and LMS as feature selection criteria constitue the main contribution
of this publication. The candidate developed and implemented the suggested models
and protocol and wrote the initial draft of the paper.
In [P3], econometrics features were suggested as inputs to several deep learning
models, like multilayer perceptrons (MLP), convolutional neural networks (CNN),
and long short-term memory (LSTM) neural networks, for the task of mid-price
movement prediction. Introduction of econometrics features is one the main contributions of this publication since they performed, in some cases, much better than
technical, quantitative, LOB and fully automated features. Another contribution
of this publication is the development of a new experimental protocol to overcome
the problem of time irregularities of HF data. The candidate is the ﬁrst author of
this publication and is responsible for developing and implementing the suggested
models and protocol. He also wrote the ﬁrst draft of the paper.
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2

BACKGROUND WORK

This thesis introduces feature engineering for LOB high-frequency trading data by
utilizing machine and deep learning for the task of mid-price movement prediction.
We will ﬁrst introduce the main concepts of High-Frequency Data, Limit Order
Book, Feature Engineering, and Machine and Deep Learning.

2.1 High Frequency Data
Algorithmic trading is a computer-based trading mechanism of selling and buying
stocks depending on computerized instructions. High-frequency trading is a type
of algorithmic trading that operates under low-latency setting. This low-latency setting refers to a system that operates under a single digit millisecond round-trip time
for a packet of data/orders. These data packets, named high-frequency data, provide records of the intraday trading activity (i.e., message book (MB)). These records
contain information regarding:
• Security’s ID code
• Timestamp
• Price
• Volume
• Side (Ask or Bid)
• Type of Order (Submission, Cancellation, Execution)
• Full or Partial Cancellation or Execution
These details are an example (e.g., Table 2.1) of the available trading information and
can be extended according to the level of the subscription fee. The ﬂow of intraday
information creates the need for analysis of its dynamics.
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Table 2.1 Amazon’s message list example from 11:27:45:289 to
11:27:45:305 on 22.09.15, where time is expressed in UNIX
format and price is multiplied by 10,000

Timestamp

Id

Price

Quantity

Event

Side

1442921265289000

119132763

5345100

100

Cancellation

Bid

1442921265289000

119137068

5345200

100

Submission

Bid

1442921265297000

119137122

5342100

40

Submission

Ask

1442921265299000

119137068

5345200

100

Cancellation

Bid

1442921265299000

119137132

5345100

100

Submission

Bid

1442921265305000

119117680

5340100

32

Cancellation

Ask

2.1.1 High-Frequency Data Properties
High-frequency data creates the need for analysis due to its complex nature and
dynamics. The analysis can be based on the following general properties of highfrequency data:
• Negative Autocorrelation
Asset’s returns1 in a high frequency environment exhibit negative ﬁrst-order
autocorrelation. Autocorrelation measures the cor- relation between a time
series with a lagged version of itself. More speciﬁcally, for an N -sample time
series X = {x1 , x2 , ..., xN } ∈ N of N samples the autocorrelation with lag k
at time instance i is deﬁned as:
rX ,k = 

E[(xi − μ)(xi +k − μ)]
E[(xi − μ)2 ]E[(xi+k − μ)2 ]

(2.1)

where E[(xi − μ)(xi +k − μ)] is the covariance between the time series and its
lagged version, and E[(xi − μ)2 ] and E[(xi +k − μ)2 ] are the corresponding
variances.
Many authors (e.g. [3], [15], [28]) found evidence of the existence of negative
autocorrelation in high-frequency data. An example of the presence of negative correlation can be seen in Figure 2.1 which is based on Amazon trading
on 9/22/2015. One can clearly see the presence of negative ﬁrst-order (i.e., lag
1) autocerralation which gradually disappears as the lag increases.
1

Asset’s return is the percentage change of the stock price based on stock’s initial value
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Figure 2.1 Correlogram up to 20 lags based on Amazon returns for the trading session on 9/22/15.
Correlogram shows the existence of negative ﬁrst-order autocorrelation with tight conﬁdence
intervals (blue lines).

• Absence of Normality or Lognormality with Heavy Tails
Stock prices in ﬁnancial markets follow a lognormal distribution (e.g., [49])
under the condition that sequential price changes are normally distributed.
This does not hold for the case of high-frequency data where the differencing interval2 becomes shorter (e.g., [3], [15], [24]) and data loses its normality in the case of a heavy tailed distribution. Figure 2.2 shows that returns’
histograms are not normally distributed and a non-parametric statistical distribution describes better the data (i.e., stock returns). The non-parametric
statistical distribution is based on the following kernel density estimator:


N
x − xi
1 
ˆ
f h (x) =
K
N h i =1
h

(2.2)

where h is the bandwidth adjusted to the data (i.e., Amazon returns) and K(·) is
the Gaussian kernel smoothing function K(x, xi ) = e

−

(x−xi )2
2h 2

. Heavy tails can

3

be seen in Figure 2.3, where a Q-Q provides evidence regarding the existence
of heavy tails in both extremes.
• Bid-Ask Bounce
Bid and ask data arrive asynchronously, which means that the quoting process
is exposed to noise. The quoting process in tick-by-tick data that creates the
bid-ask spread, which is the difference between the bid quote and the ask quote
2

Differencing interval is deﬁned as the space between two consecutive data points.
Q-Q (i.e., Quantile-Quantile) plot compares the quantiles of a given dataset and a set of quantiles
derived from a probability distribution.
3
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Figure 2.2 High-frequency data-based Amazon returns can be better described by a non-parametric
distribution compared to the normal distribution.

Figure 2.3 Q-Q plot of Amazon returns against normal distribution where presence of heavy tails is
obvious in both extremes.

at any time. Bid-ask spread plays a critical role in stock price forecasting since
it exhibits a different behavior in liquid and illiquid stocks (i.e., liquid stocks
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have a smaller bid-ask spread compared to illiquid stocks where the spread is
higher). This spread represents the proﬁt and some commission fees market
maker ﬁrms make. This spread creates room for the bid-ask bounce effect.
Bid-ask bounce (e.g., Figure 2.4) is the bouncing of any trade between the bid
and ask price. This oscillation can lead to bias in high-frequency data analysis. For instance, authors in [33] suggest that the price movement that takes
place inside the bid-ask spread is not an actual price movement but leads to
idiosyncratic volatility increase.4

Figure 2.4 Amazon’s intraday (9/22/15) bid-ask spread ﬂuctuations

2.2 Limit Order Book
Modern ﬁnancial markets operate under a double auction mechanism called limit
order book (LOB). LOB accepts two types of orders, limit and market orders. A
limit order is an order to sell or buy a stock at a speciﬁed price, whereas a market
order is traded instantly under the current market price. As a result, LOB acts as
a recording mechanism for the unexecuted trading activity where time and price
priority are the primary ﬁlters for queues creation. These queues represent, at any
time t , the price levels of the bid and ask sides and vary according to order arrivals
4

Volatility is a risk measure and is based on the standard deviation of asset returns.
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and liquidity 5 levels.
Orders, following [30], are deﬁned as x = ( pi , vi , t t ) where pi , vi , and ti represent the price (i.e., bid or ask), the volume and the order submission time at time i ,
respectively. All orders arrive with size vi ∈ {±kσ|k = 1, 2, ...} with σ the smallest
traded amount6 . The set of all active orders, L(t ), is a càdlàg process since for every
new limit order x, the following holds: x ∈ L(ti ) and x ∈
/ lim t  ↑tx L(t  ). This activity
deﬁnes the depth size for every LOB level in both bid and ask sides. The depth size,
especially in the best bid and ask level, is a key element for the price formation (see
e.g., [9], [18]). More speciﬁcally, the available bid-side depth n b ( p, i ) (equivalently,
the ask-side depth n a ( p, t )) at time i is deﬁned as:


n b ( p, i ) :=

{x∈B(i )| pi = p}

vi

(2.3)

where B(i) is the set of all active buy orders (equivalently A(i ) is the set of all sell
orders).
The depth of each level in both (bid and ask) sides is modiﬁed constantly due to
limit orders, market orders, and cancellations. Limit orders increase the size depth
while market orders and cancellations remove liquidity from LOB. Instead of following this trading activity, the trader can handle the bid and ask queues, as presented in
[14], as stationary processes namely (Ri )i ≥1 after a price increase and (R̃i )i≥1 when
there is a price decrease for the i t h event. Both stationary processes exhibit the same
distribution for the order book depth in case of a price increase or decrease. For
instance, in the case of reduced-form model, for a new order or cancellation arrival,
in the bid side, of size Vib at time instance tib there are two scenarios:
• if vib− + Vib ≥ 0 then there is no price change and the order will be satisﬁed
• if vib− +Vib < 0 then the size of the bid level is reduced together with the price
by one ’tick’ of size π. Based on the updated R̃i = (R̃ib , R̃ai ) values for the bid

5
Liquidity is deﬁned according to three factors: (i) tightness of a liquid market (i.e., the position’s
alternation cost over a short period of time), (ii) depth (i.e., order-ﬂow innovations for price changes),
and (iii) resiliency (i.e. recovering time from random, uninformative shocks) [39].
6
σ together with π, which is the smallest price interval between orders, are the so-called LOB’s
resolution parameters.
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and ask side, the new LOB state is:
b
( pib , vib , via ) = ( pi−
, vib− + Vib , via− ){v b

i−

where  is the indicator function,
b
vi−

and

a
vi−

pib−

b
b
a
≥−Vib } + ( pi− − π, R̃i , R̃i ){vib− <−Vib }

(2.4)

is the best bid price before the update,

are the volume sizes for the best bid and ask sides, respectively.

In a similar fashion, for a new arrival to the ask side, of size Via , LOB’s state will be:
a
• if vi−
+ Via ≥ 0 then there is no price change and the order will be satisﬁed
a
• if vi−
+ Via < 0 then the size of the ask level is reduced together and the price

will be increased by one ’tick’ of size π. Based on the updated R̃i = (R̃ib , R̃ai )
values for the bid and ask side, the new LOB state is:
b
a
( pia , vib , via ) = ( pib− , vi−
, vi−
+ Via ){v a

i−

where  is the indicator function,
b
vi−

and

via−

pib−

b
b
a
≥−Via } + ( pi − + π, R̃i , R̃i ){via− <−Via }

(2.5)

is the best bid price before the update,

are the volume sizes for the best bid and ask sides before the up-

date, respectively.

2.2.1 Modelling Limit Order Book Dynamics
The constant LOB state updates create a dynamical system that has attracted the attention of many researchers and practitioners. Modeling of LOB dynamics is based
on the assumptions that must be proven by the data. Several models have been suggested as potential solutions to the description of LOB dynamics.
Cut-Off Strategies
Driven mainly by statistics which are related to L(t ) and order ﬂow.7 Cut-off strategies formulate a decision-making trading approach. The main idea behind this type
of modeling is close to a statistical hypothesis test. For instance, following [30], a
trader will place an order when the spread8 is smaller than 5π. Usually, this type of
LOB modeling exhibits the difference between informed and uninformed traders.
7

Limit orders, together with market orders and cancellations, are the critical components of the
so-called order ﬂow.
8
Spread is deﬁned as the difference between the best bid and ask price.
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Deﬁnition A cut-off strategy, between decisions D1 and D2 , is deﬁned according to the
comparison of a statistic Z(t ) and a cut-off point z:


D1 ,

i f Z(t ) ≤ z,

D2 ,

ot h e r w i s e.

(2.6)

Diffusion Models
Diffusion models belong to a modeling approach where the arrival of orders, cancellations, and executions are described by a stochastic process. More speciﬁcally,
the ﬁrst model of this type was introduced by [5], where the authors suggested that
the interaction between order ﬂow and LOB follows the reaction-diffusion model
A + B →  in Physics. These two types of particles are inserted in a pipe of size p̃
and move randomly by a step of size one. Every time these two particles collide,
they are annihilated, and as a result, two new particles are created. This process can
describe orders’ arrivals in the LOB. The authors make the following analogies: 1)
Particle → Orders, 2) Finite Pipe → Order Book, and 3) Collision → Transaction.
They deﬁne the stock price at time t as p(t ) ∈ {0, ..., p̄}, where p̄ is an upper
bounded discrete price. Every simulation considers half of the agents in the bid side
and the other half in the ask side asking for one share of the stock each:
 p̄ 
N
p jb (0) ∈ 0,
, j = 1, ...,
2
2
and
p aj (0) ∈

 p̄


N
, p̄ , j = 1, ...,
2
2

(2.7)

(2.8)

where N is the number of noise traders9 . The trading activity revision at each time
step t is based on an equal probability of a stock going up or down by one tick size.
As a result, every new price for the agent is:

b i d s i d e : p jb (t + 1) = p jb ± 1
as k s i d e : p aj (t + 1) = p aj ± 1

(2.9)

9
These are the traders whose current volatility depends on the recent changes in the market and
they imitate others in buying and selling stocks.
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N

The matching or transaction achieved if exists (i , j ) ∈ {1, ..., 2 } such that:
pib (t + 1) = p aj (t + 1).

(2.10)

This dynamical system follows, as authors suggest, the price variation Δ p(t ) at time
t as this presented by [6]:
1

Δ p(t ) ∼ t 4 l n

t
t0

1
2

,

(2.11)

where t0 represents the initial trading time. The idea that a reaction-diffusion approach can model LOB dynamics has some drawbacks. For instance, simulations
suggest a Hurst exponent of H = 1/4 and no fat tails exist in the returns’ distribution.
Continuous-time Models
Continuous-time models’ main idea is that order arrivals (i.e., market orders, limit
orders, and cancellations) are independent Poisson processes, as this can be seen in
models like [16], [17], [19], [20], [53]. The basic model (i.e., [20]) considers the
order ﬂow and the relevant adjustments to L(t ) as a queueing system where:
• market orders arrive in chunks of size V m at a rate of ν per unit time,
• limit orders arrive in chunks of size V l at a rate of α per unit time,
• offers are placed, with a uniform probability, on the price grid {1, ...n} with
tick size π resolution.
The motivation for choosing independent Poisson processes is their simplicity
and the fact that they can describe orders’ arrival independently. Following [27], a
Poisson process is an arrival process as deﬁned below:
Deﬁnition An arrival process is an increasing sequence of random variables 0 < S1 <
S2 < ..., with Si +1 − Si be always a positive random variable.
Deﬁnition A Poisson process is a renewal10 process where the interarrival intervals follow an exponential distribution function with ω > 0 and each of the interarrival times
Ti has a density

fT (t ) = ωe −ωt , t ≥ 0.

(2.12)

10
A renewal process is an arrival process during which the sequence of interarrival times is a sequence
of i.i.d. random variables.
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This model has several drawbacks since Poisson processes are not able to describe
the different arrival rates (i.e., intensity periods of high arrival rates cluster in time)
as suggested in [21], [31], and [61].

2.3 Machine and Deep Learning
The recent rise of computational power facilitated ﬁelds such as machine and deep
learning to grow. Machine learning is an automated process where an algorithm
performs a task based on a set of ﬁlters and conditions. There are several tasks a
machine learning algorithm can solve via supervised or unsupervised learning. A
supervised task occurs when the algorithm has access to the so-called ground truth,
which is a ’proof’ of an event occurrence11 . The second type of tasks machine learning algorithms are suitable for are the ones without ground truth. These methods
are based only on the given data and operate according to a self-feedback loop during the learning process. Both methods require tuning depending on the dataset and
the problem under consideration. Many applications (e.g., image and voice recognition, time-series analysis, etc.) are based on big datasets, which demand analysis of
their dynamics. The focal point of the present thesis is the use of machine learning
methods for time-series analysis under the scope of classiﬁcation and regression for
LOB. The machine learning methods presented in this thesis vary from statistics and
regression models to neural networks and deep learning.

2.3.1 Ridge Regression
Ridge regression [54] is based on a linear mapping, expressed by a matrix W ∈ D×C ,
that optimally maps a set of vectors xi ∈ D , i = 1, . . . , N to another set of vectors
(noted as target vectors) ti ∈ C , i = 1, . . . , n, by optimizing the following criterion:
W∗ = arg mi n
W

n

i =1

WT x i − t i

2
2+λ

W 2,

(2.13)

where the matrix notation is:
W∗ = arg mi n WT X − T
W
11

Ground truth is always subject to expert’s opinion.
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2

+ λ W 2.

(2.14)

X = [xi , . . . , xn ] and T = [ti , . . . , tn ] are matrices formed by the samples xi and ti
as columns, respectively, and λ is the regularization penalty. Every sample xi corresponds to an event with dimensions of that of the input data (e.g., number of different features). For instance, in a three-class classiﬁcation problem, the elements of
vectors ti ∈ C (C = 3 in this case) take values ti k = 1, if xi belongs to class k, and,
if ti k = −1, otherwise. The solution of Eq. 2.14 is given by:
−1

W = X XT X + λI
or

−1

W = XXT + λI

TT ,

(2.15)

XTT ,

(2.16)

where I is the identity matrix of appropriate dimensions12 . After the calculation of
W, a new (test) sample x ∈ D is mapped to its corresponding representation in space
C , i.e. o = WT x, and is classiﬁed according to the maximal value of its projection,
i.e.:
lx = arg ma x ok .

(2.17)

k

2.3.2 Single-Hidden Layer Feedforward Neural Network
Single-Hidden Layer Feedforward Neural Network (SLFN) is a type of extreme
learning machines (ELM) [35] and belongs to the feedforward type of artiﬁcial neural
networks. Their topology is based on three layers - input, hidden, and output layers
(see Fig. 2.5). SLFN exhibits a good generalization performance and fast learning
speed, which makes it suitable for bid datasets.
There are several ways to train this type of neural network. The most common
way is to use the proposed method in [35] where weights of the hidden layers are
determined randomly, but in this thesis, these weights follow [36] where clustering
applied on the training data was used. The clustering is based on K-means algorithm
where K prototype vectors will be determined, and which are used as the network’s
hidden layer weights.
Since the network’s hidden layer weights V ∈ D×K are ready, the input data
xi , i = 1, . . . , N are non-linearly mapped to vectors hi ∈ K , expressing the data
12
When data is big, W should be computed using Eq. 2.16, since the calculation of Eq. 2.15 is
computationally very expensive.
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Figure 2.5 SLFN example with several input units (left), one hidden layer (middle) and an output layer
with four units(right) [P1].

representations in the feature space determined by the network’s hidden layer outputs K . Then a radial basis function (RBFN) is used as the activation function, i.e.
hi = φRB F (xi ), calculated element-wise, as follows:

hi k = exp

xi − vk
2σ 2

2
2


, k = 1, . . . , K,

(2.18)

where σ is a hyper-parameter denoting the spread of the RBF neuron and vk corresponds to the k-th column of V.
The output weights W ∈ K×C are subsequently determined by:
W∗ = arg mi n WT H − T

2

+ λ W 2,

(2.19)

W

where H = [h1 , . . . , hN ] is a matrix formed by the network’s hidden layer outputs
for the training data and T is a matrix formed by the network’s target vectors ti , i =
1, . . . , n. The network’s output weights will be:
−1
W = HHT + λI
HTT .

(2.20)

After obtaining the network’s parameters V and W, a new (test) sample x ∈ D is
mapped to its corresponding representations in spaces K and C , i.e. h = φRB F (x)
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and o = WT h, respectively. It is classiﬁed according to the maximal network output,
i.e.:
lx = arg ma x ok .

(2.21)

k

2.3.3 Multilayer Perceptron
Multilayer Perceptron (MLP) ([10], [48], [55]) is a set of functions which ﬁlter the
input data in several steps. MLP (see Fig. 2.6 ) is similar to SLFN but with more
hidden layers. Every hidden layer consists of nodes that will determine whether the
information (i.e., input data from the previous layer) will continue to the next layer.
This type of neural network shows a high degree of connectivity, and its weights
deﬁne its strength. Usually, an MLP is used for supervised tasks where adjustment
of weights takes place via several iterations between the input and the output layers
through backpropagation.

Figure 2.6

MLP with two hidden layers (the graph was created in NN-SVG).

One way to train an MLP is to use a sequential data feeding process called batch
learning. Batch learning is a process during which the neural network adjusts the
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synaptic weights after the presentation of all the samples J = {x(i ), d(i )}N
in the
i =1
training process, where: x(i) is the multi-dimensional input vector and d(i ) is the
response vector of the supervised problem at instance i where the error function at
instance i is:
e (i) = d (i ) − y (i )

(2.22)

2.3.4 Convolutional Neural Network
Convolutional neural network (CNN) ([26], [29], [40]) is a type of neural network
that exploits spatial correlations between neurons. CNN has the ability to share the
so-called tied weights and equivariant representations properties. More speciﬁcally,
sparse connectivity can be achieved by using a kernel smaller than the sample input
to create a new ﬁltered representation of the given signal. Based on this property,
CNN reduces the amount of memory required during training. The second advantage that CNN has is the use of tied weights. Tied weights are shared among the
inputs since the same amount of weights are applied to the inputs at each layer.
CNN topology varies according to the number of the main building blocks which
are: the convolution layer, the pooling layer, and the fully connected layer. An example of a CNN architecture can be seen in Fig. 2.7.

Figure 2.7

Example of a basic CNN architect (the graph was created in NN-SVG)

The main advantage of CNN is its ability to extract features from the multidimensional input signal which is usually expressed as a tensor or matrix. This process creates linear activations that run via a non-linear activation function (e.g., rectiﬁed linear activation function (ReLU), Leaky ReLU, etc). Then a pooling layer
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based on a summary statistic related to the local outputs (e.g., max-pooling) will
convert the local output. The last step of the process is the connection to the fully
connected layers that will perform the classiﬁcation (or regression) task. This task
is based on discrete time series inputs, which formulate the (forward) convolution
layer calculation as follows:

yi l +1 , j l +1 ,d =

H 
W 
D

i =1 j =1 d =1

fi , j ,d × xill +1 +i , j l +1 + j ,d

(2.23)

where H , W , and D are the row, columns and depth dimension of the input tensor
x ∈ H
(i

l +1

l ×W l ×D l

+i, j

l +1

respectively. f ∈ H

l ×W l ×D l

is the ﬁlter bank, and the indexing

+ j , d ) refers to the iterative local convolution of the ﬁlter bank on the

suggested input for the l -layer. The last step is the use of fully connected layers.

2.3.5 Long Short-Term Memory
Prediction of sequential representations, such as time series, is a common objective
in ﬁnance. The presence of temporal behavior of time series needs to be taken into
consideration when it comes to model selection. A model which can effectively manage these dependencies is long- short-term memory neural (LSTM) network ([25],
[34]). LSTM belongs to the family of recurrent neural networks (RNN) introduced
in [50], which have feedback loops to help identify patterns in the data. LSTM is
an extension of RNN where the difference lies in the fact an LSTM contains several internal gates that ﬁlter the input information more effectively. The motivation
for choosing LSTM is its ability to create connections through time and account for
the problem of vanishing (or exploding) gradients. Instead of just applying elementwise non-linear input transformations, LSTM units contain processes which take
into consideration the sequential nature of time series. The primary function that
explains LSTM’s output is:
h t = f (h t −1 , x t ; η)

(2.24)

where h and x are the state and the input at time t and η are the shared parameters
for a transition function f at time t . LSTM cell is equipped with gates that will
ﬁlter the information ﬂow by applying weights internally via the sigmoid function
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σ g . The ﬁrst pass is the forget gate vector fi t :
fi
(t )

(t )

= σg


j

(t −1)

f

Wi , j h j

+


j

(t )

f

f

Ui , j x j + bi

(2.25)

(t )

where xi and hi are the current input and hidden state vectors of cell i at time

t , respectively. The corresponding weight matrices to these vectors are W f and

U f for the forget gate vector with b f the bias term. The next pass is related to the
information that is going to be saved to the so-called "cell state". The cell state can
be divided in two parts the input vector and a t anh layer as follows:

(t )

(t )

(t −1)

Ci = fi Ci

(t )

+ gi t an h


j

(t −1)

WiC, j h j

+


j

(t )

UiC, j x j + biC

(2.26)

where g (t ) is the input gate:
(t )

gi = σ g


j

g

(t −1)

Wi , j h j

+


j

g

(t )

g

Ui , j x j + bi

(2.27)

The last part is the ﬁltered output. More speciﬁcally, the LSTM output/hidden state
(t )

will be formulated by the output gate vector oi , which can be calculated as follows:
(t )

oi = σ g


j

(t −1)

Wio, j h j

+


j

(t )

Uio, j x j + bio

(2.28)

(t )

and the ﬁnal output hi is equal to:
(t )

(t )

(t )

hi = oi ∗ t an h(Ci ).

(2.29)

An example of the internal operations of an LSTM can be seen in Fig. 2.8

2.4 Feature Engineering
Feature engineering is the ﬁeld of study that deals with data analysis and data transformation. This study facilitates the process of extracting information relevant to the
problem/task under consideration. There are two main categories for feature extraction methods: handcrafted features and fully automated feature extraction methods.
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Figure 2.8

LSTM internal structure which shows how the information ﬂows through gates.

Both categories require in-depth knowledge of data analysis and model development.
More speciﬁcally, the former case refers to the process that features a set of vector
representation which converts raw data into informative signal based on experts’
opinion, whereas in the latter case a model (e.g., neural network) will extract itself
the transformed representations.
Since the problem under consideration in the present thesis focuses on ﬁnancial
data (i.e., the mid-price prediction based on high-frequency data), relevant features/factors are related to ﬁnancial concepts. More speciﬁcally, these features will be LOB
features, technical indicators, quantitative analysis, econometrics, and fully automated ﬁnancial processes. The following list of features is by no means exhaustive,
demonstrating only a few exemplary cases.

2.4.1 Limit Order Book Features
LOB is an ordering mechanism for the trading activity of the submitted limit and
market orders. This trading activity creates a complex system in which relevant
indicators/features should capture its dynamics. The work presented in [38] is an
example of capturing LOB dynamics by handcrafted feature development. LOB
features extraction is based on the prediction of mid-price. There are three main
categories of feature set whose description can be seen in Table. 2.2
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Table 2.2 LOB feature sets (obtained from [P1])
Feature Set
Basic
Time-Insensitive

Description

Details

u1 = {Pia s k ,Via s k , Pib i d ,Vib i d }ni=1

10(=n)-level LOB Data

u2 = {(Pia s k − Pib i d ), (Pia s k + Pib i d )/2}ni=1

Spread & Mid-Price

ask
id
u3 = {Pna s k − P1a s k , P1b i d − Pnb i d , |Pi+1
− Pia s k |, |Pib+1
− Pib i d |}ni+1
 

n
n
n
n
1
ask 1  b id 1 
ask 1 
bid
u4 = n
Pi , n
Pi , n
Vi , n
Vi
i =1
i=1
i=1
i=1


n
n

(Pia s k − Pib i d ), (Via s k − Vib i d )
u5 =


n
u6 = d Pia s k /d t , d Pib i d /d t , dVia s k /d t , dVib i d /d t
i=1


u7 = λ1Δt , λ2Δt , λ3Δt , λ4Δt , λ5Δt , λ6Δt

u8 = 1λ1 >λ1 , 1λ2 >λ2 , 1λ3 >λ3 , 1λ4 >λ4 , 1λ5 >λ5 , 1λ6
Δt

Accumulated Differences

i =1

i=1

Time-Sensitive

Price Differences
Price & Volume Means

ΔT

Δt

ΔT

Δt

ΔT

Δt

ΔT

Δt

ΔT

u9 = {d λ1 /d t , d λ2 /d t , d λ3 /d t , d λ4 /d t , d λ5 /d t , d λ6 /d t }

Δt

Price & Volume Derivation

>λ6Δ

Average Intensity per Type
Relative Intensity Comparison

T

Limit Activity Accelaration

These three sets of handcrafted features provide useful insight regarding the evolution of price rate changes, or volume rate changes, but they are limited in terms of
other LOB characteristics. Several additional factors/features should also be considered, such as volatility estimation, price trends, volume imbalance, etc.

2.4.2 Technical Analysis
Technical analysis is a trading universe where traders make investment predictions
based on the idea that stock price is the primary source of information. The central component of technical analysis is the utilization of charts of volume and price
trends. Several indicators developed through the years (e.g., candlestick charts exist since 1600) and fuse with other methods, such as statistics. Some examples of
technical indicators are:
Average Directional Index
Average directional index (ADX) indicator [56] developed in order to identify the
strength of a current trend. ADX is calculated as follows:
T R = ma x(H t − L t , |H t − C L t −1 |, |L t − C L t −1 |)

(2.30)

(+D M ) = H t − H t −1

(2.31)

(−D M ) = L t − L t −1

(2.32)
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T R14 = T R t −1 − (T R t −1 /14) + T R

(2.33)

(+D M14 ) = (+D L t −14 ) − ((+D L t −14 )/14) + (+D M )

(2.34)

(−D M14 ) = (−D L t −14 ) − ((−D L t −14 )/14) + (−D M )

(2.35)

(+D I14 ) = 100 × ((+D M14 )/(+T R14 ))

(2.36)

(−D I14 ) = 100 × ((−D M14 )/(−T R14 ))

(2.37)

D Id i f f14 = |(+D M14 ) − (−D M14 )|

(2.38)

D I s u m14 = |(+D M14 ) + (−D M14 )|

(2.39)

DX = 100 × ((D Id i f f14 )/(D I s u m14 ))

(2.40)

ADX = (ADX t −1 × 13) + DX )/14

(2.41)

where: TR is the true range, H t is the current 10-block’s highest MB price, L t is
the current 10-block’s lowest MB price, C L t is the previous 10-block’s closing MB
price, (+D M ) is the positive Directional Movement (DM), (−D M ) is the negative
DM, T R14 is the TR based on the previous 14-blocks, T R t −1 is the previous TR
price, (+D M14 ) is DM based on the previous 14 (+D M ) blocks, (−D M14 ) is the
DM based on the previous 14 (−D M ) blocks, (+D M t −14 ) is the (+DM) of the previous 14 +D M blocks, D Id i f f14 is the directional indicator (DI) of the difference

between (+D M14 ) and (−D M14 ), D I s u m14 is the DI of the sum between (+D M14 )

and (−D M14 ), DX is the directional movement index and ADX t −1 is the previous

average directional index.
Parabolic Stop and Reverse
Parabolic SAR (PSAR) [57] is a trend following indicator that protects proﬁts. There
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are two main modules for its calculation, the Rising SAR and the Falling SAR, and
they are calculated as follows:
• Rising SAR
E P = H H i g h5

(2.42)

SAR = SAR t −1 + AF t −1 (E P t −1 − SAR t −1 )

(2.43)

E P = LLow5

(2.44)

SAR = SAR t −1 − AF t −1 (E P t −1 − SAR t −1 )

(2.45)

• Falling SAR

where AF is the acceleration factor, and E P the extreme point with highest high
(HH i g h5 ) and lowest low (LLow5 ) for the last ﬁve 10-MB blocks.
Linear Regression Line
Linear regression line (LRL) is a basic statistical method that provides information
for a future projection wherein trading is used to capture overextended price trends.
The basic calculation steps are as follows:

10

i =1

r= 

 10

PV = c1 + c2 × M B p r i c e s

(2.46)

c2 = r × (s t dPV /s t dM B p r i c e s )

(2.47)

(M B p r i c e s (i) − M B p r i c e s )(PV (i ) − PV )

(M B p r i c e s (i) − M B p r i c e s )2 (

i =1

10

i =1

(2.48)
(PV (i ) − PV )2

c1 = PV − c2 × M B p r i c e s

(2.49)

where PV are the predicted values, r is the correlation coefﬁcient, and M B p r i c e s and
PV are the mean of MB prices and predicted values, respectively.
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2.4.3 Quantitative Analysis
Quantitative analysis ([1], [2]) belongs to a trading universe where a decision is made
based on mathematical models and statistics. This type of analysis can effectively
be used not only for pattern identiﬁcation in massive datasets but also to mitigate
investment risks. One of the goals of the thesis is to use quantitative analysis for
pattern recognition. Examples of features that utilize mathematical concepts and
statistics follow:
Autocorrelation and Partial Correlation
Autocorrelation and partial correlation [11], [23] are key features in the development of time series analysis. Under the assumption of stationary stochastic processes, their local behavior is:
• Autocorrelation
rX ,k = 

E[(xi − μ)(xi+k − μ)]
E[(xi − μ)2 ]E[(xi +k − μ)2 ]

(2.50)

where xi and xi +k are the time series of lag k at time instance i , μ = E[xi ] =
∞
∞
x p(x)d x and σ x2 = E[(xi − μ)2 ] = −∞ (x − μ)2 p(x)d x are the constant
−∞
mean and constant variance, respectively.
• Partial Correlation
– For the general case of an autoregressive model AR( p), we have:
xi +1 = φ1 xi + φ2 xi −1 + ... + φ p xi − p+1 + ξi+1

(2.51)

of lag 1 up to p follows:
< xi xi +1 >=

< xi −1 xi +1 >=

< xi −k+1 xi +1 >=
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p

j =1
p

j =1
p

j =1

(φ j < xi xi − j +1 >)

(2.52)

(φ j < xi −1 xi − j +1 >)

(2.53)

(φ j < xi −k+1 xi − j +1 >)

(2.54)

< xi − p+1 xi+1 >=

p

j =1

(φ j < xi − p+1 xi − j +1 >)

(2.55)

by diving with N −1 and autocovariance of zero separated periods (where
the autocovariance function is even), all the lag periods above will be:
ri =

p

j =1

φ j r j −1

(2.56)

where ri , i = 1, 2, ..., k, ..., p for the matrix operations RΦ = r , R ∈
 p× p , Φ ∈  p×1 and r ∈  p×1 . The symmetric and full rank Φ are
Φ = R −1 r .
as follows: Φ̂
– Yule-Walker equations calculation for a lagged interval 1  i  p:
⎤
φ̂
⎢ 1⎥
⎢ ⎥
⎢φ̂ ⎥
−1
⎢ 2⎥
r (i ) = ⎢ . ⎥
⎢ . ⎥
⎢ . ⎥
⎣ ⎦
φ̂i
⎡

Φ = R (i )
Φ̂

(2.57)

Cointegration
Investigation of time-series equilibrium [22], [32] can be tested through the cointegrated hypothesis. Utilizing the cointegration test will help ML traders avoid the
problem of spurious regression. For this reason an Engle-Granger (EG) test is utilized for the multivariable case of LOB ask (At ) and bid (B t ) times series. The formulation of the EG test for the ask and bid LOB prices are as follows:

• At and B t ∼ I (d ), where I (d ) represents the order of integration
• Cointegration equation based on the error term: u t = At − αB t , where ordinary least squares (OLS) is performed for the estimation of α
• EG Hypothesis: u(t )∼I (d ), d = 0
• Perform OLS for the estimation of α̂ and unit root test for: û = At − α̂B t
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2.4.4 Econometrics
Econometrics ([46], [51], [59]) is the ﬁeld of study that covers topics related to ﬁnancial applications and assumptions under the scope of statistics and mathematics. This ﬁeld is vast and covers methods from regression and probability theory to
asymptotic theory and volatility estimation. These topics are directly connected to
high-frequency ﬁnancial data, which come with variation in prices, known in the
ﬁnancial literature as volatility. Since the thesis deals with this type of data, some
features will be presented in this section as examples of feature engineering under
econometric theory.
Volatility Measures
Features based on volatility measures estimate either the integrated variance (IV),
that is, the process


I Vt =

t
0

σ s2 ds

(2.58)

or, more generally, the quadratic variation (QV)

[X , X ] t =

t
0

σ s2 ds +


0<s ≤t

(ζ s dN s )2 .

(2.59)

Here, X is the logarithmic price of a given asset. Assuming that X t follows an Itô
semimartingale; that is,

X t = X0 +

t
0


b s ds +

t
0


σ s dW s +

t
o

ζ s dN s ,

(2.60)

where b is locally bounded, σ is cádlág and predictable, and W t is a standard Wiener
process, ζ is a thin (i.e., ﬁnite) process mapping the jump size, and N is the counting
process associated to the jump times of X . Δn deﬁnes the time elapsed between two
adjacent observations; speciﬁcally, assuming that the observations are equidistant in
t

1

time: Δn =  n . Since calendar time is not present, then: Δn = n .

• Realized variance
The realized variance [4] is the most natural estimator of the quadratic varia45

tion process and is equal to:
RV t =

n

i =1

(r (X )i )2 ,

(2.61)

where r (X )i are the log-returns of the Xi logarithmic stock price.
• Realized kernel
Realized kernels [7] are used in obtaining a noise robust estimate of QV as
follows:
RK t = γ0 (XΔn ) +

 
H

h
k
{γ h (XΔn ) + γ−h (XΔn )},
H
h=1

(2.62)

with H the kernel bandwidth, γ h (XΔn ) the autocovariation process, k is the
kernel function of choice. For a non-ﬂat-top Parzen the implementation follows closely [8].
• Realized pre-averaged variance
The pre-averaged realized variance [37] is akin to the realized kernel estimator
(in fact they are asymptotically equivalent). As for the realized kernel, the preaveraged realized variance is used in retrieving a noise-free measurement of the
quadratic variation of the price process and is calculated as follows:

PA − RV t =

+1
Δn n−H

θψ2

i =0

(X̄in )2 −

N
ψ1 Δ n 
(r (X ))2 .
2θ2 ψ2 i =0

(2.63)

As before, H is the kernel bandwidth and θ the pre-averaging horizon. Further, given a nonzero real-valued function g : [0, 1] →  with g (0) = g (1) = 0
and which is further continuous and piecewise continuously differentiable
such that its derivative g  is piecewise Lipschitz. Then:

ψ1 =
and

1

(2.64)

( g (s ))2 ds .

(2.65)

0


ψ2 =

( g  (s ))2 ds

1
0


Following [12] and for H = θ n and θ = 1, g (x) = x ∧(1− x). Hence ψ1 = 1
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and, ψ2 =

1
12 .

2.4.5 Fully Automated Feature Extraction
Feature extraction can be performed not only by hand-crafted features but also through
fully automated processes. An example of these processes is the so-called autoencoders (AE). Autoencoders [41] are neural networks that operate in an unsupervised
manner. They do not require any labeling system since they operate under a semisupervised protocol. More speciﬁcally, they use the input data as label and the model
training is calculated through this mechanism. The main parts of an AE are: the encoding part, the latent representation, and the decoding part as seen in Fig. 2.9

Figure 2.9 Example of a symmetrical undercomplete AE

The basic structure of AE is deﬁned as a mapping from the encoder to the decoder
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with the main objective being the following minimization problem:
f , g = argmin ||X − ( f ◦ g )X ||2

(2.66)

f ,g

where f : X → F and g : F → X are the transition functions and ◦ is the function
composition operation.
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3

DATASETS, PROTOCOLS AND METRICS

In this chapter, a description of the experimental setup will be presented. The present
thesis deals with the task of LOB’s mid-price prediction. Datasets used for this task
are two TotalView-ITCH sets based on Nordic and US stocks. More speciﬁcally,
experiments were conducted on ﬁve Nordic stocks (i.e., Kesko Oyj, Outokumpu
Oyj, Sampo Oyj, Rautaruukki, and Wartsila Oyj) and two US stocks (i.e., Amazon
and Google). These datasets contain daily trading activity in the form of MB events.
Processing this ﬂow of information requires intensive computational power together
with data processing such as ﬁltering and normalization. Furthermore, one of the
critical components of predicting mid-price is the development of the experimental
protocols that formulate the problem under consideration correctly and specify how
the experiments are conducted.

3.1 Datasets
Nordic
The Nordic dataset is obtained from NASDASQ Nordic and consists of ﬁve Nordic
stocks (Table 3.1) with 4603143 trading events in millisecond resolution for the entire
trading period, which is from 06/01/2010 until 06/14/2010.
Table 3.1 Nordic Stocks
Stock

Sector

Industry

Consumer Defensive

Grocery Stores

FI0009000202

Basic Materials

Steel

FI0009002422

Financial Services

Insurance - Property & Casualty

FI0009003305

Rautaruukki

Basic Materials

Steel

FI0009003552

Wartsila Oyj

Industrials

Diversiﬁed Industrials

FI0009000727

Kesko Oyj
Outokumpu Oyj
Sampo Oyj

ISIN Code

Trading activity in terms of trade side (i.e., bid and ask) and trade type (i.e., trades,
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order, and cancellations) for the diversiﬁed Nordic dataset is presented in Table 3.2.
For every stock the proportions of trades:orders:cancellations is the same for the
entire dataset.
Table 3.2 Trading activity of the ﬁve Nordic stocks

Number of Events

Bid : Ask

Kesko Oyj

Stock

341913

146472 : 195441

Trades : Orders : Cancellations
8216 : 177479 : 156218

Outokumpu Oyj

827666

423372 : 404294

30923 : 416139 : 380604

Sampo Oyj

734055

363185 : 370870

24299 : 368675 : 341081

Rautaruukki

1015838

519280 : 496558

18660 : 510647 : 486531

Wartsila Oyj

1683671

846104 : 837567

16210 : 842840 : 824621

US
The US dataset was obtained from NASDASQ Nordic and consists of two stocks
(Table 3.3) with 4603143 trading events for the entire trading period, which is from
09/22/15 to 10/05/15.
Table 3.3 US Stocks
Stock
Amazon
Google

Sector

Industry

Consumer Cyclical

Specialty Retail

US0231351067

ISIN Code

Technology

Internet Content & Information

US02079K3059

Trading activity in terms of trade side (i.e., bid and ask) and trade type (i.e., trades,
order, and cancellations) for the US dataset is presented in Table 3.4. For every stock
the proportions of trades:orders:cancellations is the same for the entire dataset.
Table 3.4 Trading activity of the two US stocks

Number of Events

Bid : Ask

Trades : Orders : Cancellations

Amazon

Stock

5144115

2813419 : 2330696

413752 : 2467835 : 2262528

Google

4135017

2161713 : 1973304

112946 : 2047697 : 1974374

3.2 Normalization
Normalization is the process where the input representations are scaled in order to
operate under a uniform range. This is particularly helpful in the case of neural networks. More speciﬁcally, normalization facilitates the convergence, during training,
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of biases and weights. Experiments presented in this thesis utilized three different
normalization setups: z-score, min-max, and decimal precision normalization, for
every i data sample.

Z-score
Z-score, in particular, is the normalization process through which the mean is subtracted from the input data for each feature separately and divided by the standard
deviation of the given sample:
(Z s c o r e )

xi

xi − x̄
=
,
 
1 N
(x j − x̄)2
N

(3.1)

j =1

where x̄ is the sample mean:
x̄ =

N
1 
x
N j =1 j

(3.2)

.

Min-Max
On the other hand, min-max scaling, as described by:
(M M )

xi

=

xi − x mi n
,
x max − x mi n

(3.3)

is the process of subtracting the minimum value from each feature and dividing it by
the difference between the maximum and minimum value of that feature sample.

Decimal Precision
The third scaling setup is the decimal precision approach. This normalization method
is based on moving the decimal points of each of the feature values. Calculations follow the absolute value of each feature sample:
(D P )

xi

=

xi
10k

,

where k is the integer that will give us the maximum value for |x(D P ) | < 1.
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(3.4)

3.3 Protocols
Experimental protocols deﬁne the objective and the main steps of the experiment.
This thesis makes use of three different experimental protocols. All protocols deal
with the task of mid-price movement prediction, as follows:
Anchored Forward Cross-Validation
A day-based prediction framework is developed following an anchored forward crossvalidation format. More speciﬁcally, the training set increases by one day in each fold
and stops after n −1 days (i.e., after nine days with n = 10). On each fold, the test set
corresponds to one day of data, which moves in a rolling window format (i.e., every
next day works as the testing set). The experimental setup is illustrated in Fig. 3.1.

Figure 3.1 Experimental Setup Framework based on an Anchored Forward cross-validation format
([P1]).

Independent Feature Blocks
Independent Feature Blocks are based on independent 10-event blocks for extraction
of feature representations as seen in Fig. 3.2. Feature representations are based on independent 10-event blocks. The protocol considers the problem of mid-price movement prediction as a three-class classiﬁcation problem, wherein mid-price’s states
are up, down, and stationary conditions. These changes in mid-price are deﬁned
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through the following calculations:
⎧
m (t )
⎪
1, if M Pa (t ) > 1 + α
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎨
l t = −1, if ma (t ) < 1 − α
M P (t )
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎪
⎩
0, otherwise
where M P (t ) is the mid-price at time t , ma (t ) =

1
r

r

i =1 M P (t

(3.5)

+ 1) is the average of

the future mid-price events with window size r = 10, and α determines the signiﬁcance of the mid-price movement, which is equal to 2 × 10−5 .

Figure 3.2

Experimental Setup Framework based on independent feature blocks (i.e., t1 , ..., t10 ,
t11 , ..., t20 , ..., etc) format. This format constructs the input feature representations (FR)
([P3]).

Online Learning
Online learning protocol utilizes all the events in an online sequence. Feature representations extraction takes place over a sliding window of ten events with an overlap
of nine events. As a result, there is no missing value during the feeding process of a
classiﬁer such as neural networks. A pictorial representation of the feature extraction is shown in Fig. 3.3. The task of this protocol is to predict the movement of
mid-price (i.e., classiﬁcation: up or down) together with the number of events it
takes for that movement to occur in the future (i.e., regression: number of events
until next mid-price’s movement change).
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Figure 3.3 Experimental Setup Framework based on online learning format ([P3]). This format is
constructing the input feature representations (FR).

3.4 Performance Evaluation
Performance evaluation is a critical component in machine learning. The task of
mid-price prediction is treated as a classiﬁcation and regression problem. The classiﬁcation task refers to the prediction of mid-price’s direction (i.e., up, down or stationary condition), while the regression part is related to the forecasting of the number of trading events that will take place until the next mid-price movement change.
For the classiﬁcation part, the metric of F1 score is used whereas for the regression
task, the root mean squared error (RMSE) is employed. The advantages of these
metrics are summarized as follows: i) F1 score can only be affected in one direction
by skewed distributions for unbalanced classes, such as the datasets in these experiments, and ii) RMSE, which is used to measure the distance between the regression
line and the data points, is easily interpretable since it retains the error measurement
under the same unit as the data points. A description of these performance measures
follows:
F1 Score
Performance is based on the calculation of the mean accuracy, recall, precision, and
F1 score. These metrics are deﬁned as follows:
Ac c u rac y =

TP +TN
TP +TN +FP +FN
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(3.6)

P r e c i s i on =

(3.7)

TP
TP +FN

(3.8)

P r e c i s i on × Re ca l l
P r e c i s i on + Re ca l l

(3.9)

Re cal l =
F1=2×

TP
TP +FP

where TP and TF represent the true positives and true negatives, respectively, of
the mid-price prediction label compared with the ground truth, while FP and FN
represent the false positives and false negatives, respectively. The focal point is F1
score performance.
Root Mean Squared Error
Root mean squared error measures the average magnitude of error. It is suitable for
continuous processes, wherein measurement units are comparable to units of the
variable of interest. It is calculated as follows:

 n
 i =1 (Pi − Oi )2
RM S E =
,
n

(3.10)

where Pi and Oi are the predicted and observed values of n samples, respectively.
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4

CONTRIBUTIONS

In this chapter, the contributions related to this thesis will be brieﬂy summarized.
First, the Nordic benchmark dataset and the baseline performance will be described
for the task of mid-price movement prediction in Section 4.1. Next, a feature selection process will be presented in Section 4.2, where an extensive list of features
derived from technical and quantitative analysis together with LOB features are compared with a newly introduced feature based on logistic regression. This new feature,
which is designed for online learning, was selected ﬁrst among the other suggested
features. The selection process was tested on several sorting methods such as entropy,
linear discriminant analysis, and least mean square. Furthermore, in Section 4.3, a
feature engineering approach will be discussed in terms of econometric features. Finally, the effectiveness of using deep learning for the task of mid-price prediction
will be presented in the same section.

4.1 Nordic Benchmark Dataset
HF data is a collection of millions of trading events with time irregularities. This
collection can be effectively organized in LOB ﬁltered by price and time. Proper
analysis of LOB dynamics (see Section 2.2) requires the development of a suitable
experimental protocol as well as an adequate model selection and parameterization
in order to effectively make predictions. To our knowledge, there are no publicly
available LOB datasets ready for machine learning tasks. This therefore, is one of the
main contributions of the present thesis (see [P1]), as it provides a publicly available1
dataset equipped with three normalizations setups (i.e., z-score, min-max, and decimal precision) together with annotations for ﬁve classiﬁcation problems depending
on the forecasting horizon (see Section 3.1 and Section 3.3). Characteristics of other
1
LOB dataset can
kata20170601153214969115

be

found

in

https://etsin.avointiede.ﬁ/dataset/urn-nbn-ﬁ-csc-
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datasets are provided in Table 4.1.

Table 4.1 HF Dataset Examples ([P1])
Public Avl.

Unit Time

Period

Asset Class / Num. of Stocks

Size

1

Dukascopy



ms

up-to-date

various

≈ 20,000 events/day

x

2

truefx



ms

up-to-date

15 FX pairs

≈ 300,000 events/day

x

Dataset

Annotations

3

NASDAQ

AuR

ms

2008-09

Equity / 120

-

x

4

NASDAQ

AuR

ms

10/07 & 06/08

Equity / 500

≈ 55,000 events/day

x

5

NASDAQ

x

ms

-

Equity / 5

2,000 data points

x

6

Euronext

AuR

-

-

Several Products

-

x

7

NASDAQ

x

ns

01/14-08/15

Equity / 489

50 TB

x

8

Our - NASDAQ



ms

01-14/06/10

Equity / 5

4 M samples



The dataset is divided into two main categories depending on the presence or absence of the auction period. Since the anchored cross-validation method for ten days
for ﬁve stocks is followed, there are nine (cross-fold) datasets for each normalization
set-up for training and testing. Every train and test dataset contains information
from all the ﬁve Nordic stocks. For instance, the ﬁrst fold contains one day of training and one day of testing for all the ﬁve stocks. The second fold contains the training
dataset for two days and the testing dataset for one day and so on.
Another contribution of [P1] is the provided baseline models, which are grounded
on linear and non-linear regressions methods, and more speciﬁcally, on RR and
SLFN with k-means (see Section 2.3.1 and Section 2.3.2, respectively). Experimental
results are presented for four cases: one is based on feature representations without normalization ﬁltering and three cases with normalized representations (i.e.,
z-score, min-max, and decimal precision). As seen in Table 4.2 and Table 4.3 for
ﬁve different classiﬁcation tasks (i.e., Labels 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10)2 , the outcome suggests
that normalization-depending horizon projection offers signiﬁcant performance improvements for both RR and SLFN.

2

Labels 1, 2, 3, 5 and 10 represent ﬁve different classiﬁcation problems related to the forecasting
horizon. For instance: Label 1 represents the next mid-price movement, Label 2 represents the midprice movements in two events from the current state, Label 3 represents the mid-price movements
three events away from the current state etc.
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Table 4.2 Results based on Unﬁltered Representations ([P1])

Labels

RRAc c u rac y

RRP r e c i s i on

RRRe cal l

RRF 1

1

0,637 ± 0,055

0,505 ± 0,145

0,337 ± 0,003

0,268 ± 0,014

2

0,555 ± 0,064

0,504 ± 0,131

0,376 ± 0,023

0,320 ± 0,050

3

0,489 ± 0,061

0,423 ± 0,109

0,397 ± 0,031

0,356 ± 0,070

5

0,429 ± 0,049

0,402 ± 0,113

0,425 ± 0,038

0,400 ± 0,093

10

0,453 ± 0,054

0,400 ± 0,105

0,400 ± 0,030

0,347 ± 0,066

Labels

S LF NAc c u rac y

S LF NP r e c i s i on

S LF NRe cal l

S LF NF 1

1

0,636 ± 0,055

0,299 ± 0,075

0,335 ± 0,002

0,262 ± 0,015

2

0,536 ± 0,069

0,387 ± 0,132

0,345 ± 0,009

0,260 ± 0,035

3

0,473 ± 0,074

0,334 ± 0,080

0,357 ± 0,005

0,270 ± 0,021

5

0,381 ± 0,038

0,342 ± 0,058

0,370 ± 0,020

0,327 ± 0,043

10

0,401 ± 0,039

0,284 ± 0,102

0,356 ± 0,020

0,290 ± 0,070

Table 4.3 Results based on Z-score Normalization ([P1])

Labels

RRAc c u rac y

RRP r e c i s i on

RRRe cal l

RRF 1

1

0,480 ± 0,040

0,418 ± 0,021

0,435 ± 0,029

0,410 ± 0,022

2

0,498 ± 0,052

0,444 ± 0,025

0,443 ± 0,031

0,440 ± 0,031

3

0,463 ± 0,045

0,438 ± 0,027

0,437 ± 0,033

0,433 ± 0,034

5

0,439 ± 0,042

0,436 ± 0,028

0,433 ± 0,028

0,427 ± 0,041

10

0,429 ± 0,046

0,429 ± 0,028

0,429 ± 0,043

0,416 ± 0,044

Labels

S LF NAc c u rac y

S LF NP r e c i s i on

S LF NRe cal l

S LF NF 1

1

0,643 ± 0,056

0,512 ± 0,037

0,366 ± 0,019

0,327 ± 0,046

2

0,556 ± 0,066

0,550 ± 0,029

0,378 ± 0,011

0,327 ± 0,030

3

0,512 ± 0,069

0,497 ± 0,024

0,424 ± 0,047

0,389 ± 0,082

5

0,473 ± 0,036

0,468 ± 0,024

0,464 ± 0,028

0,459 ± 0,031

10

0,477 ± 0,048

0,453 ± 0,056

0,432 ± 0,025

0,410 ± 0,040

4.2 Feature Selection for Technical and Quantitative
Indicators
Feature selection is a key component in experiments with multidimensional datasets.
There are three main reasons why a trader, for instance, should consider performing feature selection: 1) to reduce computational complexity, 2) to improve perfor59

mance, and 3) to gain a better insight to any underlying process in the problem under
consideration. Feature selection, together with feature engineering, has the potential
to provide an information edge in trading, the beneﬁts of which can be seen in [P2].
Below is a brief discussion of the newly introduced features based on technical and
quantitative indicators and the feature selection criteria.
The experiments in [P2] evaluate an extensive list of technical indicators3 and several quantitative indicators together with LOB features. A new quantitative feature
based on logistic regression (see Table 4.4), which is suitable for online learning, is
further introduced. The new feature was selected ﬁrst in terms of several feature sorting methods, such as 1) entropy, 2) linear discriminant analysis (LDA), and 3) least
mean square (LMS). The selection process follows a wrapper methodology, wherein
the performance (i.e., F1 score) is reported in terms of the best subset of features for
every iteration (e.g., the best single feature, the best pair of features, ...). The wrapper
method is described in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Wrapper-Based Feature Selection ([P2])
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:

3

procedure lo p t = F eat u r e_S e l e c t (X , l a b e l s, c r i t e r i on)
l = [1 : D]
lo p t = [ ]
Xo p t = [ ], [D, N ] = s i z e(X )
for d = 1 : D do
c r i t _l i s t = [ ]
for i = 1 : D − d + 1 do
c u r r _X = [Xo p t ; X (i; :)]
c r i t _l i s t [i] = c r i t (c u r r _X )
[b e s t _d , b e s t _c r i t ] = o p t (c r i t _l i s t )
lo p t [d ] = b e s t _d
l [b e s t _d ] = [ ]
Xo p t = [Xo p t ; X (b e s t _d ; :)]
X (b e s t _d , :) = [ ]

This list is by far the most extensive in the literature.
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Table 4.4 Feature list of the three groups (description and calculations in [P2]).

Feature Sets

Description

Technical Analysis
Accumulation Distribution Line

Awesome Oscillator

Accelerator Oscillator

Average Directional Index

Average Directional Movement Index Rating

Displaced Moving Average based on Williams

Alligator Indicator

Absolute Price Oscillator

Aroon Indicator

Aroon Oscillator

Average True Range

Bollinger Bands

Ichimoku Clouds

Chande Momentum Oscillator

Chaikin Oscillator

Chandelier Exit

Center of Gravity Oscillator

Donchian Channels

Double Exponential Moving Average

Detrended Price Oscillator

Heikin-Ashi

Highest High and Lowest Low

Hull MA

Internal Bar Strength

Keltner Channels

Moving Average Convergence/Divergence Oscillator

Median Price

Momentum

Variable Moving Average

Normalized Average True Range

Percentage Price Oscillator

Rate of Change

Relative Strength Index

Parabolic Stop and Reverse

Standard Deviation

Stochastic Relative Strength Index

T3-Triple Exponential Moving Average

Triple Exponential Moving Average

Triangular Moving Average

True Strength Index

Ultimate Oscillator

Weighted Close

Williams %R

Zero-Lag Exponential Moving Average

Fractals

Linear Regression Line

Digital Filtering: Rational Transfer Function

Digital Filtering: Savitzky-Golay Filter

Digital Filtering: Zero-Phase Filter

Remove Offset and Detrend

Beta-like Calculation
Quantitative Analysis
Autocorrelation

Partial Correlation

Cointegration based on Engle-Granger test

Order Book Imbalance

Logistic Regression for Online Learning
LOB Features
n levels of LOB Data

Spread & Mid-Price

Price Differences

Price & Volume Means

Accumulated Differences

Price & Volume Derivation

Average Intensity per Type

Relative Intensity Comparison

Limit Activity Acceleration
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4.2.1 Adaptive Logistic Regression Feature

An adaptive logistic regression model is built for the task of mid-price movement
prediction. Based on [52], the idea of this new feature is the local behavior of LOB
levels. More speciﬁcally, an adaptive learning rate is developed based on the Hessian
matrix and the ratio of the logistic coefﬁcients. This ratio considers the relationship
between the ﬁrst six LOB levels and the ones deeper in LOB. The feature is constructed as follows: since 0  hθ (V )  1 and V are the stock volumes for the ﬁrst six
levels of the LOB then the logistic function (i.e. hypothesis function) is:
hθ (V ) =
where θT V = θ0 +

n

j =1

1
1 + e −θT V

(4.1)

θ j V j . Parameter estimation is considered by calculating the

parameter’s likelihood:
L(θ) =

m
#

(i )

(hθ (V (i ) ))y (1 − hθ (V (i ) ))1−y

(i )

(4.2)

i=1

for m training samples and the cost function, based on this probabilistic approach,
is as follows:
J (θ) =

m $
%
1 
− y (i ) l o g (hθ (V (i ) )) − (1 − y (i ) )l o g (1 − hθ (V (i) )) .
m i =1

(4.3)

The next step is the process of choosing θs for optimizing (i.e. minimizing) J (θ) and
follows the Newton’s update method:
θ(s +1) = θ(s ) − H −1 ∇θ J ,

(4.4)

where the gradient is:
∇θ J =

m
1 
(h (V (i ) ) − y (i) )V (i )
m 1 θ
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(4.5)

and the Hessian matrix is:
H=

m $
%
1 
hθ (V (i ) ) 1 − hθ (V (i ) ) V (i ) (V (i) )T
m i =1

(4.6)

with V (i ) (V (i) )T ∈ (n+1)×(n+1) and y (i ) are the labels calculated as the differences of
the best4 level’s ask (and bid) prices. The suggested labels describe a binary classiﬁcation problem: one for change in the best ask price and another one for no change in
the best ask price. The above calculations were extracted in an online manner. The
online process considers the 9 t h element of every 10-MB block multiplied by the θ
coefﬁcient ﬁrst-order tensor to obtain the probabilistic behavior (i.e., ﬁrst-order tensor ﬁltered through the hypothesis function) of the 10 t h event of the 10-MB block.
The output is the feature representation expressed as a scalar (i.e. probability) of the
bid and ask price separately.

4.2.2 Selection Criteria
Entropy
Entropy [47], is a measure of signal complexity, wherein the signal is the time series
of the multidimensional dual-mode tensor with dimensions  p×n , p is the number
of features and n number of samples, as a measure of feature relevance. The bits
calculation for every feature in the feature set follows an iterative manner and reports
the order. Entropy is measured as follows:
H (X ) = −

p

i =1

p(xi ) l o g p(xi ),

(4.7)

where p(xi ) is the probability of the frequency per feature for the given data samples.
Linear Discriminant Analysis
LDA [13] is used for classiﬁcation and dimensionality reduction. However, instead
of performing these tasks, LDA is converted into a feature selection algorithm. The
feature selection performance is measured through two metrics. One is the classiﬁcation rate (LDA1) and the other is based on the error term (LDA2), which is deﬁned as
the ratio of the within-class scatter matrix and the between-class scatter matrix. The
4

Best LOB level is deﬁned as the highest price for the bid size and the lowest price for the ask side.
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main objective of LDA is to identify the projection matrix W ∈  m×#c l −1 , where
m is the sample dimension, and #c l is the number of classes, such that Y = W T X
maximizes the class separation. For a given sample set X of m p-dimensional samples such that X = {X1 , X2 , ..., X m }, where Xi = (Xi 1 , Xi 2 , ..., Xi#c l ) belonging to the
i t h class, with i = 1, 2, .., #c l . Then W maximizes Fisher’s ratio
J (W) =
where
SB =
and
SW =

#c l

i =1

t rac e WT SB W
t rac e WT SW W

,

Ni (μi − μ)(μi − μ)T

#c l 

i =1 x∈Xi

(x − μi )(x − μi )T

(4.8)

(4.9)

(4.10)

are the b e t w e e n-class and w i t h i n-class scatter matrices, respectively, with
1 
X
Ni i ∈#c l i

(4.11)

#c l
1 
Ni μi ,
N i

(4.12)

μi =
and
μ=

for Ni number of samples in the #c l t h class. Same calculations are conducted for the
projected samples y with
&i =
μ

1 
Y
Ni i ∈#c l i

(4.13)

'=
μ

#c l
1 
Y,
N i i

(4.14)

and

while the scatter matrices (i.e. w i t h i n and b e t w e e n scatter matrices, respectively)
are
S(
W =

#c l 

i =1 y∈#c l

(y − μ̃i )(y − μ̃i )T
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(4.15)

and
&
SB =

#c l

i =1

' μi − μ)
' T.
Ni (&
μi − μ)(&

(4.16)

These two metrics constitute the evaluation of the hand-crafted features incrementally. The two evaluation metrics are based on the classiﬁcation rate and the ratio of
the wi t hi n-class and b e t w e e n-class scatter matrices of the projected space Y .

Least-Mean-Square
LMS, a ﬁtting method, produces an approximation that minimizes the sum of squared
differences between the given data and the predicted values. LMS is used in a similar fashion (such as LDA) in the feature selection task. Two different approaches
are presented, namely LMS1 (based on the classiﬁcation rate) and LMS2 (based on
the 2 -norm). A hand-crafted feature assessment is performed sequentially based
on LMS. More speciﬁcally, each of the features is evaluated according to a classiﬁcation rate, the 2 -norm of the predicted labels and the ground truth. The evaluation

process is performed as follows: HW = T, where H ∈  pi ×n is the input data with
feature dimension pi where it is calculated incrementally for the number of training

samples n, W ∈  pi ×#c l are the weighted coefﬁcients for the number of features pi

of the number(#) of classes (i.e. up, down, and stationary labelling), and T ∈ #c l ×n
represents the target labels of the training set. The weight coefﬁcient matrix W is
estimated via the following formula: W = H† T, where H† is the Moore-Penrose
pseudoinverse matrix.

4.2.3 Feature Selection - Performance

Feature selection in terms of technical and quantitative indicators under the formation above provides useful information to traders and market makers. This is veriﬁed by the results of an extensive performance evaluation over the Nordic dataset.
More speciﬁcally, the wrapper topology reported an average F1 score close to 50%
with a best subset selection of close to ﬁve features (see Figure 4.1). Furthermore,
the newly introduced feature based on the adaptive logistic regression model ranked
ﬁrst among the majority of the ﬁve selected sorting criteria (see Table 4.5).
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Table 4.5

List of the ﬁrst 10 best features for the 5 sorting methods ([P2])

Feature Sets

Description

Entropy
1

Autocorrelation

2

Donchian Channels

3

Highest High

4

Center of Gravity Oscillator

5

Heikin-Ashi

6

Linear Regr. - Regression Coefﬁc.

7

Linear Regr. - Correlation Coefﬁc.

8

T3

9

TEMA

10

TRIMA

LMS1
1

Logistic Regr. - Local Spatial Ratio

2

Best LOB Level - Bid Side Volume

3

Second Best LOB Level - Ask Volume

4

Price and Volume Derivation

5

Best LOB Level - Ask Side

6

Linear Regr. - Corr. Coefﬁc.

7

Logistic Regr. - Logistic Coefﬁc.

8

Logistic Regr. - Extended Spatial Ratio

9

Autocorrelation for Log Returns

10

Partial Autocorrelation

LMS2
1

Logistic Regression - Spatial Ratio

2

Cointegration - Boolean Vector

3

Cointegration - Test Statistics

4

Price and Volume Means

5

Average Type Intensity

6

Average Type Intensity

7

Spread & Mid-Price

8

Alligator Jaw

9

Directional Index

10

Fractals

LDA1
1

Logistic Regression - Spatial Ratio

2

Second Best LOB Level - Ask Volume

3

Price & Volume derivation

4

Spread & Mid-Price

5

Partial Autocorrelation for Log Returns

6

Linear Regression Line - Squared Corr. Coefﬁc.

7

Order Book Imbalance

8

Linear Regression - Corr. Coefﬁc.

9

Linear Regression - Regr. Coefﬁc.

10

Third Best LOB Level - Ask Volume

LDA2
1

Logistic Regression - Probability Estimation

2

Logistic Regression - Spatial Ratio

3

Bollinger Bands

4

Alligator Teeth

5

Cointegration - Test Statistics

6

Best LOB Level - Bid Side Volume

7

Cointegration - p Values

8

Price & Volume Means

9

Price & Volume derivation

10

Price differences
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Figure 4.1

Bar plots with variance present the average (i.e. average F1 performance for the 9-fold
protocol for all the features) F1 score of the 12 different models for the cases of 5, 50, 100,
200, and 273 number of best features. The order of the models from the left to the right
column is (1) feature list sorted based on entropy and classiﬁed based on LMS, (2) feature
list sorted based on LMS1 and classiﬁed based on LMS, (3) feature list sorted based on
LMS2 and classiﬁed based on LMS, (4) feature list sorted based on LDA1 and classiﬁed
based on LDA, (5) feature list sorted based on LDA2 and classiﬁed based on LDA, (6)
feature list sorted based on LDA1 and classiﬁed based on LMS, (7) feature list sorted based
on LDA2 and classiﬁed based on LMS, (8) feature list sorted based on LDA2 and classiﬁed
based on LMS, (9) feature list sorted based on entropy and classiﬁed based on RBFN, (10)
feature list sorted based on LMS2 and classiﬁed based on RBFN, (11) feature list sorted
based on LDA1 and classiﬁed based on RBFN, and (12) feature list sorted based on LDA2
and classiﬁed based on RBFN ([P2]).

4.3 Econometric Features for Online Deep Learning
The introduction of econometric features as inputs to deep learning models (see Sections 2.3.3, 2.3.4, and 2.3.5) together with the development of an experimental
protocol for online learning robust to time irregularities, which are present in HF
data constitute another important contribution of the thesis (i.e., [P3]). Based on a
fair evaluation of econometric features against fully automated (see Section 2.4.5) and
LOB features, and against technical and quantitative indicators, the experimental results suggest that hand-crafted features provide good insight on when the mid-price
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will change. Econometric features covered in this thesis contain information regarding statistical features, volatility measures (see Section 2.4.4), noise and uncertainty
measures, and price discovery. A list of the econometric features against other handcrafted features can be seen in Table 4.6.

4.3.1 Econometric Features Performance
Econometric features were tested over liquid and illiquid stocks (i.e., based on US
and Nordic stocks) via deep learning exploration. Several deep learning models are
used for the task of the mid-price prediction. More speciﬁcally, ﬁve MLP, two CNN,
and two LSTM neural networks were used in the experiments. The reported performance of these models was based on an extensive grid search where shallow and
deep architectures were examined. Details of these models can be found in [P3]. The
problem under consideration was the prediction of when and in which direction that
mid-price movement will happen. As a result, the loss function is measured simultaneously through cross-entropy (classiﬁcation task) and mean-square error (regression
task). The results showed that econometrics features in some cases (i.e., selection of
stock and model) lead to prediction of mid-price in the next millisecond. For instance, Figure 4.2 shows low RMSE of 28 events while F1 score is close to 60% for
Amazon and Joint (Amazon and Google trained together) cases.
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Table 4.6 Feature list of the three feature sets: Description for the newly introduced,
Econometrics-based, handcrafted features can be found in [P3]; where description for the
Tech & Quant and LOB feature sets can be found in [P2]
Econometric features

Tech & Quant features

LOB features

Statistical Features

Technical Indicators

Basic

Mid-Price

Accumulation Distribution Line

n LOB Levels

Financial Duration

Awesome Oscillator

Average Mid-Price Financial Duration

Accelerator Oscillator

Time-Insensitive

Log-Returns

Average Directional Index

Spread & Mid-Price

Volatility Measures

Average Directional Movement Index Rating

Price Differences

Displaced Moving Average

Price& Volume Means

Realized Volatility

Absolute Price Oscillator

Realized Kernel

Aroon Indicator

Realized Pre-Averaged Variance

Aroon Oscillator

Time-Sensitive

Realized Semi-Variance

Average True Range

Price & Volume Derivation

Realized Bipower Variation

Bollinger Bands

Average Intensity per Type

Realized Bipower Variation (lag 2)

Ichimoku Clouds

Relative Intensity Comparison

Realized Bipower Semi-Variance

Chande Momentum Oscillator

Limit Activity Acceleration

Jump Variation

Chaikin Oscillator

Spot Volatility

Chandelier Exit

Average Spot Volatility

Center of Gravity Oscillator
Donchian Channels

Noise and Uncertainty Measures

Double Exponential Moving Average

Realized Quarticity

Detrended Price Oscillator

Realized Quarticity Tripower

Heikin-Ashi

Realized Quarticity Quadpower

Highest High and Lowest Low

Noise Variance [45]

Hull MA

Noise Variance [60]

Internal Bar Strength
Keltner Channels

Price Discovery Features

Moving Average Convergence/Divergence Oscillator

Weighted Mid-Price by Order Imbalance

Median Price

Volume Imbalance

Momentum

Bid-Ask Spread

Variable Moving Average

Normalized Bid-Ask Spread

Normalized Average True Range
Percentage Price Oscillator
Rate of Change
Relative Strength Index
Parabolic Stop and Reverse
Standard Deviation
Stochastic Relative Strength Index
T3-Triple Exponential Moving Average
Triple Exponential Moving Average
Triangular Moving Average
True Strength Index
Ultimate Oscillator
Weighted Close
Williams %R
Zero-Lag Exponential Moving Average
Fractals
Linear Regression Line
Digital Filtering: Rational Transfer Function
Digital Filtering: Savitzky-Golay Filter
Digital Filtering: Zero-Phase Filter
Remove Offset and Detrend
Beta-like Calculation
Quantitative Indicators
Autocorrelation
Partial Correlation
Cointegration based on Engle-Granger test
Order Book Imbalance
Logistic Regression for Online Learning
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Accumulated Differences

(a) F1 scores based on the unbalanced (top) and

balanced (bottom) sets

(top) and balanced (bottom) sets

(c) F1 scores based on the unbalanced (top)

(d) RMSE scores based on the unbalanced

and balanced (bottom) sets

(top) and balanced (bottom) sets

(e) F1 scores based on the unbalanced (top)

(f) RMSE scores based on the unbalanced

and balanced (bottom) sets
Figure 4.2

(b) RMSE scores based on the unbalanced

(top) and balanced (bottom) sets

F1 (left column plots) and RMSE (right column plots) scores for the nine deep learning
models based on the US data ([P3])
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5

CONCLUSIONS

The main contribution of this thesis lies in answering the critical question of whether
LOB mid-price movement is predictable by discovering and exploring the advantages
of feature engineering in the era of machine and deep learning. A thorough investigation of different state-of-the-art features and experimental protocols together with
the development of new and more advanced ones were conducted for the task of
mid-price movement prediction. More speciﬁcally, the thesis is developed around
three main pillars for the task above. The ﬁrst pillar is related to the introduction of
the ﬁrst publicly available HF LOB dataset together with baseline models and stateof-the-art hand-crafted features. The second pillar is associated with an extended
evaluation of the effectiveness of technical and advanced quantitative indicators for
the same task under a wrapper method. Last, the third pillar is linked to a head-tohead comparison of hand-crafted econometric features against several state-of-the-art
features via deep learning models. These three pillars are developed parallel to three
publications that provide insight into the difﬁculties and solutions to the problem
of LOB mid-price movement prediction.
LOB is the translation of daily trading activity to an organized system. This system requires an analysis of its dynamics. One of the main challenges researchers and
practitioners face is accessing to publicly available LOB datasets. The present thesis
introduces the ﬁrst publicly available LOB dataset in the HF universe (see [P1]). This
publicly available dataset comes with a baseline analysis that utilizes state-of-the-art
LOB features and linear and non-linear classiﬁers (i.e., RR and SLFN), which were
tuned and extensively tested over HF data for the ﬁrst time. Even though results
highlighted the impact that hand-crafted features have in predicting mid-price movements, the dataset is limited to 144 hand-crafted LOB features. This dataset under the
anchored cross-validation protocol invites further probe into investigation of more
advanced methods and state-of-the-art features. The performance of the F1 score can
be improved by considering more advanced hand-crafted features and validate their
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effectiveness in line with the best feature subset selection methods.
These drawbacks are addressed in [P2], where an extensive list of technical indicators together with quantitative and LOB features were tested via a wrapper method
based on ﬁve different sorting metrics. This list is the most extensive one in the literature and contains the majority of technical indicators and some advanced quantitative features. Furthermore, a new feature was proposed, which is based on an
adaptive logistic regression model suitable for online learning. The new proposed
feature was selected ﬁrst among the majority of the sorting metrics. Another contribution of the thesis is the conversion of entropy, LDA, and LMS as selection criteria
for the best-provided feature list. Despite the extensive evaluation protocol, the proposed hand-crafted feature lists were tested only on ﬁve Nordic stocks which, have
lower intraday activity compared, for instance, to US stocks. Another improvement
would have been the development of an experimental protocol that considers every
trading event (i.e., online learning) and not only features extracted from independent
event blocks (i.e., features are extracted every ten independent events). This process
creates a lag of ten events in the prediction mechanism.
The proposed analysis presented in [P3] addresses these issues by introducing a
new dataset based on two liquid US stocks (i.e., Amazon and Google) and a new experimental protocol suitable for online learning. These two additions, together with
another set of econometrics-based hand-crafted features, constitue the most signiﬁcant contribution of this publication. Econometrics were tested extensively, through
deep learning classiﬁers and regressors, against three other features sets introduced
in [P2] and features extracted by means of fully automated processes derived from
LSTM AE. The results suggest that the use of advanced hand-crafted features can
outperform fully automated processes and basic feature engineering. [P3] opens avenues for more advanced feature development. For instance, more advanced fully
automated feature extraction methods should be tested for the same task. An interesting addition to the existing protocol would be the utilization of a more extensive
number of stocks.
In conclusion, the contributions presented in this thesis offer a new approach
to feature engineering universe under the scope of machine and deep learning for
the critical task of LOB mid-price movement prediction. This thesis showed that
advanced features, methods, and proper experimental protocol development could
effectively provide insight into future trends of LOB metrics. Several questions arise
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and should be addressed in the future. A feature selection mechanism for the ﬁve feature lists presented here should be utilized in order to shed light on which ones convey more information for the task under consideration. The problem of mid-price
prediction can also be treated as an image segmentation problem. More speciﬁcally,
time series can be converted to images and then fed into state-of-the-art classiﬁers
found in image recognition literature.
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Abstract
Managing the prediction of metrics in high-frequency financial markets is a
challenging task. An efficient way is by monitoring the dynamics of a limit
order book to identify the information edge. This paper describes the first publicly available benchmark dataset of high-frequency limit order markets for
mid-price prediction. We extracted normalized data representations of time
series data for five stocks from the Nasdaq Nordic stock market for a time period
of 10 consecutive days, leading to a dataset of ∼4,000,000 time series samples
in total. A day-based anchored cross-validation experimental protocol is also
provided that can be used as a benchmark for comparing the performance of
state-of-the-art methodologies. Performance of baseline approaches are also provided to facilitate experimental comparisons. We expect that such a large-scale
dataset can serve as a testbed for devising novel solutions of expert systems for
high-frequency limit order book data analysis.
K E Y WO R D S
high-frequency trading, limit order book, mid-price, machine learning, ridge regression, single
hidden feedforward neural network

1

INTRODUCTION

Automated trading became a reality when the majority of exchanges adopted it globally. This environment is
ideal for high-frequency traders. High-frequency trading
(HFT) and a centralized matching engine, referred to as
a limit order book (LOB), are the main drivers for generating big data (Seddon & Currie, 2017). In this paper, we
describe a new order book dataset consisting of approximately 4 million events for 10 consecutive trading days
for five stocks. The data are derived from the ITCH feed
provided by Nasdaq OMX Nordic and consists of the

time-ordered sequences of messages that track and record
all the events occurring in the specific market. It provides a complete market-wide history of 10 trading days.
Additionally, we define an experimental protocol to evaluate the performance of research methods in mid-price
prediction.1
Datasets, like the one presented here, come with challenges, including the selection of appropriate data transformation, normalization, description, and classification.
This type of massive dataset requires a very good understanding of the available information that can be extracted
1

Mid-price is the average of the best bid and best ask prices.

...............................................................................................................................................................
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for further processing. We follow the information edge,
as has been recently presented by Kercheval and Zhang
(2015). The authors provide a detailed description of representations that can be used for a mid-price movement
prediction metric. In light of this data representation,
they apply nonlinear classification based on support vector machines (SVM) in order to predict the movement
of this metric. Such a supervised learning model exploits
class labels2 for short- and long-term prediction. However, they train their model based on a very small (when
compared to the size of the data that can be available for
such applications) dataset of 4,000 samples. This is due
to the limitations of many nonlinear kernel-based classification models related to their time and space complexity
with respect to the training data size. On the other hand,
Sirignano (2016) uses large amounts of data for nonlinear
classification based on a feedforward network. The author
takes advantage of the local spatial structure3 of the data
for modeling the joint distribution of the LOB's state based
on its current state.
Despite the major importance of publicly available
datasets for advancing research in the HFT field, there
are no detailed public available benchmark datasets for
method evaluation purposes. In this paper, we describe
the first publicly available dataset4 for an LOB-based HFT
that has been collected in the hope of facilitating future
research in the field. Based on Kercheval and Zhang
(2015), we provide time series representations of approximately 4,000,000 trading events and annotations for five
classification problems. Baseline results of two widely
used methods—that is, linear and nonlinear regression
models, are also provided. In this way, we introduce this
new problem for the expert systems community and provide a testbed for facilitating future research. We hope
that attracting the interest of expert systems will lead
to the rapid improvement of the performance achieved
in the provided dataset, thus leading to much better
state-of-the-art solutions to this important problem.
The dataset described in this paper can be useful for
financial expert systems in two ways. First, it can be used
to identify circumstances under which markets are stable, which is very important for liquidity providers (market
makers) to make the spread. Consequently, such an intelligent system would be valuable as a framework that can
increase liquidity provision. Secondly, analysis of the data
2
Labels are extracted from annotations provided by experts and represent
the direction of the mid-price. Three different states are defined—that is,
upward, downward, and stationary movement.
3
By local movement, the author means that the conditional movement of
the future price (e.g., best ask price movement) depends, locally, on the
current LOB state.
4
The dataset can be downloaded from: https://etsin.avointiede.fi/dataset/
urn-nbn-fi-csc-kata20170601153214969115https://etsin.avointiede.fi/
dataset/urn-nbn-fi-csc-kata20170601153214969115.
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can be used for model selection by speculative traders, who
are trading based on their predictions on market movements. In future research, this paper can be employed
to identify order book spoofing—that is, situations where
markets are exposed to manipulation by limit orders. In
this case, spoofers could aim to move markets in certain
directions by limit orders that are canceled before they
are filled. Therefore, this research is relevant not only for
market makers and traders but also for supervisors and
regulators.
Therefore, the present work makes the following contributions: (1) To the best of our knowledge this is the first
publicly available LOB-ITCH dataset for machine learning
experiments on the prediction of mid-price movements.
(2) We provide baselines methods based on ridge regression and a new implementation of an RBF neural network
based on k-means algorithm. (3) The paper provides information about the prediction of mid-price movements to
market makers, traders, and regulators. This paper does
not suggest any trading strategies and is reliant on purely
machine learning metrics prediction. Overall, this work
is an empirical exploration of the challenges that come
with high-frequency trading and machine learning applications.
The data from Nasdanq Helsinki Stock Exchange offers
important benefits. In the USA the limit orders for a given
asset are spread between several exchanges, causing fragmentation of liquidity. The fragmentation poses a problem
for empirical research, because, as Gould, Porter, Williams,
McDonald, Fenn, and Howison (2013) point out, the
“differences between different trading platforms' matching rules and transaction costs complicate comparisons
between different limit order books for the same asset.”
These issues related to fragmentation are not present with
data obtained from less fragmented Nasdaq Nordic markets. Moreover, Helsinki Exchange is a pure limit order
market, where the market makers have a limited role.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We provide a comprehensive literature review of the field in
Section 2. Dataset and experimental protocol descriptions
are provided in Section 33. Quantitative and qualitative
comparisons of the new dataset, along with related data
sources, are provided in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe
the engineering of our baselines. Section 6 presents our
empirical results and Section 7 concludes.

2 MACHINE LEARNING FOR HFT
A N D LO B
The complex nature of HFT and LOB spaces is suitable
for interdisciplinary research. In this section, we provide a comprehensive review of recent methods exploiting
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machine learning approaches. Regression models, neural
networks, and several other methods have been proposed
to make inferences of the stock market. Existing literature
ranges from metric prediction to optimal trading strategies identification. The research community has tried to
tackle the challenges of prediction and data inference from
different angles. Although mid-price prediction can be
considered a traditional time series prediction problem,
there are several challenges that justify HFT as a unique
problem.

2.1

Regression analysis

Regression models have been widely used for HFT and
LOB prediction. Zheng, Moulines, and Abergel (2012) utilize logistic regression in order to predict the inter-trade
price jump. Alvim, dos Santos, and Milidiu (2010) use support vector regression (SVR) and partial least squares (PLS)
for trading volume forecasting for 10 Bovespa stocks. Pai
and Lin (2005) use a hybrid model for stock price prediction. They combine an autoregressive integrated moving
average (ARIMA) model and an SVM classifier in order to
model nonlinearities of class structure in regression estimation models. Liu and Park (2015) develop a multivariate
linear model to explain short-term stock price movement
where a bid–ask spread is used for classification purposes.
Detollenaere and D'hondt (2017) apply an adaptive least
absolute shrinkage and selection operator (LASSO)5 for
variable selection, which best explains the transaction cost
of the split order. They apply an adjusted ordinal logistic method for classifying ex ante transaction costs into
groups. Cenesizoglu, Dionne, and Zhou (2014) work on
a similar problem. They hold that the state of the limit
order can be informative for the direction of future prices
and try to prove their position by using an autoregressive
model.
Panayi, Peters, Danielsson, and Zigrand (2016) use generalized linear models (GLM) and generalized additive
models for location, shape, and scale (GAMLSS) models in order to relate the threshold exceedance duration (TED), which measures the length of time required
for liquidity replenishment, to the state of the LOB. Yu
(2006) tries to extract information from order information and order submission based on the ordered probit model.6 The author shows, in the case of Shanghai's
stock market, that an LOB's information is affected by the
trader's strategy, with different impacts on the bid and ask
sides. Amaya, Filbien, Okou, and Roch (2015) use panel
5

Adaptive weights are used for penalizing different coefficients in the l1
penalty term.
6
The method is the generalization of a linear regression model when the
dependent variable is discrete.

regression7 for order imbalances and liquidity costs in
LOBs so as to identify resilience in the market. Their
findings show that such order imbalances cause liquidity
issues that last for up to 10 minutes. Malik and Lon Ng
(2014) analyze the asymmetric intra-day patterns of LOBs.
They apply regression with a power transformation on the
notional volume weighted average price (NVWAP) curves
in order to conclude that both sides of the market behave
asymmetrically to market conditions.8 In the same direction, Ranaldo (2004) examines the relationship between
trading activity and the order flow dynamics in LOBs,
where the empirical investigation is based on a probit
model. Cao, Hansch, and Wang (2009) examine the depth
of different levels of an order book by using an autoregressive (AR) model of order 5 (the AR(5) framework). They
find that levels beyond the best bid and best ask prices provide moderate information regarding the true value of an
asset. Finally, Creamer (2012) suggests that the LogitBoost
algorithm is ideal for selecting the right combination of
technical indicators.9

2.2

Neural networks

HFT is mainly a scalping10 strategy according to which the
chaotic nature of the data creates the proper framework
for the application of neural networks. Levendovszky and
Kia (2012) propose a multilayer feedforward neural network for predicting the price of a EUR/USD pair, trained
by using the backpropagation algorithm. Sirignano (2016)
proposes a new method for training deep neural networks
that try to model the joint distribution of the bid and
ask depth, where a focal point is the spatial nature11 of
LOB levels. Bogoev and Karam (2016) propose the use of
a single hidden-layer feedforward neural (SLFN) network
for the detection of quote stuffing and momentum ignition. Dixon (2016) uses a recurrent neural network (RNN)
for mid-price predictions of T-bond12 and ES futures13
based on ultra-high-frequency data. Rehman, Khan, and
7
Panel regression models provide information on data characteristics
individually, but also across both individuals over time.
8
Market conditions of an industry sector have an impact on sellers and
buyers who are related to it. Factors to consider include the number of
competitors in the sector. For example, if there is a surplus, new companies may find it difficult to enter the market and remain in business.
9
Technical indicators are mainly used for short-term price movement
predictions. They are formulas based on historical data.
10
Scalping is a type of trading strategy according to which the trader tries
to make a profit for small changes in a stock.
11
The spatial nature of this type of neural network and its gradient can
be evaluated at far fewer grid points. This makes the model less computationally expensive. Furthermore, the suggested architecture can model
the entire distribution in the Rd space.
12
Treasury bond (T-bond) is a long-term fixed interest rate debt security
issued by the federal government.
13
E-mini S&P 500 (ES futures) are electronically traded futures contracts
whose value is one-fifth the size of standard S&P futures.
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Mahmud (2014) apply recurrent Cartesian genetic programming evolved artificial neural network (RCGPANN)
for predicting five currency rates against the Australian
dollar. Galeshchuk (2016) suggests that a multilayer perceptron (MLP) architecture, with three hidden layers, is
suitable for exchange rate prediction. Majhi, Panda, and
Sahoo (2009) use the functional link artificial neural network (FLANN) in order to predict price movements in the
DJIA14 and S&P 50015 stock indices.
Deep belief networks are employed by Sharang and Rao
(2015) to design a medium-frequency portfolio trading
strategy. Hallgren and Koski (2016) use continuous-time
Bayesian networks (CTBNs) for causality detection. They
apply their model on tick-by-tick high-frequency foreign
exchange (FX) EUR/USD data using a Skellam process.16
Sandoval and Hernández (2015) create a profitable trading strategy by combining hierarchical hidden Markov
models (HHMM), where they consider wavelet-based LOB
information filtering. In their work, they also consider a
two-layer feedforward neural network in order to classify the upcoming states. They nevertheless report limitations in the neural network in terms of the volume of the
input data.

2.3 Maximum margin
and reinforcement learning
Palguna and Pollak (2016) use nonparametric methods on features derived from LOB, which are incorporated into order execution strategies for mid-price prediction. In the same direction, Kercheval and Zhang
(2015) employ a multi-class SVM for mid-price and price
spread crossing prediction. Han et al. (2015) base their
research on Kercheval and Zhang by using multi-class
SVM for mid-price movement prediction. More precisely,
they compare multi-class SVM (exploring linear and RBF
kernels) to decision trees using bagging for variance
reduction.
Kim (2001) uses input/output hidden Markov models
(IOHMMs) and reinforcement learning (RL) in order to
identify the order flow distribution and market-making
strategies, respectively. Yang et al. (2015) apply apprenticeship learning17 methods, like linear inverse reinforcement learning (LIRL) and Gaussian process IRL
(GPIRL), to recognize traders or algorithmic trades
14
The Dow Jones Industrial Average (DJIA) is the price-weighted average
of the 30 largest, publicly owned US companies.
15
S&P 500 is the index that provides a summary of the overall market by
tracking some of the 500 top stocks in US stock market.
16
A Skellam process is defined as S(t) = N (1) (t) − N (2 (t), t ⩾ 0, where
N(1) (t) and N(2) (t) are two independent homogeneous Poisson processes.
17
Motivation for apprenticeship learning is to use IRL techniques to learn
the reward function and then use this function in order to define a
Markov decision problem (MDP).
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based on the observed limit orders. Chan and Shelton (2001) use RL for market-making strategies, where
experiments based on a Monte Carlo simulation and a
state–action–reward–state–action (SARSA) algorithm test
the efficacy of their policy. In the same vein, Kearns and
Nevmyvaka (2013) implement RL for trade execution optimization in lit and dark pools. Especially in the case of
dark pools, they apply a censored exploration algorithm
to the problem of smart order routing (SOR). Yang, Paddrik, Hayes, Todd, Kirilenko, Beling, and Scherer (2012)
examine an IRL algorithm for the separation of HFT strategies from other algorithmic trading activities. They also
apply the same algorithm to the identification of manipulative HFT strategies (i.e., spoofing). Felker, Mazalov, and
Watt (2014) predict changes in the price of quotes from
several exchanges. They apply feature-weighted Euclidean
distance to the centroid of a training cluster. They calculate this type of distance to the centroid of a training cluster
where feature selection is taken into consideration because
several exchanges are included in their model.

2.4

Additional methods for HFT and LOB

HFT and LOB research activity also covers topics like the
optimal submission strategies of bid and ask orders, with
a focus on the inventory risk that stems from an asset's
value uncertainty, as in the work of Avellaneda and Stoikov
(2008). Chang (2015) models the dynamics of LOB by
using a Bayesian inference of the Markov chain model
class, tested on high-frequency data. An and Chan (2017)
suggest a new stochastic model that is based on independent compound Poisson processes of the order flow. Talebi,
Hoang, and Gavrilova (2014) try to predict trends in the
FX market by employing a multivariate Gaussian classifier
(MGC) combined with Bayesian voting. Fletcher, Hussain,
and Shawe-Taylor (2010) examine trading opportunities
for the EUR/USD where the price movement is based
on multiple kernel learning (MKL). More specifically, the
authors utilize SimpleMKL and the more recent LPBoostMKL methods for training a multi-class SVM. Christensen
and Woodmansey (2013) develop a classification method
based on the Gaussian kernel in order to identify iceberg18
orders for GLOBEX.
Maglaras, Moallemi, and Zheng (2015) consider the LOB
as a multi-class queueing system in order to solve the
problem placement of limit and market order placements.
Mankad, Michailidis, and Kirilenko (2013) apply a static
plaid clustering technique to synthetic data in order to

18
Iceberg order is the conditional request made to the broker to sell or buy
a larger quantity of the stock, but in smaller predefined quantities.
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classify the different types of trades. Aramonte, Schindler,
and Rosen (2013) show that the information asymmetry in
a high-frequency environment is crucial.
Vella and Ng (2016) use higher-order fuzzy systems (i.e.,
an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system) by introducing
T2 fuzzy sets, where the goal is to reduce microstructure
noise in the HFT sphere. Abernethy and Kale (2013) apply
market-maker strategies based on low-regr et algorithms
for the stock market. Almgren and Lorenz (2006) explain
price momentum by modeling Brownian motion with a
drift whose distribution is updated based on Bayesian
inference. Næs and Skjeltorp (2006) show that the order
book slope measures the elasticity of supplied quantity as a
function of asset prices related to volatility, trading activity,
and an asset's dispersion beliefs.

3

T H E LO B DATA S ET

In this section, we describe in detail our dataset collected
in order to facilitate future research in LOB-based HFT.
We start by providing a detailed description of the data in
Section 3.1. Data processing steps are followed in order to
extract message books and LOBs, as described in Section
3.2.

3.1

Data description

Extracting information from the ITCH flow, and without relying on third-party data providers, we analyze
stocks from different industry sectors for 10 full days
of ultra-high-frequency intra-day data. The data provide information regarding trades against hidden orders.
Coherently, the nondisplayable hidden portions of the total
volume of a so-called iceberg order are not accessible from
the data. Our ITCH feed data is day specific and market
wide, which means that we deal with one file per day
with data over all the securities. Information (block A in
Figure 1) regarding (i) messages for order submissions, (ii)
trades, and (iii) cancellations is included. For each order,
its type (buy/sell), price, quantity, and exact time stamp on
a millisecond basis is available. In addition, (iv) administrative messages (i.e., trading halts or basic security data),
(v) event controls (i.e., start and ending of trading days,
states of market segments), and (vi) net order imbalance
indicators are also included.
The next step is the development and implementation
of a C++ converter to extract all the information relevant
to a given security. We perform the same process for five
stocks traded on the Nasdaq OMX Nordic at the Helsinki

FIGURE 1 Data processing flow [Colour figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]

exchange from June 1, 2010 to June 14, 2010.19 These data
are stored in a Linux cluster. Information related to the five
stocks is illustrated in Table 1. The selected stocks20 are
traded in one exchange (Helsinki) only. By choosing only
one stock market exchange, the trader has the advantage
of avoiding issues associated with fragmented markets.
In the case of fragmented markets, the limit orders for
19
There have been about 23,000 active order books, the vast majority of
which are very illiquid, show sporadic activity, and correspond to little
and noisy data.
20
The choice is driven by the necessity of having a sufficient amount of
data for training (this excludes illiquid stocks) while covering different
industry sectors. These five selected stocks (see Table 1), which aggregate
input message list and order book data for feature extraction, are about
4 GB; RTRKS was suspended from trading and delisted from the Helsinki
exchange on November 20, 2014.
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a given asset are spread between several exchanges, posing problems from empirical data analysis (O'Hara & Ye,
2011).
The Helsinki Stock Exchange, operated by Nasdaq
Nordic, is a pure electronic limit order market. The ITCH
feed keeps a record of all the events, including those that
take place outside active trading hours. At the Helsinki
exchange, the trading period goes from 10:00 to 18:25 (local
time, UTC/GMT +2 hours). However, in the ITCH feed,
we observe several records outside those trading hours. In
particular, we consider the regulated auction period before
10:00, which is used to set the opening price of the day
(the so-called pre-opening period) before trading begins.
This is a structurally different mechanism following different rules with respect to the order book flow during
trading hours. Similarly, another structural break in the
order book's dynamics is due to the different regulations
that are in force between 18:25 and 18:30 (the so-called
post-opening period). As a result, we retain exclusively the
events occurring between 10:30 and 18:00. More information related to the above-mentioned issues can be found
in Siikanen, Kanniainen, and Luoma 2017 and (Siikanen, Kanniainen, & Valli, 2017). Here, the order book is
expected to have comparable dynamics with no biases or
exceptions caused by its proximity to the market opening
and closing times.

3.2

Limit order and message books

Message and LOBs are processed for each of the 10 days
for the five stocks. More specifically, there are two types
of messages that are particularly relevant here: (i) “add
order messages,” corresponding to order submissions; and
(ii) “modify order messages,” corresponding to updates
on the status of existing orders through order cancellations and order executions. Example message21 and limit
order22 books are illustrated in Tables 2 and Table 3,
respectively.
LOB is a centralized trading method that is incorporated by the majority of exchanges globally. It aggregates
the limit orders of both sides (i.e., the ask and bid sides)
of the stock market (e.g., the Nordic stock market). LOB
matches every new event type according to several characteristics. Event types and LOB characteristics describe
the current state of this matching engine. Event types
can be executions, order submissions, and order cancellations. Characteristics of LOB are the resolution parameters
(Gould, Porter, Williams, McDonald, Fenn, & Howison,
2013), which are the tick size 𝜋 (i.e., the smallest permissi21
22

A sample from FI0009002422 on June 1, 2010.
A sample from FI0009002422 on June 1, 2010.
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ble price between different orders), and the lot size 𝜎 (i.e.,
the smallest amount of a stock that can be traded and is
defined as {k𝜎|k = 1, 2, … }). Order inflow and resolution
parameters will formulate the dynamics of the LOB, whose
current state will be identified by the state variable of four
elements (sbt , qbt , sat , qat ), t ≥ 0, where sbt (sbt ) is the best bid
(ask) price and qbt (qat ) is the size of the best bid (ask) level
at time t.
In our data, timestamps are expressed in milliseconds
based on 1 Jan 1970 format and shifted by three hours
with respect to Eastern European Time (in the data, the
trading day goes from 7:00 to 15:25). ITHC feed prices are
recorded up to 4 decimal places and, in our data, the decimal point is removed by multiplying the price by 10,000,
where currency is in euros for the Helsinki exchange. The
tick size, defined as the smallest possible gap between the
ask and bid prices, is 1 cent. Similarly, order quantities are
constrained to integers greater than one.

3.3

Data availability and distribution

In compliance with Nasdaq OMX agreements, the normalized feature dataset is made available to the research
community.23 The open-access version of our data has
been normalized in order to prevent reconstruction of the
original Nasdaq data.

3.4

Experimental protocol

In order to make our dataset a benchmark that can be
used for the evaluation of HTF methods based on LOB
information, the data are accompanied by the following
experimental protocol. We develop a day-based prediction framework following an anchored forward
cross-validation format. More specifically, the training set
is increased by 1 day in each fold and stops after n − 1
days (i.e., after 9 days in our case where n = 10). On
each fold, the test set corresponds to 1 day of data, which
moves in a rolling window format. The experimental
setup is illustrated in Figure 2. Performance is measured
by calculating the mean accuracy, recall, precision, and F1
score over all folds, as well as the corresponding standard
deviation. We measure our results based on these metrics,
which are defined as follows:
Accuracy =

TP + TN
,
TP + TN + FP + FN

(1)

TP
,
TP + FP

(2)

Precision =
23

We thank Ms. Sonja Salminen at Nasdaq for her support and help.
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TABLE 1 Stocks used in the analysis
ID

ISIN code

Company

Sector

Industry

KESBV

FI0009000202

Kesko Oyj

Consumer Defensive

Grocery Stores

OUT1V

FI0009002422

Outokumpu Oyj

Basic Materials

Steel

SAMPO

FI0009003305

Sampo Oyj

Financial Services

Insurance

RTRKS

FI0009003552

Rautaruukki Oyj

Basic Materials

Steel

WRT1V

FI0009000727

Wärtsilä Oyj

Industrials

Diversified Industrials

TABLE 2 Message list example
Timestamp

ID

Price

Quantity

Event

1275386347944

6505727

126200

400

Cancellation

Side
Ask

1275386347981

6505741

126500

300

Submission

Ask

1275386347981

6505741

126500

300

Cancellation

Ask

1275386348070

6511439

126100

17

Execution

Bid

1275386348070

6511439

126100

17

Submission

Bid

1275386348101

6511469

126600

300

Cancellation

Ask

TABLE 3 Order book example
Level 1

…

Level 2

Timestamp

Mid-price

Spread

Ask
Price

Quantity

Bid
Price

Quantity

Ask
Price

Quantity

Bid
Price

1275386347944

126200

200

126300

300

126100

17

126400

4765

126000

2800

…

1275386347981

126200

200

126300

300

126100

17

126400

4765

126000

2800

…

1275386347981

126200

200

126300

300

126100

17

126400

4765

126000

2800

…

1275386348070

126050

100

126100

291

126000

2800

126200

300

125900

1120

…

1275386348070

126050

100

126100

291

126000

2800

126200

300

125900

1120

…

1275386348101

126050

100

126100

291

126000

2800

126200

300

125900

1120

…

TP
,
TP + FN
Precision × Recall
,
F1 = 2 ×
Precision + Recall
Recall =

(3)
(4)

where TP and TF represent the true positives and true negatives, respectively, of the mid-price prediction label compared with the ground truth, where FP and FN represents
the false positives and false negatives, respectively. From
among the above metrics, we focus on the F1 score performance. The main reason that we focus on F1 score is based
on its ability only to be affected in one direction of skew
distributions, in the case of unbalanced classes like ours.
On the contrary, accuracy cannot differentiate between the
number of correct labels (i.e., related to mid-price movement direction prediction) of different classes where the
other three metrics can separate the correct labels among
different classes, with F1 being the harmonic mean of
Precision and Recall.
We follow an event-based inflow, as used in Li, et al.
(2016). This is due to the fact that events (i.e., orders,
executions, and cancellations) do not follow a uniform

Quantity

inflow rate. Time intervals between two consecutive events
can vary from milliseconds to several minutes of difference. Event-based data representation avoids issues related
to such big differences in data flow. As a result, each
of our representations is a vector that contains information for 10 consecutive events. Event-based data description leads to a dataset of approximately half a million
representations (i.e., 394,337 representations). We represent these events using the 144-dimensional representation proposed recently by Kercheval and Zhang (2015),
formed by three types of features: (a) the raw data of a
10-level limit order containing price and volume values
for bid and ask orders; (b) features describing the state
of the LOB, exploiting past information; and (c) features
describing the information edge in the raw data by taking time into account. Derivations of time, stock price,
and volume are calculated for short and long-term projections. More specifically, types in features u7 , u8 , and u9
are: trades, orders, cancellations, deletion, execution of a
visible limit order, and execution of a hidden limit order.
Expressions used for calculating these features are provided in Table 4. One limitation of the adopted features
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FIGURE 2 Experimental setup framework [Colour figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
TABLE 4 Feature sets
Feature set

Description

Details

Basic
Time-insensitive

u1 = {Piask , Viask , Pibid , Vibid }ni=1
u2 = {(Piask − Pibid ), (Piask + Pibid )∕2}ni=1

10( = n)-level LOB data
Spread & Mid-price

ask
bid
u3 = {Pnask − P1ask , P1bid − Pnbid , |Pi+1
− Piask |, |Pi+1
− Pbid |}ni+1
{ n
} i
n
n
n
∑
∑
∑
∑
u4 = n1 Piask , n1 Pibid , n1 Viask , n1 Vibid

Price differences

{

u5 =

i=1
n

i=1

i=1

Time-sensitive

}

n
∑
∑
(Piask − Pibid ), (Viask − Vibid )
i=1

Price & Volume means

i=1

Accumulated differences

i=1

{
}n
u6 = dPiask ∕dt, dPibid ∕dt, dViask ∕dt, dVibid ∕dt i=1
{ 1 2 3 4 5 6 }
u7 = 𝜆Δt , 𝜆Δt , 𝜆Δt , 𝜆Δt , 𝜆Δt , 𝜆Δt
{
}
u8 = 1𝜆1Δ >𝜆1Δ , 1𝜆2Δ >𝜆2Δ , 1𝜆3Δ >𝜆3Δ , 1𝜆4Δ >𝜆4Δ , 1𝜆5Δ >𝜆5Δ , 1𝜆6Δ >𝜆6Δ

Relative intensity comparison

u9 = {d𝜆1 ∕dt, d𝜆2 ∕dt, d𝜆3 ∕dt, d𝜆4 ∕dt, d𝜆5 ∕dt, d𝜆6 ∕dt}

Limit activity acceleration

t

T

t

T

t

T

is the lack of information related to order flow (i.e., the
sequence of order book messages). However, as can be seen
in the Results Section 6, the baselines achieve relatively
good performance and therefore we leave the introduction
of extra features that can enhance performance to future
research.
We provide three sets of data, each created by following
a different data normalization strategy—that is, z-score,
min–max, and decimal precision normalization—for
every i data sample. Z-score, in particular, is the normalization process through which we subtract the mean from
our input data for each feature separately and divide by
the standard deviation of the given sample:

𝑗=1

𝑗=1

T

t

T

t

T

where x̄ denotes the mean vector, as appears in Equation 5.
On the other hand, min–max scaling, as described by
=
x(MM)
i

xi − xmin
,
xmax − xmin

(5)

(6)

is the process of subtracting the minimum value from each
feature and dividing it by the difference between the maximum and minimum value of that feature sample. The
third scaling setup is the decimal precision approach. This
normalization method is based on moving the decimal
points of each of the feature values. Calculations follow the
absolute value of each feature sample:
=
x(DP)
i

N
∑
xi − N1
x𝑗

=√
,
x(z-score)
i
√ N
√1∑
√
̄ 2
(x𝑗 − x)
N

t

Price & Volume derivation
Average intensity per type

xi
,
10k

(7)

where k is the integer that will give us the maximum value
for |xDP | < 1.
Having defined the event representations, we use five
different projection horizons for our labels. Each of these
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TABLE 5 HFT dataset examples
Dataset

Public
available

Unit time

Period

Asset class /
No. of stocks

Size

Annotations

1

Dukascopy

✓

ms

Up to date

Various

∼20,000 events/day

×

2

truefx

✓

ms

Up to date

15 FX pairs

∼300,000 events/day

×

3

Nasdaq

AuR

ms

2008-09

Equity / 120

—

×

4

Nasdaq

AuR

ms

10/07 & 06/08

Equity / 500

∼55,000 events/day

×

5

Nasdaq

×

ms

—

Equity / 5

2,000 data points

×

6

Euronext

AuR

—

—

Several products

—

×

7

Nasdaq

×

ns

01/14-08/15

Equity / 489

50 TB

×

8

Our–Nasdaq

✓

ms

01-14/06/10

Equity / 5

4 M samples

✓

horizons portrays a different future projection interval
of the mid-price movement (i.e., upward, downward,
and stationary mid-price movement). More specifically,
we extract labels based on short-term and long-term,
event-based, relative changes for the next 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10
events for our representations dataset.
Our labels describe the percentage change of the
mid-price, which is calculated as follows:
1
k

li( 𝑗) =

i+k
∑

m𝑗 − mi

𝑗=i+1

mi

,

(8)

where mj is the future mid-price (k = 1, 2, 3, 5, or 10
next events in our representations) and mi is the current
mid-price. The extracted labels are based on a threshold
for the percentage change of 0.002. For percentage changes
equal to or greater than 0.002, we use label 1. For percentage change that varies from −0.00199 to 0.00199, we
use label 2, and, for percentage change smaller or equal to
−0.002, we use label 3.

4 EXISTING DATASETS
DESCRIBED IN THE LITERATURE
In this section, we list existing HFT datasets described
in the literature and provide qualitative and quantitative
comparisons to our dataset. The following works mainly
focus on datasets that are related to machine learning
methods.
There are mainly three sources of data from which a
high-frequency trader can choose. The first option is the
use of publicly available data (e.g., (1) Dukascopy and
(2) truefx), where no prior agreement is required for data
acquisition. The second option is publicly available data
upon request for academic purposes, which can be found
in (3) Brogaard, Hendershott, and Riordan (2014), (4) Hasbrouck and Saar (2013), (5) De Winne and D'hondt 2007,
Detollenaere and D'hondt (2017), and Carrion (2013).
Finally, the third and most common option is data through

platforms requiring a subscription fee, like those in (6)
Kercheval and Zhang (2015); Li et al. (2016), and (7) Sirignano (2016). Existing data sources and characteristics are
listed in Table 5.
In particular, the datasets are at a millisecond resolution, except for number 6 in the table. Access to various asset classes including FX, commodities, indices, and
stocks is also provided. To the best of our knowledge,
there is no available literature based on this type of dataset
for equities. Another source of free tick-by-tick historical data is the truefx.com site, but the site provides data
only for the FX market for several pairs of currencies at
a millisecond resolution. The data contain information
regarding timestamps (in millisecond resolution) and bid
and ask prices. Each of these .csv files contains approximately 200,000 events per day. This type of data is used
in a mean-reverting jump-diffusion model, as presented in
Suwanpetai (2016).
There is a second category of datasets available upon
request (AuR), as seen in Hasbrouck and Saar (2013). In
this paper, the authors use the Nasdaq OMX ITCH for two
periods: October 2007 and June 2008. For that period, they
run samples at 10-minute intervals for each day where
they set a cutoff mechanism for available messages per
period.24 The main disadvantage of uniformly sampling
HFT data is that the trader loses vital information. Events
come randomly, with inactive periods varying from a few
milliseconds to several minutes or hours. In our work, we
overcome this challenge by considering the information
based on event inflow, rather than equal time sampling.
Another example of data that is available only for academic
purposes is Brogaard et al. (2014). The dataset contains
information regarding timestamps, price, and buy–sell
side prices but no other details related to daily events or
feature vectors. Hasbrouck and Saar provide a detailed
description of their Nasdaq OMX ITCH data, which is not
directly accessible for testing and comparison with their

24
The authors provide a threshold, which is based on 250 events per
10-minute sample interval.
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baselines. They use these data to applying low-latency
strategies based on measures that capture links between
submissions, cancellations, and executions. De Winne and
D'hondt (2007) and Detollenaere and D'hondt (2017) use
similar datasets from Euronext for LOB construction. They
specify that their dataset is available upon request from the
provider. What is more, the data provider supplies details
regarding the LOB construction by the user. Our work fills
that gap since our dataset provides the full LOB depth and
it is ready for use and comparison with our baselines.
The last category of dataset has dissemination restrictions. An example is the paper by Kercheval and Zhang
(2015), where the authors are trying to predict the
mid-price movement by using machine learning (i.e.,
SVM). They train their model with a very small number
of samples (i.e., 4,000 samples). The HFT activity can produce a huge volume of trading events daily, as our database
does with 100,000 daily events for only one stock. Moreover, the datasets in Kercheval and Zhang and in Sirignano
(2016) are not publicly available, which makes comparison with other methods impossible. In the same direction,
we also add works such as Hasbrouck (2009), Kalay, Sade,
and Wohl (2004), and Kalay, Wei, and Wohl (2002), which
utilize TAQ and Tel Aviv stock exchange datasets (not for
machine learning methods), and require subscription.

5

BASELINES

In order to provide performance baselines for our new
dataset of HFT with LOB data, we conducted experiments
with two regression models using the data representations described in Section 3.4. Details on the models used
are provided in Sections 5.1 and 5.2. The baseline performances are provided in Section 6.

5.1

In our case, each sample xi corresponds to an event,
represented by a vector (with D = 144), as described in
Section 3.4. For the three-class classification problems in
our dataset, the elements of vectors ti ∈ RC (C = 3 in our
case) take values equal to tik = 1, if xi belongs to class k,
and if tik = −1 otherwise. The solution of Equation 10 is
given by
(
)−1
W = X XT X + 𝜆I TT ,
(11)
or

(
)−1
W = XXT + 𝜆I XTT ,

where I is the identity matrix of appropriate dimensions.
Here, we should note that, in our case, where the size of the
data is large, W should be computed using Equation 12,
since the calculation of Equation 11 is computationally
very expensive.
After the calculation of W, a new (test) sample x ∈ RD
is mapped on its corresponding representation in space
RC —that is, o = WT x—and is classified according to the
maximum value of its projection:
lx = arg max ok .

5.2 SLFN network-based nonlinear
regression
We also test the performance of a nonlinear regression
model. Since the application of kernel-based regression is
computationally too intensive for the size of our data, we
use an SLFN (Figure 3) network-based regression model.
Such a model is formed as follows.
For fast network training, we train our network based
on the algorithm proposed in Huang, Zhou, Ding, and
Zhang (2012), Zhang, Kwok, and Parvin (2009), and Iosifidis, Tefas, and Pitas (2017). This algorithm is formed by

Ridge regression defines a linear mapping, expressed by
the matrix W ∈ RD×C , that optimally maps a set of vectors xi ∈ RD , i = 1, · · ·, N to another set of vectors (noted
as target vectors) ti ∈ RC , i = 1, · · ·, N, by optimizing the
following criterion:

W

N
∑

||WT xi − ti ||22 + 𝜆||W||2F ,

(9)

i=1

or using a matrix notation:
W∗ = arg min ||WT X − T||2F + 𝜆||W||2F .

(10)

W

In the above, X = [xi , … , xN ] and T = [ti , … , tN ]
are matrices formed by the samples xi and ti as columns,
respectively.

(13)

k

Ridge regression (RR)

W∗ = arg min

(12)

FIGURE 3 SLFN
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two processing steps. In the first step, the network's hidden layer weights are determined either randomly (Huang,
Zhou, Ding, & Zhang, 2012) or by applying clustering on
the training data. We apply K-means clustering in order
to determine K prototype vectors, which are subsequently
used as the network's hidden layer weights.
Having determined the network's hidden layer weights
V ∈ RD×K , the input data xi , i = 1, … , N are nonlinearly mapped to vectors hi ∈ RK , expressing the data
representations in the feature space determined by the
network's hidden layer outputs RK . We use the radial
basis function—that is, hi = 𝜑RBF (xi )—calculated in an
element-wise manner, as follows:
(
hik = exp

||xi − vk ||22
2𝜎 2

)
, k = 1, · · ·, K,

(14)

where 𝜎 is a hyperparameter denoting the spread of the
RBF neuron and vk corresponds to the kth column of V.
The network's output weights W ∈ RK×C are subsequently determined by solving for
W∗ = arg min ||WT H − T||2F + 𝜆||W||2F ,

(15)

W

where H = [h1 , … , hN ] is a matrix formed by the network's hidden layer outputs for the training data and T
is a matrix formed by the network's target vectors ti , i =
1, … , N as defined in Section 5.1. The network's output
weights are given by
)−1
(
W = HHT + 𝜆I HTT .

(16)

After calculation of the network parameters V and W, a
new (test) sample x ∈ RD is mapped on its corresponding

representations in spaces RK and RC ; that is, h = 𝜙RBF (x)
and o = WT h, respectively. It is classified according to the
maximal network output:
lx = arg max ok .

6

R E S U LT S

In our first set of experiments, we have applied two
supervised machine learning methods, as described in
Sections 5.1 and 5.2, on a dataset that does not include the
auction period. Results with the auction period will also be
available. Since there is not a widely adopted experimental
protocol for these datasets, we provide information for the
five different label scenarios under the three normalization
setups.
The tables in this section provide details regarding the
results of experiments conducted on raw data and three
different normalization setups. We present these results,
for our baseline models, in order to give insight into the
preprocessing step for a dataset like ours, to examine the
strength of the predictability of the projected time horizon, and to understand the implications of the suggested
methods. Data normalization can significantly improve
the metric's performance in combination with the use of
the right classifier. More specifically, we measure the predictability power of our models via the performance of
the metrics of accuracy, precision, recall, and F1 score.
For instance, Table 6 presents the results based on raw
data (i.e., no data decoding), and in the case of the
linear classifier RR and label 5 (i.e., the 5th mid-price
event as predicted horizon), we achieve an F1 score of
40%, where as in Table 7 (i.e., the Z-score data decoding
method), Table 8 (i.e., min–max data decoding method),
and Table 9 (i.e., the decimal precision decoding method),
we achieve 43%, 42%, and 40%, respectively. This shows

TABLE 6 Results based on unfiltered representations
Label

RRAccuracy

RRPrecision

RRRecall

RRF1

1

0.637 ± 0.055
0.555 ± 0.064

0.505 ± 0.145
0.504 ± 0.131

0.337 ± 0.003
0.376 ± 0.023

0.268 ± 0.014
0.320 ± 0.050

2
3

0.489 ± 0.061

0.423 ± 0.109

0.397 ± 0.031

0.356 ± 0.070

5

0.429 ± 0.049
0.453 ± 0.054
SLFNAccuracy
0.636 ± 0.055

0.402 ± 0.113
0.400 ± 0.105
SLFNPrecision
0.299 ± 0.075

0.425 ± 0.038
0.400 ± 0.030
SLFNRecall
0.335 ± 0.002

0.400 ± 0.093
0.347 ± 0.066
SLFNF1
0.262 ± 0.015

0.536 ± 0.069
0.473 ± 0.074

0.387 ± 0.132
0.334 ± 0.080

0.345 ± 0.009
0.357 ± 0.005

0.260 ± 0.035
0.270 ± 0.021

0.381 ± 0.038
0.401 ± 0.039

0.342 ± 0.058
0.284 ± 0.102

0.370 ± 0.020
0.356 ± 0.020

0.327 ± 0.043
0.290 ± 0.070

10
Label
1
2
3
5
10
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TABLE 7 Results based on Z-score normalization
Label

RRAccuracy

RRPrecision

RRRecall

RRF1

1

0.480 ± 0.040

0.418 ± 0.021

0.435 ± 0.029

2

0.498 ± 0.052
0.463 ± 0.045

0.444 ± 0.025
0.438 ± 0.027

0.443 ± 0.031
0.437 ± 0.033

0.410 ± 0.022
0.440 ± 0.031

0.439 ± 0.042
0.429 ± 0.046
SLFNAccuracy
0.643 ± 0.056

0.436 ± 0.028
0.429 ± 0.028
SLFNPrecision
0.512 ± 0.037

0.433 ± 0.028
0.429 ± 0.043
SLFNRecall
0.366 ± 0.019

0.427 ± 0.041
0.416 ± 0.044
SLFNF1
0.327 ± 0.046

0.556 ± 0.066
0.512 ± 0.069

0.550 ± 0.029
0.497 ± 0.024

0.378 ± 0.011
0.424 ± 0.047

0.327 ± 0.030
0.389 ± 0.082

0.473 ± 0.036
0.477 ± 0.048

0.468 ± 0.024
0.453 ± 0.056

0.464 ± 0.028
0.432 ± 0.025

0.459 ± 0.031
0.410 ± 0.040

RRRecall

RRF1

0.339 ± 0.005

0.272 ± 0.015
0.368 ± 0.060

3
5
10
Label
1
2
3
5
10

0.433 ± 0.034

TABLE 8 Results Based on min–max normalization
Label

RRAccuracy

RRPrecision

1

0.637 ± 0.054
0.561 ± 0.063

0.499 ± 0.118
0.467 ± 0.117

3

0.492 ± 0.070

0.428 ± 0.111

0.400 ± 0.028
0.400 ± 0.030

5

0.437 ± 0.048
0.452 ± 0.054
SLFNAccuracy
0.640 ± 0.055

0.419 ± 0.078
0.421 ± 0.110
SLFNPrecision
0.488 ± 0.104

0.429 ± 0.043
0.399 ± 0.028
SLFNRecall
0.348 ± 0.007

0.417 ± 0.063
0.348 ± 0.066
SLFNF1
0.291 ± 0.022

0.558 ± 0.065
0.499 ± 0.063

0.469 ± 0.066
0.447 ± 0.068

0.399 ± 0.023
0.410 ± 0.032

0.367 ± 0.050
0.370 ± 0.063

0.453 ± 0.038
0.450 ± 0.048

0.441 ± 0.041
0.432 ± 0.070

0.444 ± 0.030
0.406 ± 0.037

0.432 ± 0.050
0.377 ± 0.062

2

10
Label
1
2
3
5
10

0.357 ± 0.072

TABLE 9 Results based on decimal precision normalization
Label

RRAccuracy

RRPrecision

1

0.638 ± 0.054
0.551 ± 0.066

0.518 ± 0.132
0.473 ± 0.118

RRRecall

RRF1

0.341 ± 0.007

0.277 ± 0.018
0.315 ± 0.045

3

0.490 ± 0.069

0.432 ± 0.113

0.372 ± 0.018
0.386 ± 0.023

5

0.435 ± 0.051
0.451 ± 0.052
SLFNAccuracy
0.641 ± 0.055

0.406 ± 0.115
0.417 ± 0.108
SLFNPrecision
0.512 ± 0.027

0.430 ± 0.039
0.399 ± 0.029
SLFNRecall
0.351 ± 0.007

0.405 ± 0.095
0.349 ± 0.067
SLFNF1
0.297 ± 0.024

0.565 ± 0.063
0.504 ± 0.061

0.505 ± 0.020
0.465 ± 0.032

0.410 ± 0.026
0.421 ± 0.040

0.385 ± 0.054
0.393 ± 0.073

0.457 ± 0.038
0.461 ± 0.053

0.451 ± 0.029
0.453 ± 0.036

0.449 ± 0.031
0.420 ± 0.035

0.438 ± 0.046
0.399 ± 0.053

2

10
Label
1
2
3
5
10

that in the case of the linear classifier the suggested decoding methods did not offer any significant improvements,
since the variability of the performance range is approximately 3%. On the other hand, our nonlinear classifier
(i.e., SLFN) for the same projected time horizon (i.e.,
label 5) reacted more efficiently in the decoding process.
SLFN achieves 33% for the F1 score for nonnormalized
data, while the Z-score, min–max and decimal precision
methods achieve 46%, 43%, and 43%, respectively. As a

0.330 ± 0.059

result, normalization improves the F1 score performance
by almost 10%.
Normalization and model selection can also affect the
predictability of mid-price movements over the projected
time horizon. Very interesting results come to light if
we try to compare the F1 performance over different
time horizons. For instance, we can see that, regardless of the decoding method, the F1 score is always
better for label 5 than 1, meaning that ‘our models’
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predictions are better further in the future. This result is
significant, especially with unfiltered data and min–max
and decimal precision normalizations, when F1 score is
approximately 27%, in the case of the one-step prediction
problem (label 1), and 43% in the case of the five-step
problem (label 5).
Another aspect of the experimental results above stems
from the pros and cons of linear and nonlinear classifiers.
More specifically, the RR linear classifier performed better
on the raw dataset and for the Z-score decoding method
in terms of F1 when compared to the SLFN (i.e., nonlinear classifier). This is not the case for the last decoding
methods (i.e., min–max and decimal precision), where our
nonlinear classifier presents similar or better results than
RR. An explanation for this F1 performance discrepancy
is due to each of these methods' engineering has. The RR
classifier tends to be very efficient in high-dimensional
problems, and these types of problems are linearly separable, in most cases. Another reason that RR can perform
better when compared to a nonlinear classifier is that
RR can control the complexity by penalizing the bias, via
cross-validation, using the ridge parameter. On the other
hand, a nonlinear classifier is prone to overfitting, which
means that in some cases it offers a better degree of freedom for class separation.

7

CO N C LU S I O N

This paper described a new benchmark dataset formed
by the Nasdaq ITCH feed data for five stocks for 10
consecutive trading days. Data representations that were
exploited by order flow features were made available. We
formulated five classification tasks based on mid-price
movement predictions for 1, 2, 3, 5, and 10 predicted
horizons. Baseline performances of two regression models were also provided in order to facilitate future research
in the field. Despite the data size, we achieved an average out-of-sample performance (F1) of approximately 46%
for both methods. These very promising results show
that machine learning can effectively predict mid-price
movement.
Potential avenues of research that can benefit from
exploiting the provided data include: (a) prediction of
the stability of the market, which is very important
for liquidity providers (market makers) to make the
spread, as well as for traders to increase liquidity provision (when markets can be predicted to be stable);
(b) prediction on market movements, which is important for expert systems used by speculative traders; (c)
identification of order book spoofing—that is, situations
where markets are manipulated by limit orders. Although
there is no spoofing activity information available for

the provided data, the exploitation of such a large corpus of data can be used in order to identify patterns in
stock markets that can be further analyzed as normal
or abnormal.
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Abstract
Stock price prediction is a challenging task, but machine learning methods have recently been used
successfully for this purpose. In this paper, we extract over 270 hand-crafted features (factors) inspired
by technical and quantitative analysis and tested their validity on short-term mid-price movement
prediction. We focus on a wrapper feature selection method using entropy, least-mean squares, and linear
discriminant analysis. We also build a new quantitative feature based on adaptive logistic regression for
online learning, which is constantly selected first among the majority of the proposed feature selection
methods. This study examines the best combination of features using high frequency limit order book
data from Nasdaq Nordic. Our results suggest that sorting methods and classifiers can be used in such a
way that one can reach the best performance with a combination of only very few advanced hand-crafted
features.
Keywords: high-frequency trading, mid-price, machine learning, technical analysis, quantitative
analysis

1. Introduction
The problem under consideration in this paper is the prediction of a stock’s mid-price movement
during high-frequency financial trading. At a given time instance, the mid-price of a stock is defined as
the average of the best ask and bid prices. We consider the mid-price as vital information for market
makers who continuously balance inventories as well as for traders who need to be able to predict market
movements in the correct direction to make money. Moreover, the mid-price facilitates the process of
monitoring the markets’ stability (i.e. spoofing identification).
Over the past few years, several methods, such as those described in [18], [33], [68], [81], [87], [89],
and [90], have been proposed for analyzing stock market data. All these methods follow the standard
classification pipeline formed by two processing steps. Given a time instance during the trading process,
the state of the market is described based on a (usually short) time window preceding the current
instance. A set of hand-crafted features is selected to describe the dynamics of the market, leading to a
vector representation. Based on such a representation, a classifier is then employed to predict the state
of the market at a time instance within a prediction horizon, as illustrated in Fig.1.
The majority of the studies as we see Section 2 utilize a very limited amount of features without
providing any motivation why they selected them, while here we cover the majority of: i) the technical
indicators, ii) state-of-the-art limit order book (LOB) features, and iii) quantitative indicators. A work
which also utilizes these sets of features can be found in [65]. Additionally, we propose a new advance
quantitative feature that is selected first among several feature selection mechanisms for the task of
mid-price movement prediction. The use of different hand-crafted features leads to encoding different
properties of the financial time-series, and excluding some of these features can result in failing to exploit
∗ Corresponding

author
Email address: adamantios.ntakaris@tuni.fi (Adamantios Ntakaris)

Figure 1: The concept of mid-price prediction can be described as follows: at a given time instance t, the state of the stock
is encoded in a vector-based representation calculated using a multi-dimensional time series information from a short-term
time window of length T . Given this representation, the direction of the mid-price is predicted at a horizon of Δt.

the relevant information. The deﬁnition of a good set of features is directly connected to the performance
of the subsequent analysis, since any discarded information at this stage cannot be recovered later by
the classiﬁer.
One of the most widely followed approaches used to address this problem is using feature selection
methods (e.g., [15], [57]) which can be performed in a wrapper fashion using various types of criteria
for feature ranking. While the use of transformation-based dimensionality reduction techniques such as
principal component analysis or linear discriminant analysis can lead to a similar processing pipeline, in
this paper, we are interested in deﬁning the set of features that convey most of the information in the
data. The use of feature selection using unsupervised criteria, and in particular, the maximum entropy
criterion, has been used in [5] and [52]. The motivation behind this approach is the fact that as the
entropy of a feature increases (when it is calculated in a set of data), the data variance and, thus, the
information it encodes, also increases. However, the combination of many high-entropy features in a
vector-based representation does not necessarily lead to good classiﬁcation performance. This is because
diﬀerent dimensions of the adopted data representation need to encode diﬀerent information.
In this paper, we provide an extensive analysis of various hand-crafted features (273 in total) for
mid-price movement prediction. We base our analysis on a wrapped-based feature selection method (i.e.,
[48]) that exploits unsupervised and supervised criteria for feature ranking. More speciﬁcally, we use
maximum entropy (i.e., [5], [52]), maximum class discrimination based on linear discriminant analysis
(LDA) [84], and regression-based classiﬁcation [16]. These diﬀerent realizations of the feature selection
method are applied to a wide pool of hand-crafted features. The list of hand-crafted features used in
our study is selected to cover both basic and advanced features from two diﬀerent trading approaches,
which means those focusing on technical and quantitative analyses. Technical analysis is based on the
fact that price prediction can be achieved by monitoring price and volume charts, while quantitative
analysis focuses on statistical models and parameter estimation.
For the technical indicators, we calculate basic and advanced features accompanied by digital ﬁlters,
2

while for the quantitative indicators, we primarily focus on time series analysis and online machine
learning. We provide the full feature list and description and use it as input in twelve feature selection
models (each corresponding to a diﬀerent criterion and classiﬁer combination) for our classiﬁcation task.
We not only present the best subset combination of these two types of features but also make a clear
comparison of the two trading styles of feature tanks in terms of F1 performance (i.e. F1 score is a
test to measure performance and is calculated as the harmonic mean of precision and recall). To the
best of our knowledge this is the ﬁrst study to deﬁne which types of information needs to be used for
high-frequency time series description and classiﬁcation.
The main contribution of our work lies on three pillars. The ﬁrst pillar refers to the utilization of
the majority of the technical indicator for the ﬁrst time in the literature in the high-frequency trading
universe. The second pillar refers to development of new quantitative feature, named adaptive logistic
regression feature, which selected ﬁrst among several feature selection metrics. The third pillar, ﬁnally,
refers to a fair and extent evaluation of these three feature sets (i.e., technical, quantitative, and LOB
indicators) via the conversion of entropy, LDA, and LMS as feature selection criteria. This evaluation
utilizes LMS, LDA, and radial basis function network (RBFN) as classiﬁers for the task of mid-price
movememt prediction task. Our ﬁndings suggest that the best performance is reached by utilizing only
very few, advanced, features derived from both quantitative and technical hand-crafted feature sets.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We provide a comprehensive literature review
in Section 2. The problem statement and data description are provided in Section 3. The list of handcrafted features follows in Section 4. In Section 5, we describe the various realizations of the wrapper
method adopted in our analysis, while Section 6 provides empirical results, and Section 7 concludes the
paper. A detailed description of all features used in our experiments, as well as all ranking lists for each
method, are provided in the Appendix section.
2. Related Literature
The rise of algorithmic trading, a type of trading requiring the use of computers under speciﬁc rules
that can rapidly perform accurate calculations, suggests signal and statistical analyses. Several tools
are based on these two types of analysis that a machine learning (ML) trader can utilize to select the
best trade. However, which indicator or indicators (i.e. features) should be considered for a ML trader
to secure a proﬁtable move? Do historical and present prices contain all the relevant information?
Finding answers to these questions is challenging due to the use of technical and quantitative analysis.
The former category suggests that there is hidden information and patterns that can be extracted from
historical data, whereas the latter suggests that statistical models and probabilities can provide relevant
information to an ML trader.
Technical analysis (i.e., [61]) has traditionally received less academic scrutiny than quantitative
analysis. Nevertheless, several studies employ technical indicators as the main mechanism for signal
analysis and price prediction. In the sphere of HFT, authors in [78] utilize seven trading rule families as
a measure of the impact of trading speed, while in [44] a fuzzy momentum analysis based on technical
indicators for high speed trading is presented. Grammatical evolution is used in the E-mini S&P 500
index futures market along with technical indicators for entry and exit trading exploration in [32]. In
[53] authors provide an extensive investigation of charting analysis of nonparametric kernel regression
for Nasdaq stocks via an automated strategy. A decision support system based on artiﬁcial neural
networks (ANN) where six basic technical indicators are used as input features for signal generation
is utilized in [18]. An adaptive neuro fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) is used in [43] for the FOREX
market where technical indicators are utilized to benchmark ANFIS performance. Technical indicators
are the basis for works in [10], [50], [74], and [86] for passive trading strategies (i.e. buy-and-hold) and
stop-loss/stop-gain strategies. A list of ten technical indicators are utilized in [69] as input features for
several ML algorithms (i.e. ANN, SVM, random forest, and Naive Bayes) to predict stock trends. The
interested reader can also ﬁnd the implementation of ML methods with technical indicators in [19], [20],
[47], [66], [92], and [97]. Technical indicators are also used by [2] for equity premium prediction in the
US market, where they have been proved to be eﬃcient in the out-of-sample period (1966 - 2014). For
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the German bond market, authors in [4] extend the judgemental bootstrapping domain for the technical
analysts’ case. The authors prove that technical analysts can be as proﬁtable as the statistical models
of experts, by using only a subset of technical indicators.
However, there is also quantitative analysis, which involves ML traders using complex mathematics
and statistics as indicators when making trading decisions. Quantitative ﬁnance is a broad ﬁeld that
varies from topics like portfolio optimization (e.g., [3], [12], [38], [55], [56], [70]) and asset pricing (e.g.,
[29], [31], [42], [51], [58], [75], [79]) risk management (e.g., [21], [23], [36], [82]), and time series analysis
(e.g., [7], [9], [39], [85]). In this work, we focus on time series analysis and use ideas from ﬁnancial
quantitative time series analysis that have been adjusted to ML. For example, authors in [80] use SVMs
and decision trees via correlation analysis for stock market prediction. Another aspect of quantitative
analysis is building trading strategies such as mean-reversion (i.e., [71]). A simplistic example of this
trading strategy is when a ML trader calculates Bollinger bands to spot trading signals and test a
hypothesis. Furthermore, a ﬁnancial time series is used for entry and exit signal exploration generated
by Bollinger bands as described in [54]. A time series analysis should also be tested for cointegration
as suggested in [26]. An additional aspect of quantitative analysis is the calculation of order book
imbalance for order imbalance strategies. This idea is used as a feature in a deep neural network in [81].
In the present work, we focus on extracted hand-crafted features based on technical and quantitative
analysis. We show that a combination of features derived from these groups is able to improve forecasting
ability. A combined method is employed by [30] for asset returns predicatibility based on technical
indicators and time series models. To the best of our knowledge this is the ﬁrst attempt at a comparison
between these trading schools using several feature selection methods in a wrapper fashion in the HFT
literature.
3. Problem Statement
HF-type trading requires the constant analysis of market dynamics. One way to formulate these dynamics is constructing a limit order book (LOB), as illustrated in Table 2. LOB is the cumulative
order ﬂow representing valid limit orders that are not executed nor cancelled, which are listed in
the so-called message list, as illustrated in Table 1. LOBs are multi-dimensional signals described
by stochastic processes, and their dynamics are described as càdlàg functions(i.e., [33]). Functions are
formulated for a speciﬁc limit order (i.e. an order with speciﬁc characteristics in terms of price and
volume at a speciﬁc time t), as: order = (t, P ricet , V olumet ) that becomes active at time t holds that:
order ∈ L(t), order ∈
/ limorder ↑orderx L(order ).
Timestamp
1275377039033
1275377039033
1275377039037
1275377039037
1275377039037
1275377039037

Id
1372349
1372349
1370659
1370659
1372352
1372352

Price
341100
341100
343700
343700
341700
341700

Quantity
300
300
100
100
150
150

Event
Submission
Cancellation
Submission
Cancellation
Submission
Cancellation

Side
Bid
Bid
Ask
Ask
Bid
Bid

Table 1: Message list example. A sample from Wartsila Oyj on 01 June 2010.

Depending on how the LOB is constructed, we treat the new information according to event arrivals.
The objective of our work is to predict the direction (i.e. up, down, and stationary condition) of the
mid-price (i.e. (pa + pb )/2, where pa is the ask price and pb is the bid price at the ﬁrst level of LOB).
The goal is to utilize informative features based on the order ﬂow (i.e. message list or message book
[MB]) and LOB, which will help an ML trader improve the accuracy of mid-price movement prediction.
4. Feature Pool
LOB and MB are the sources that we utilize for feature extraction. We provide the complete list of the
features that have been explored in the literature for technical and quantitative trading in Table 3. The
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Level 1
Ask

...
Bid

Timestamp

Price

Quantity

Price

Quantity

1127537703903
1275377039033
1275377039037
1275377039037
1275377039037
1275377039037
1275377039037
1275377039037

343600
343600
343600
343600
343600
343600
343600
343600

100
100
200
200
200
200
200
200

342300
342300
342300
342300
342300
342300
342300
342300

485
485
485
485
485
485
485
485

...
...
...
...
...
...
...
...

Table 2: Order book example. A sample from Wartsila Oyj on 01 June 2010.

motivation for choosing the suggested list of features is based on an examination of all the basic and
advanced features from technical analysis and comparisons with advanced statistical models, such as
adaptive logistic regression for online learning. The present research has identiﬁed a gap in the existing
literature concerning the performance of technical indicators and comparisons with quantitative models.
The present work sets the groundwork for every future work in this direction since it provides insight
into the features that are likely to achieve a high rank on the ordering list in terms of predictability
power. To this end, we divide our feature set into three main groups. The ﬁrst group of features is
extracted according to [46] and [64]. This group of features aims to capture the dynamics of LOB. This
is possible if we consider the actual raw LOB data and relative intensities of diﬀerent look-back periods
of the trade types (i.e. order placement, execution, and cancellation). The second group of features is
based on technical analysis. The suggested list describes most of the existing technical indicators (basic
and advanced). Technical indicators might help traders spot hidden trends and patterns in their time
series. The third group is based on quantitative analysis, which is mainly based on statistical models; it
can provide statistics that are hidden in the data. This can be veriﬁed by the ranking process, where the
advanced online feature (i.e. adaptive logistic regression) is placed ﬁrst in most of the feature selection
metrics (i.e. four out of ﬁve feature lists). The suggested features are fully described in Appendix A
apart from the description of the newly introduced adapative logistic regresion feature which follows.
4.1. Adaptive Logistic Regression
We build a logistic regression model that we use as a feature in our experimental protocol. Motivation
for this model is [63] and [81] where the focal point is the local behavior of LOB levels. We extend
this idea by doing online learning with an adaptive learning rate. More speciﬁcally, we use the Hessian
matrix as our adaptive rate. We also report the ratio of the logistic coeﬃcients based on the relationship
of the LOB levels close to the best LOB level and the ones which are deeper in LOB. Since 0  hθ (V )  1
and V are the stock volumes for the ﬁrst best six levels of the LOB, we formulate the model as follows:
hθ (V ) =

1
1 + e−θT V

be the logistic function (i.e. Hypothesis function) and θT V = θ0 +

(1)
n


θj Vj . Parameter estimation is

j=1

considered by calculating the parameters likelihood:
L(θ) =

m


(i)

(hθ (V (i) ))y (1 − hθ (V (i) ))1−y

(i)

(2)

i=1

for m training samples and the cost function, based on this probabilistic approach, is as follows:

1 
− y (i) log(hθ (V (i) )) − (1 − y (i) )log(1 − hθ (V (i) )) .
m i=1
m

J(θ) =

5

(3)

Feature Sets
First group:
Basic
Time-Insensitive

Time-Sensitive

Description

n levels of LOB Data
Spread & Mid-Price
Price Diﬀerences
Price & Volume Means
Accumulated Diﬀerences
Price & Volume Derivation
Average Intensity per Type
Relative Intensity Comparison
Limit Activity Acceleration

Second group:
Technical Analysis
Accumulation Distribution Line
Awesome Oscillator
Accelerator Oscillator
Average Directional Index
Average Directional Movement Index Rating
Displaced Moving Average based on Williams Alligator Indicator
Absolute Price Oscillator
Aroon Indicator
Aroon Oscillator
Average True Range
Bollinger Bands
Ichimoku Clouds
Chande Momentum Oscillator
Chaikin Oscillator
Chandelier Exit
Center of Gravity Oscillator
Donchian Channels
Double Exponential Moving Average
Detrended Price Oscillator
Heikin-Ashi
Highest High and Lowest Low
Hull MA
Internal Bar Strength
Keltner Channels
Moving Average Convergence/Divergence Oscillator
Median Price
Momentum
Variable Moving Average
Normalized Average True Range
Percentage Price Oscillator
Rate of Change
Relative Strength Index
Parabolic Stop and Reverse
Standard Deviation
Stochastic Relative Strength Index
T3-Triple Exponential Moving Average
Triple Exponential Moving Average
Triangular Moving Average
True Strength Index
Ultimate Oscillator
Weighted Close
Williams %R
Zero-Lag Exponential Moving Average
Fractals
Linear Regression Line
Digital Filtering: Rational Transfer Function
Digital Filtering: Savitzky-Golay Filter
Digital Filtering: Zero-Phase Filter
Remove Oﬀset and Detrend
Beta-like Calculation
Third group:
Quantitative Analysis
Autocorrelation
Partial Correlation
Cointegration based on Engle-Granger test
Order Book Imbalance
Adaptive Logistic Regression

Table 3: Feature list for the three groups (description of the majority of the hand-crafted is in Appendix A where the
description of the newly introduced feature (in bold) can be found in Section 4.1).
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The next step is the process of choosing θs for optimizing (i.e. minimizing) J(θ). To do so, we will use
Newton’s update method:
(4)
θ(s+1) = θ(s) − H −1 ∇θ J,
m
m 



1
1
where the gradient is: ∇θ J = m (hθ (V (i) )−y (i) )V (i) and the Hessian matrix is: H = m
hθ (V (i) ) 1−
1
i=1
 (i) (i) T 
(i)
(i)
(i) T
(n+1)×(n+1)
(i)
and y are the labels which are calculated as
hθ (V ) V (V ) with V (V ) ∈ R
the diﬀerences of the best level’s ask (and bid) prices. The suggested labels describe a binary classiﬁcation problem since we consider two states, one for change in the best ask price and another on for no
change in the best ask price.
We perform the above calculation in an online manner. The online process considers the 9th element
of every 10 MB block multiplied by the θ coeﬃcient ﬁrst-order tensor to obtain the probabilistic behavior
(we ﬁlter the obtained ﬁrst-order tensor through the hypothesis function) of the 10th event of the 10
MB block. The output is the feature representation expressed as scalar (i.e. probability) of the bid and
ask price separately.
5. Wrapper Method of Feature Selection
Feature selection is an area which focuses on applications with multidimensional datasets. An ML trader
performs feature selection for three primary reasons: to reduce computational complexity, to improve
performance, and to gain a better understanding of the underlying process. Feature selection, as a
pre-processing method, can enhance classiﬁcation power by adding features that contain information
relevant to the task at hand. There are two metaheuristic feature selection methods: the wrapper
method and the ﬁlter (i.e. transformation-based) method. We choose to perform classiﬁcation based
on the wrapper method since it considers the relationship among the features while the ﬁlter methods
do not.
Our wrapper approach consists of ﬁve diﬀerent feature subset selection criteria based on two linear
and one non-linear methods for evaluation (see Algorithm 1 for a general description). More speciﬁcally, we convert entropy, least-mean-square (LMS), and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) as feature
selection criteria. For the last two cases (i.e., LMS and LDA) we provide two diﬀerent selection criteria
as follows: i) for LMS the ﬁrst metric follows the L2 -norm and the second metric is a statistical bias
measure, and ii) for LDA the ﬁrst metric is based on the ratio of the within-class scatter matrix while
the second metric is derived according to the between-class scatter matrix. For classiﬁcation evaluation
we utilize LMS, LDA and a radial basis function network (i.e., [11]) as this utilized by [40] and [64]). Our
choice to apply these linear and non-linear classiﬁers is informed by the amount of data in our dataset
(details will be provided in the following section). We measure classiﬁcation performance according to
accuracy, precision, recall, and the F1 scores for every possible combination of the hand-crafted features
by utilizing LMS, LDA, and RBFN. F1 score is deﬁned as the harmonic average of the recall and precision, where recall is deﬁned as T P/T P + F N and precision is deﬁned as T P/(T P + F P ) for TP, FN,
and FP be the true positives, false negatives, and false positives, respectively.

5.1. Feature Sorting
We convert sample entropy, LMS, and LDA (for the latter two methods we use two diﬀerent criteria
for feature evaluation) into feature selection methods. A visual representation of the feature sorting
method can be seen in Fig. 2.

5.1.1. Feature Sorting with Entropy
We employ entropy [73], a measure of signal complexity where the signal is the time series of the
multidimensional two-mode tensor with dimensions Rp×n , and where p is the number of features and
n number of samples, as a measure of feature relevance. We calculate the bits of every feature in the
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Algorithm 1 Wrapper-Based Feature Selection
1: procedure lopt = F eature Select(X, labels, criterion)
2:
l = [1 : D]
3:
lopt = [ ]
4:
Xopt = [ ], [D, N ] = size(X)
5:
for d = 1 : D do
6:
crit list = [ ]
7:
for i = 1 : D − d + 1 do
8:
curr X = [Xopt ; X(i; :)]
9:
crit list[i] = crit(curr X)
10:
end for
11:
[best d, best crit] = opt(crit list)
12:
lopt [d] = best d
13:
l[best d] = [ ]
14:
Xopt = [Xopt ; X(best d; :)]
15:
X(best d, :) = [ ]
16:
end for
17: end procedure

Figure 2: The process of feature sorting and classiﬁcation is based on the wrapper method. From left to right: 1) Raw
data is converted to LOB data via supeclustering, 2) the feature extraction process follows (i.e., three feature sets are
extracted), 3) then every feature set is normalized based on z-score in a rolling window basis (see Section 6 for details), 4)
Wrapper method: there are two main blocks in this process - the ﬁrst block refers to the sorting (i.e., ﬁve diﬀerent sorting
criteria based on entropy, LMS1, LMS2, LDA1, and LDA2) of the feature sets independently (i.e., LOB features, technical
indicators, and quantitative indicators are sorted separately) and all together (i.e., the three feature sets are merged and
sorted all together) and the second block refers to the incremental classiﬁcation (i.e., we increase the dimension of every
sorting list during classiﬁcation by one feature in every loop and average the ﬁnal f1 scores per sorting list) based on three
classiﬁers (i.e., LMS, LDA, and RBFN).

feature set in an iterative manner and report the order. We measure the entropy as follows: H(X) =

8

−

p


p(xi ) log p(xi ), where p(xi ) is the probability of the frequency per feature for the given data

i=1

samples.
5.1.2. Feature Sorting with Least-Mean-Square
We perform feature selection based on the least-mean square classiﬁcation rate (LMS1) and L2 -norm
(LMS2). LMS is a ﬁtting method which aims to produce an approximation that minimizes the sum
of squared diﬀerences between given data and predicted values. We use this approach to evaluate the
relevance of our hand-crafted features. A hand-crafted feature evaluation is performed sequentially via
LMS. More speciﬁcally, each of the features is evaluated based on the classiﬁcation rate, the L2 -norm of
the predicted labels, and the ground truth. The evaluation process is performed as follows: HW = T,
where H ∈ Rpi ×n is the input data with feature dimension pi where it is calculated incrementally for
the number of training samples n, W ∈ Rpi ×#cl are the weighted coeﬃcients for the number of features
pi of the number(#) of classes (i.e. up, down, and stationary labelling), and T ∈ R#cl×n represents the
target labels of the training set. The weight coeﬃcient matrix W is estimated via the following formula:
W = H† T, where H† is the Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse matrix.
5.1.3. Feature Sorting with Linear Discriminant Analysis
Linear discriminant analysis (LDA) can be used for classiﬁcation and dimensionality reduction. However,
instead of performing these two tasks, we convert LDA into a feature selection algorithm. We measure
feature selection performance based on two metrics. One is the classiﬁcation rate (LDA1) and the
other is based on the error term (LDA2), which we deﬁne as the ratio of the within-class scatter
matrix and the between-class scatter matrix. The main objective of LDA is ﬁnding the projection
matrix W ∈ Rm×#cl−1 , where m is the sample dimension, and #cl is the number of classes, such
that Y = W T X maximizes the class separation. For the given sample set X = X1 ∪ X2 ∪ ... ∪ X#cl ,
where Xk = {xk1 , ..., xkk }k=1,...,#cl is the class-speciﬁc data subsample, we try to ﬁnd W that maximizes
trace WT SB W
Fisher’s ratio J(W) =

trace WT SW W

, where SB =

#cl


Ni (μi − μ)(μi − μ)T and SW =

i=1

d
C 


μi )(x − μi )T are the between-class and within-class scatter matrices, respectively, with μi =
and μ =
μi =

1
k

1
m





1
k



Xk

k∈#cl

k Xk . In a similar fashion, we perform calculations for the projected samples y with

k∈#cl

k∈#cl

(x −

i=1 x∈Xi

Yk and μ =

1
m



k Yk , while
k∈#cl
#cl
 

the scatter matrices (i.e. within and between scatter

(y − μ̃i )(y − μ̃i )T and SB =

matrices, respectively) are SW =

i=1 k∈#cl

#cl


k (μi − μ)(μi − μ)T . The

i=1

above calculations constitute the basis for the two metrics that we use to evaluate the hand-crafted
features incrementally. The two evaluation metrics are based on the classiﬁcation rate and the ratio of
the within-class and between-class scatter matrices of the projected space Y .
5.2. Classiﬁcation for Feature Selection
We perfrom classiﬁcation evaluation based on three classiﬁers: LMS, LDA, and RBFN. Theory for the
ﬁrst two discussed in Sections 5.1.2 and 5.1.3 while RBFN classiﬁers is descibed in the following section.
5.2.1. RBFN Classiﬁer
We utilize a SLFN (Fig. 3) as this suggested by [37]. The description and the implememntation can be
also found in [64]. This type of model is formed as in Fig. 3.
In order to train fast this model we follow [98], and [41]. We utilize K-means clustering for K
prototype vectors identiﬁcation, which then are used as the network’s hidden layer weights. Having
identiﬁed the network’s hidden layer weights V ∈ RD×K , the input data xi , i = 1, . . . , N are mapped to
vectors hi ∈ RK in a non-linear way, expressing the data representations in the feature space determined
9

Figure 3: SLFN

by the network’s hidden layer outputs RK . Then radial basis function is utilized, i.e. hi = φRBF (xi ),
calculated in an element-wise manner, as follows:


xi − vk 22
, k = 1, . . . , K,
(5)
hik = exp
2σ 2
where σ is a hyper-parameter denoting the spread of the RBF neuron and vk corresponds to the k-th
column of V.
The network’s output weights W ∈ RK×C are determined by solving the following equation:
W∗ = arg min WT H − T2F + λW2F ,
W

(6)

where H = [h1 , . . . , hN ] is a matrix formed by the network’s hidden layer outputs for the training data
and T is a matrix formed by the network’s target vectors ti , i = 1, . . . , N . The network’s output weights
are given by:
−1

HTT .
(7)
W = HHT + λI
Then a new (test) sample x ∈ RD is mapped on its corresponding representations in spaces RK and RC ,
i.e. h = φRBF (x) and o = WT h, respectively. fFinally, the classiﬁcation task is based on the maximal
network output, i.e.:
lx = arg max ok .
(8)
k

6. Results
In this section, we provide details regarding the conducted experiments. The experiments are based on
the idea of a mid-price prediction state (i.e. up, down, and stationary) for ITCH feed data in millisecond
resolution. For the experimental protocol, we followed the setup in [64], which is based on the anchored
cross-validation format. According to this format, we use the ﬁrst day as training and second day as
testing for the ﬁrst fold, whereas the second fold consists of the previous training and testing periods as a
training set, and the next day is always used as a test set. Each of the training and testing sets contains
the hand-crafted feature representations for all the ﬁve stocks from the FI-2010 dataset. Hence, we
obtain a mode-three tensor of dimensions 273 × 458, 125. The ﬁrst dimension is the number of features,
whereas the second one is the number of sample events. At this point, we must specify that the process
10

of hand-crafted feature extraction in Section 5 is conducted in the full length of the given information
based on MB with 4,581,250 events. The motivation for taking separate blocks of messages of ten events
is the time-invariant nature of the data. To keep the ML trader fully informed regarding MB blocks, we
use features that convey this information by calculating, among others, averages, regression, risk, and
online learning feedback.
The results we present here are the mid-price predictions for the next 10th , 20th , and 30th events (i.e.
translated into MB events) or else one, two, and three next events after the current state translated into
a feature representations setup. The prediction performance of these events is measured by the accuracy,
precision, recall and F1 score, whereas we emphasize the F1 score. We focus on the F1 score because
it can only be aﬀected in one direction by skewed distributions for unbalanced classes, as observed
in our data. Performance metrics are calculated against the mid-price labelling calculation of ground
truth extraction. More speciﬁcally, we extract labels based on the percentage change of the smoothed
mid-price with a span window of 9, for our supervised learning methods, by calculating it as follows:
M Pnext − M Pcurr
L1 =
, where M Pcurr is the current mid-price, and M Pnext is the next mid-price.
M Pcurr
We threshold the percentage change identiﬁcation by a ﬁxed number γ = 0.002 and perform a rolling
z-score normalization on our dataset in order to avoid look-ahead bias1 . The rolling window z-score
normalization is based on the anchored cross validation setup which means that the normalization of
the training set is totally unaﬀected from any fututre information.
We report our results in Table 4 - Table 8 of the best feature selection list for the ﬁve sorting
lists (i.e. based on entropy, LMS1, LMS2, LDA1, and LDA2) according to the supervised linear and
non-linear classiﬁers of LMS, LDA, and RBFN. For the last classiﬁer (i.e. RBFN), we use a multilayer
perceptron based on the extreme learning machine model with a twist in the initialization process of
weights calculation based on the k-means algorithm. The full description of this method can be found in
[64]. We provide results based on the whole feature pool (see Table 4), the ﬁrst feature pool according to
[46] and [64] (see Table 5), based only on technical indicators (see Table 6) and quantitative indicators
(see Table 7). More speciﬁcally, for the ﬁrst feature pool, we have 135 features, while for the second
pool we have 83 features, and for the last pool we have 55 features; in total, we have 273 features. The
number of best features that used in the above methods is diﬀerent in every case and can be monitored
in Fig.2 and Fig.3. We should point out that we tested all the possible combinations for the ﬁve sorting
methods and the three classiﬁers (i.e., 15 diﬀerent cases) but we report results that had some variations.
For instance, in Table 6 we report results for entropy as sorting method and LMS together with RBFN
as classiﬁers but not with LDA (as classiﬁer) since the last method reports similar results.
1 Look

ahead bias refers to the process that future information is injected to the training set.
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Sorting
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2
LDA1
LDA2
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2
LDA1
LDA2
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2
LDA1
LDA2
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2

Classiﬁer
LMS
LMS
LMS
LDA
LDA
LMS
LMS
RBFN
RBFN
RBFN
RBFN
RBFN
LMS
LMS
LMS
LDA
LDA
LMS
LMS
RBFN
RBFN
RBFN
RBFN
RBFN
LMS
LMS
LMS
LDA
LDA
LMS
LMS
RBFN
RBFN
RBFN
RBFN
RBFN

T
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
20
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30
30

Accuracy
0.529 ± 0.059
0.540 ± 0.059
0.538 ± 0.052
0.616 ± 0.048
0.543 ± 0.057
0.604 ± 0.068
0.522 ± 0.026
0.474 ± 0.046
0.600 ± 0.045
0.537 ± 0.016
0.585 ± 0.061
0.528 ± 0.029
0.503 ± 0.049
0.503 ± 0.049
0.503 ± 0.049
0.478 ± 0.060
0.505 ± 0.046
0.530 ± 0.032
0.499 ± 0.019
0.464 ± 0.038
0.519 ± 0.023
0.508 ± 0.010
0.523 ± 0.025
0.502 ± 0.018
0.503 ± 0.042
0.503 ± 0.042
0.503 ± 0.043
0.464 ± 0.048
0.500 ± 0.043
0.489 ± 0.018
0.496 ± 0.016
0.464 ± 0.035
0.471 ± 0.018
0.494 ± 0.014
0.481 ± 0.022
0.493 ± 0.017

P recision
0.447 ± 0.007
0.437 ± 0.007
0.447 ± 0.005
0.408 ± 0.019
0.430 ± 0.010
0.468 ± 0.035
0.441 ± 0.020
0.420 ± 0.031
0.436 ± 0.019
0.442 ± 0.011
0.443 ± 0.018
0.438 ± 0.020
0.469 ± 0.008
0.470 ± 0.008
0.469 ± 0.008
0.400 ± 0.038
0.452 ± 0.009
0.457 ± 0.024
0.462 ± 0.019
0.436 ± 0.033
0.430 ± 0.016
0.456 ± 0.015
0.441 ± 0.024
0.454 ± 0.019
0.475 ± 0.013
0.475 ± 0.013
0.474 ± 0.012
0.414 ± 0.025
0.457 ± 0.012
0.451 ± 0.030
0.476 ± 0.018
0.446 ± 0.035
0.425 ± 0.018
0.464 ± 0.021
0.438 ± 0.034
0.465 ± 0.018

Recall
0.477 ± 0.013
0.456 ± 0.013
0.478 ± 0.013
0.398 ± 0.011
0.455 ± 0.017
0.431 ± 0.042
0.473 ± 0.007
0.445 ± 0.039
0.425 ± 0.021
0.470 ± 0.016
0.438 ± 0.037
0.467 ± 0.010
0.482 ± 0.014
0.482 ± 0.014
0.481 ± 0.014
0.404 ± 0.041
0.461 ± 0.012
0.426 ± 0.048
0.476 ± 0.007
0.448 ± 0.035
0.417 ± 0.022
0.466 ± 0.018
0.429 ± 0.041
0.465 ± 0.009
0.484 ± 0.014
0.484 ± 0.014
0.482 ± 0.014
0.420 ± 0.027
0.464 ± 0.013
0.429 ± 0.051
0.479 ± 0.009
0.449 ± 0.034
0.414 ± 0.020
0.466 ± 0.021
0.428 ± 0.045
0.467 ± 0.010

0.440
0.430
0.444
0.397
0.429
0.408
0.435
0.400
0.417
0.439
0.419
0.434
0.462
0.462
0.462
0.393
0.450
0.401
0.457
0.425
0.412
0.454
0.416
0.452
0.470
0.470
0.461
0.403
0.455
0.405
0.472
0.440
0.409
0.461
0.415
0.463

F1
± 0.018
± 0.018
± 0.011
± 0.015
± 0.018
± 0.035
± 0.007
± 0.039
± 0.019
± 0.012
± 0.026
± 0.017
± 0.017
± 0.017
± 0.018
± 0.018
± 0.012
± 0.048
± 0.015
± 0.036
± 0.027
± 0.017
± 0.046
± 0.015
± 0.019
± 0.019
± 0.019
± 0.018
± 0.014
± 0.072
± 0.015
± 0.037
± 0.026
± 0.024
± 0.057
± 0.016

1 
Table 4: F1-macro (i.e. F1-macro = C
k∈C F 1k , with C as the number of classes for the 9-fold experimental protocol)
results, based on the total feature pool, for the ﬁve sorting lists classiﬁed per LMS, LDA, and RBFN for the next T =10th ,
th
th
20 , and 30 events, respectively, as the predicted horizon. The number of best features used in the above methods is
diﬀerent in every case (as seen in Fig. 3).

Sorting
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2

Classiﬁer
LMS
LMS
LMS
LDA
LDA
LMS
LMS
LMS
LDA
LDA
LMS
LMS
LMS
LDA
LDA

T
10
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
30
30
30
30
30

Accuracy
0.420 ± 0.025
0.574 ± 0.055
0.519 ± 0.015
0.561 ± 0.090
0.507 ± 0.041
0.386 ± 0.018
0.527 ± 0.027
0.462 ± 0.013
0.529 ± 0.031
0.461 ± 0.036
0.391 ± 0.016
0.459 ± 0.025
0.432 ± 0.009
0.447 ± 0.041
0.418 ± 0.028

P recision
0.379 ± 0.011
0.402 ± 0.013
0.400 ± 0.009
0.389 ± 0.018
0.373 ± 0.014
0.386 ± 0.015
0.411 ± 0.013
0.405 ± 0.013
0.406 ± 0.017
0.378 ± 0.016
0.395 ± 0.018
0.405 ± 0.017
0.407 ± 0.015
0.391 ± 0.018
0.373 ± 0.016

Recall
0.397 ± 0.011
0.396 ± 0.018
0.413 ± 0.009
0.382 ± 0.016
0.384 ± 0.017
0.397 ± 0.015
0.389 ± 0.015
0.410 ± 0.009
0.381 ± 0.011
0.380 ± 0.016
0.401 ± 0.015
0.388 ± 0.020
0.409 ± 0.013
0.377 ± 0.017
0.375 ± 0.015

0.355
0.384
0.396
0.363
0.362
0.363
0.375
0.400
0.360
0.368
0.380
0.366
0.401
0.352
0.361

F1
± 0.013
± 0.020
± 0.010
± 0.030
± 0.019
± 0.016
± 0.029
± 0.012
± 0.024
± 0.021
± 0.017
± 0.040
± 0.016
± 0.037
± 0.018

1 
Table 5: F1-macro (i.e. F1-macro = C
k∈C F 1k , with C as the number of classes for the 9-fold experimental protocol)
results, based only on the hand-crafted features from [64], for the ﬁve sorting lists classiﬁed based on LMS, LDA, and
th
th
RBFN for the next T =10 , 20 , and 30th events, respectively, as the predicted horizon. The number of best features
used in the above methods is diﬀerent in every case (as seen in Fig. 3).
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Sorting
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2

Classiﬁer
LMS
LMS
LMS
LDA
LDA
LMS
LMS
LMS
LDA
LDA
LMS
LMS
LMS
LDA
LDA

T
10
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
30
30
30
30
30

Accuracy
0.456 ± 0.038
0.497 ± 0.066
0.460 ± 0.016
0.517 ± 0.064
0.475 ± 0.023
0.430 ± 0.029
0.480 ± 0.033
0.452 ± 0.011
0.483 ± 0.034
0.453 ± 0.014
0.423 ± 0.030
0.450 ± 0.018
0.446 ± 0.013
0.430 ± 0.041
0.433 ± 0.021

P recision
0.372 ± 0.021
0.371 ± 0.017
0.383 ± 0.012
0.367 ± 0.015
0.371 ± 0.010
0.384 ± 0.025
0.384 ± 0.023
0.400 ± 0.018
0.379 ± 0.022
0.382 ± 0.015
0.394 ± 0.028
0.395 ± 0.028
0.409 ± 0.020
0.384 ± 0.027
0.397 ± 0.017

Recall
0.380 ± 0.014
0.377 ± 0.021
0.394 ± 0.009
0.371 ± 0.020
0.382 ± 0.009
0.387 ± 0.017
0.381 ± 0.021
0.402 ± 0.011
0.377 ± 0.020
0.387 ± 0.009
0.394 ± 0.020
0.393 ± 0.027
0.408 ± 0.013
0.382 ± 0.027
0.396 ± 0.016

0.353
0.354
0.365
0.344
0.351
0.371
0.364
0.391
0.355
0.369
0.385
0.379
0.403
0.353
0.386

F1
± 0.020
± 0.024
± 0.010
± 0.026
± 0.015
± 0.023
± 0.037
± 0.015
± 0.038
± 0.016
± 0.027
± 0.050
± 0.019
± 0.053
± 0.026

1 
Table 6: F1-macro (i.e. F1-macro = C
k∈C F 1k , with C as the number of classes for the 9-fold experimental protocol)
results, based only on technical features, for the ﬁve sorting lists classiﬁed based on LMS,LDA, and RBFN for the next
th
th
th
T =10 , 20 , and 30 events, respectively, as the predicted horizon. The number of best features used in the above
methods is diﬀerent in every case (as seen in Fig. 3).

Sorting
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2

Classiﬁer
LMS
LMS
LMS
LDA
LDA
LMS
LMS
LMS
LDA
LDA
LMS
LMS
LMS
LDA
LDA

T
10
10
10
10
10
20
20
20
20
20
30
30
30
30
30

Accuracy
0.393 ± 0.109
0.665 ± 0.033
0.571 ± 0.071
0.611 ± 0.088
0.380 ± 0.101
0.400 ± 0.074
0.553 ± 0.029
0.483 ± 0.017
0.513 ± 0.072
0.424 ± 0.073
0.410 ± 0.062
0.478 ± 0.022
0.481 ± 0.012
0.464 ± 0.037
0.425 ± 0.063

P recision
0.399 ± 0.047
0.468 ± 0.043
0.470 ± 0.053
0.422 ± 0.039
0.401 ± 0.024
0.408 ± 0.048
0.429 ± 0.037
0.447 ± 0.022
0.402 ± 0.032
0.431 ± 0.026
0.416 ± 0.051
0.407 ± 0.038
0.457 ± 0.026
0.394 ± 0.030
0.437 ± 0.029

Recall
0.419 ± 0.047
0.388 ± 0.016
0.418 ± 0.032
0.390 ± 0.020
0.428 ± 0.027
0.422 ± 0.048
0.373 ± 0.016
0.457 ± 0.025
0.379 ± 0.026
0.444 ± 0.023
0.423 ± 0.048
0.370 ± 0.019
0.460 ± 0.024
0.378 ± 0.027
0.443 ± 0.022

0.340
0.366
0.384
0.370
0.339
0.372
0.335
0.435
0.347
0.340
0.391
0.320
0.449
0.338
0.406

F1
± 0.064
± 0.016
± 0.020
± 0.024
± 0.063
± 0.061
± 0.025
± 0.029
± 0.040
± 0.053
± 0.060
± 0.036
± 0.034
± 0.049
± 0.055

1 
Table 7: F1-macro (i.e. F1-macro = C
k∈C F 1k , with C as the number of classes for the 9-fold experimental protocol)
results, based only on quantitative features, for the ﬁve sorting lists classiﬁed based on LMS,LDA, and RBFN for the next
T =10th , 20th , and 30th events, respectively, as the predicted horizon. The number of best features used in the above
methods is diﬀerent in every case (as seen in Fig. 3).

Sorting
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2
LDA1
LDA2
Entropy
LMS1
LMS2
LDA1
LDA2

Classiﬁer
LMS
LMS
LMS
LMS
LMS
LMS
LMS
RBFN
RBFN
RBFN
RBFN
RBFN

0.319
0.377
0.402
0.373
0.412
0.370
0.421
0.316
0.387
0.403
0.371
0.416

5
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.008
0.008
0.015
0.013
0.011
0.011
0.010
0.010
0.018
0.015
0.011
0.011

0.363
0.374
0.443
0.380
0.420
0.372
0.435
0.363
0.402
0.444
0.387
0.434

50
± 0.027
± 0.036
± 0.014
± 0.017
± 0.017
± 0.032
± 0.011
± 0.020
± 0.022
± 0.012
± 0.021
± 0.015

100
0.414 ± 0.020
0.393 ± 0.047
0.441 ± 0.018
0.395 ± 0.016
0.420 ± 0.019
0.387 ± 0.041
0.435 ± 0.014
0.413 ± 0.016
0.421 ± 0.017
0.439 ± 0.013
0.411 ± 0.013
0.436 ± 0.015

200
0.425 ± 0.025
0.419 ± 0.036
0.440 ± 0.018
0.315 ± 0.018
0.289 ± 0.013
0.440 ± 0.017
0.440 ± 0.017
0.430 ± 0.016
0.429 ± 0.017
0.439 ± 0.019
0.440 ± 0.016
0.436 ± 0.016

273
0.440 ± 0.018
0.440 ± 0.018
0.440 ± 0.018
0.289 ± 0.025
0.309 ± 0.027
0.440 ± 0.018
0.441 ± 0.018
0.441 ± 0.016
0.441 ± 0.016
0.442 ± 0.016
0.441 ± 0.016
0.442 ± 0.016

Table 8: F1 results based on diﬀerent numbers of best features for the ﬁve criteria of the wrapper-based feature selection
methods.
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Figure 4: Bar plots with variance present the average (i.e. average F1 performance for the 9-fold protocol for all the
features) F1 score of the 12 diﬀerent models for the cases of 5, 50, 100, 200, and 273 number of best features. The order
of the models from the left to the right column is (1) feature list sorted based on entropy and classiﬁed based on LMS, (2)
feature list sorted based on LMS1 and classiﬁed based on LMS, (3) feature list sorted based on LMS2 and classiﬁed based
on LMS, (4) feature list sorted based on LDA1 and classiﬁed based on LDA, (5) feature list sorted based on LDA2 and
classiﬁed based on LDA, (6) feature list sorted based on LDA1 and classiﬁed based on LMS, (7) feature list sorted based
on LDA2 and classiﬁed based on LMS, (8) feature list sorted based on LDA2 and classiﬁed based on LMS, (9) feature list
sorted based on entropy and classiﬁed based on RBFN, (10) feature list sorted based on LMS2 and classiﬁed based on
RBFN, (11) feature list sorted based on LDA1 and classiﬁed based on RBFN, and (12) feature list sorted based on LDA2
and classiﬁed based on RBFN.
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Figure 5: F1 performance per number of best features sequence for 10 events as the projected horizon, where lines represent the 5 diﬀerent sorting methods as classiﬁed
based on LMS, LDA, and RBFN.

There is a dual interpretation of the suggested feature lists and wrapper method results. Regarding
the feature lists, we have ﬁve diﬀerent feature sorting methods starting from entropy, to LMS1 and
LMS2 and continue to LDA1 and LDA2. More speciﬁcally, results based on the entropy sorting method
reveal that the ﬁrst 20 places are covered by features almost entirely from technical indicators (i.e. 19
out of 20 places and only one from the ﬁrst basic group), while the ﬁrst 100 best places are covered by
36 quant features, 48 technical features, and 16 from the ﬁrst basic group.
For the LMS case, we present two sorting lists where we use two diﬀerent criteria for the ﬁnal
feature selection. In the LMS1 case, the ﬁrst best 20 places covered by features are derived mainly from
quantitative analysis (11 out of 20), 7 from the ﬁrst basic group, and only 2 from the technical group.
The ﬁrst place is covered by a very advanced feature based on the logistic regression model for online
learning. For the same method, the ﬁrst 100 best places covered by 25 quant features, 18 features from
technical analysis, and the remaining 57 from the ﬁrst basic group. In the LMS2 case, the ﬁrst 20 best
places are covered by 7 features from the quant pool, 9 from the technical pool, and only 4 from the ﬁrst
basic group. LMS2 also selects the advanced feature based on the logistic regression model for online
learning ﬁrst.
The last method that we use as the basis for the feature selection process is based on LDA. In a
similar fashion, we use two diﬀerent criteria as a measure for the selection process. In the LDA1 case,
the ﬁrst 20 best places are covered by 10 quant features, 3 technical indicators, and 7 from the ﬁrst
basic group. The ﬁrst 100 best positions are covered by 19 quant features, 20 technical features, and
the remaining 61 places from the ﬁrst basic group. Again, the ﬁrst place is covered by the advanced
feature based on the logistic regression model for online learning. The last feature selection model,
LDA2, selects 6 features from the quant pool, 6 from the technical pool, and 8 from the ﬁrst basic
group. LDA2 selects for the ﬁrst best 100 places 24 quant features, 27 technical features, and 49 from
the ﬁrst basic group. To gain better insight into the feature list, we present the names of the best 10
features for each of the 5 sorting methods in Table 9.
The second interpretation of our ﬁndings is the performance of the 12 diﬀerent classiﬁers (based on
LMS, LDA, and RBFN) that we used to measure, in terms of F1 score, the predictability of the midprice movement. Fig.3 provides a quick overview of the F1 score performance in terms of best feature
numbers and classiﬁers. We can divide these twelve models (pairs based on the sorting and classiﬁcation
method) into three groups according to their response in terms of information ﬂow. The ﬁrst group,
where LMS2-LMS, LDA2-LMS, LMS2-RBFN, and LDA2-RBFN belong, reach their plateau very early
in the incremental process of adding less informative features. These models where able to reach their
maximum (or close to their maximum) F1 score performance with approximately 5 best features, which
means that the dimensionality of the input matrix to the classiﬁcation model is quite small. The second
group of models, Entropy-LMS, LMS1-LMS, LDA1-LMS, Entropy-RBFN, LMS1-RBFN, and LDA1RBFN, had a slower reaction in the process of reaching their best F1 score performance. The last group
of models, LDA1-LDA and LDA2-LDA, reached their best performance very early in the process (which
is not higher performance compared to the other models) with only ﬁve features. Interestingly, it is
right after this point that their predictability power starts to decrease.
The experiments conducted show that this quantitative analysis can provide signiﬁcant trading
information, but results are improved with respect to features also taken from the technical pool.
Features on the top of the lists come from the logistic regression model. This is the very ﬁrst time this
model is presented as a feature in the HFT sphere. This shows that more sophisticated features from
the pool of quantitative analysis will provide the ML trader with vital information regarding metrics
prediction. We would like to point out that the main idea of the present work is to utilize the majority
of the technical indicators 2 and provide a fair evaluation against other state-of-the-art features and
advanced quantitative hand-crafted features like the adaptive logistic regression feature and see which
ones are more informative. Classiﬁcation performance can be easily improved by utilizing more advanced
classiﬁers like convolutional neural networks and recurrent neural networks (e.g., [22]), but it is outside
2 In

the literature it is very common to see experiments based on a limited number of technical indicators.
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Feature Sets

Description

Entropy
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Autocorrelation
Donchian Channels
Highest High
Center of Gravity Oscillator
Heikin-Ashi
Linear Regr. - Regression Coeﬃc.
Linear Regr. - Correlation Coeﬃc.
T3
TEMA
TRIMA

LMS1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Logistic Regr. - Local Spatial Ratio
Best LOB Level - Bid Side Volume
Second Best LOB Level - Ask Volume
Price and Volume Derivation
Best LOB Level - Ask Side
Linear Regr. - Corr. Coeﬃc.
Logistic Regr. - Logistic Coeﬃc.
Logistic Regr. - Extended Spatial Ratio
Autocorrelation for Log Returns
Partial Autocorrelation

LMS2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Logistic Regression - Spatial Ratio
Cointegration - Boolean Vector
Cointegration - Test Statistics
Price and Volume Means
Average Type Intensity
Average Type Intensity
Spread & Mid-Price
Alligator Jaw
Directional Index
Fractals

LDA1
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Logistic Regression - Spatial Ratio
Second Best LOB Level - Ask Volume
Price & Volume derivation
Spread & Mid-Price
Partial Autocorrelation for Log Returns
Linear Regression Line - Squared Corr. Coeﬃc.
Order Book Imbalance
Linear Regression - Corr. Coeﬃc.
Linear Regression - Regr. Coeﬃc.
Third Best LOB Level - Ask Volume

LDA2
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Logistic Regression - Probability Estimation
Logistic Regression - Spatial Ratio
Bollinger Bands
Alligator Teeth
Cointegration - Test Statistics
Best LOB Level - Bid Side Volume
Cointegration - p Values
Price & Volume Means
Price & Volume derivation
Price diﬀerences

Table 9: List for the ﬁrst 10 best features for the 5 sorting methods
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of the scope of our evaluation. Our work open avenues for other application as well. For instance, the
same type of analysis is suitable for exchange rates and bitcoin time series. Last, we intend to test our
experimental protocol on a longer trading period.
7. Conclusion
In this paper, we extracted hand-crafted features inspired by technical and quantitative analysis and
tested their validity on the mid-price movement prediction task. We used entropy, least-mean-squares
(LMS), and linear discriminant analysis (LDA) criteria to guide feature selection methods combined
with linear and non-linear classiﬁers based on LMS, LDA, and RBFN. This work is the ﬁrst attempt of
this extent to develop a framework in information edge discovery via informative hand-crafted features.
Therefore, we provided the description of three sets of hand-crafted features adjusted to the HFT
universe by considering each 10-message book block as a separate trading unit (i.e. trading days). We
evaluated our theoretical framework on ﬁve ITCH feed data stocks from the Nordic stock market. The
dataset contained more than 4.5 million events and was incorporated into the hand-crafted features. The
results suggest that sorting methods and classiﬁers can be combined in such a way that market makers
and traders can reach, with only very few informative features, the best performance of their algorithm.
Furthermore, the very advanced quantitative feature based on logistic regression for online learning is
placed ﬁrst among most the ﬁve sorting methods. This is a strong indication for future research on
developing more advanced features combined with more sophisticated feature selection methods.

Appendix
A. Feature Pool
A.1. First Group of Features
This set of features is based on [46] and [64] and is divided into three groups: basic, time-insensitive,
and time-sensitive. These are fundamental features since they reﬂect the raw data directly without any
statistical analysis or interpolation. We calculated them as follows:
A.1.1. Basic
• u1 = {Piask , Viask , Pibid , Vibid }ni=1
which represents the raw data of the 10 levels of our LOB.
A.1.2. Time-Insensitive
• u2 = {(Piask − Pibid ), (Piask + Pibid )/2}ni=1
• u3 =
ask
bid
{Pnask − P1ask , P1bid − Pnbid , |Pi+1
− Piask |, |Pi+1
− Pibid |}ni+1
• u4 =
• u5 =



1
n

n

i=1


n
i=1

Piask , n1

n

i=1

Pibid , n1

(Piask − Pibid ),

n

i=1

n

i=1

Viask , n1

(Viask − Vibid )

n

i=1

Vibid





where u3 represents the spread and the mid-price, u4 the price diﬀerences, and u5 the price and the
volume means, respectively.
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A.1.3. Time-Sensitive

n
• u6 = dPiask /dt, dPibid /dt, dViask /dt, dVibid /dt
• u7 =



λ1Δt , λ2Δt , λ3Δt , λ4Δt , λ5Δt , λ6Δt


• u8 = 1λ1Δ
1λ5Δ

t

>λ5Δ

T

t

>λ1Δ

, 1λ6Δ

T

t

i=1



, 1λ2Δ >λ2Δ , 1λ3Δ >λ3Δ , 1λ4Δ >λ4Δ ,
t
t
T
T
T
t

>λ6Δ

T

• u9 = {dλ1 /dt, dλ2 /dt, dλ3 /dt, dλ4 /dt, dλ5 /dt,
dλ6 /dt}
where u6 represents the price and volume derivation, u7 the average type intensity, u8 the relative
comparison intensity, and u9 the limit activity acceleration, respectively.
A.2. Technical Analysis
Technical analysis is based mainly on the idea that historical data provides all the relevant information
for trading prediction. The prediction, based on technical analysis, takes place according to open-closehigh and low prices in day-to-day trading. We adjust this idea to the HFT ML problem for every
10-MB block of events. More speciﬁcally, we consider every 10-MB block as a ’trading’ day (i.e. with
t as the current 10-MB block and t-1 the previous 10-MB block), and we extract features according to
this formation as follows:

A.2.1. Accumulation Distribution Line
Accumulation Distribution Line (ADL) [17] is a volume-based indicator for measuring supply and demand and is a three-step process:
• M oneyF lowM ultiplier = [(Ct − Lt ) − (Ht − Ct )]/(Ht − Lt )
• M oneyF lowV olumet = M oneyF lowM ultiplier x BlockP eriodV olume
• ADL = ADLt−1 + M oneyF lowV olumet
with Ct , Lt , and Ht being the closing, lowest, and highest current 10-MB block prices, respectively,
and BlockP eriodV olume, ADLt−1 , and M oneyF lowV olumet are the total amounts of 10-MB block
volume density, the previous ADL price, and the current M oneyF lowV olumet , respectively.

A.2.2. Awesome Oscillator
An awesome oscillator (AO) [95] is used to capture market momentum. Here, we adjust the trading
rules according to the previous block horizon investigation to 5 and 34 previous 10-MB blocks as follows:
• AO = SM A5 ((Ht + Lt )/2) − SM A34 ((Ht + Lt )/2)
where SM A5 and SM A34 are the simple moving averages of the previous 5 and 34 previous blocks,
respectively.
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A.2.3. Accelerator Oscillator
An accelerator oscillator [95] is another market momentum indicator derived from AO. It is calculated
as follows:
• AC = AO − SM A5 (AO)
A.2.4. Average Directional Index
An average directional index (ADX) indicator [94] has been developed to identify the strength of a
current trend. The ADX is calculated as follows:
• T R = max(Ht − Lt , |Ht − CLt−1 |, |Lt − CLt−1 |)
• +DM = Ht − Ht−1
• −DM = Lt − Lt−1
• T R14 = T Rt−1 − (T Rt−1 /14) + T R
• +DM14 = (+DLt−14 ) − ((+DLt−14 )/14) + (+DM )
• −DM14 = (−DLt−14 ) − ((−DLt−14 )/14) + (−DM )
• +DI14 = 100 × ((+D14 )/(+T R14 ))
• −DI14 = 100 × ((−D14 )/(−T R14 ))
• DIdif f14 = |(+D14 ) − (−D14 )|
• DIsum14 = |(+D14 ) + (−D14 )|
• DX = 100 × ((DIdif f14 )/(DIsum14 ))
• ADX = (ADXt−1 × 13) + DX)/14
where TR = true range, Ht = the current 10-block’s highest MB price, Lt = the current 10-block’s lowest
MB price, CLt = the previous 10-block’s closing MB price, +DM = positive Directional Movement
(DM), −DM = negative DM, T R14 =TR based on the previous 14-blocks, T Rt−1 = the previous TR
price, +DM14 = DM based on the previous 14 +DM blocks, −DM14 = DM based on the previous 14
−DM blocks, +DMt−14 = +DM of the previous 14 +DM blocks, DIdif f14 = is the directional indicator
(DI) of the diﬀerence between +DM14 and −DM14 , DIsum14 = DI of the sum between +DM14 and
−DM14 , DX = directional movement index and ADXt−1 = the previous average directional index.
A.2.5. Average Directional Movement Index Rating
An average directional movement index rating (ADXR) evaluates the momentum change of ADX, and
it is calculated as the average of the current and previous price of ADX:
• ADXR = (ADX + ADXt−1 )/2
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A.2.6. Displaced Moving Average Based on Williams Alligator Indicator
A displaced moving average [34] is the basis for building a trading signal named Alligator. In practice,
this is a combination of three moving averages (MA). We adjust this idea as follows:
• AlligatorJaw = SM A13 ((Ht + Lt )/2)
• AlligatorT eeth = SM A8 ((Ht + Lt )/2)
• AlligatorLips = SM A5 ((Ht + Lt )/2)
where SM A13 ((Ht + Lt )/2), SM A8 ((Ht + Lt )/2), and SM A5 ((Ht + Lt )/2) are the simple moving
averages based on the previous 13, 8, and 5 average highest and lowest block prices, respectively.

A.2.7. Absolute Price Oscillator
An absolute price oscillator (APO) belongs to the family of price oscillators. It is a comparison between
fast and slow exponential moving averages and is calculated as follows:
• Mt = (Ht + Lt )/2
• APO = EM A5 (Mt ) − EM A13 (Mt )
where EM A5 (Mt ) and EM A13 (Mt ) are the exponential moving averages of range 5 and 13 periods,
respectively, for the average of high and low prices of the current 10-MB block.

A.2.8. Aroon Indicator
An Aroon indicator [14] is used as a measure of trend identiﬁcation of an underlying asset. More
speciﬁcally, the indicator has two main bodies: the uptrend and downtrend calculation. We calculate
the Aroon indicator based on the previous twenty 10-MB blocks for the highest-high and lowest-low
prices, respectively, as follows:
• ArronU p = (20 - Hhigh20 /20) × 100
• ArronDown = (20 - Llow20 /20) × 100
where Hhigh20 and Llow20 are the highest-high and lowest-low 20 previous 10-MB block prices, respectively.

A.2.9. Aroon Oscillator
An Aroon oscillator is the diﬀerence between AroonU p and AroonDown indicators, which makes their
comparison easier:
• Arron Oscillator = AroonU p - AroonDown
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A.2.10. Average True Range
Average true range (ATR) [93] is a technical indicator which measures the degree of variability in the
market and is calculated as follows:
• ATR = (AT Rt−1 × (N − 1) + T R)/N
Here we use N =14, where N is the number of the previous 10-TR values, and AT Rt−1 is the previous
ATR 10-MB block price.
A.2.11. Bollinger Bands
Bollinger bands [8] are volatility bands which focus on the price edges of the created envelope (middle,
upper, and lower band) and can be calculated as follows:
• BBmiddle = SM A20 (CL)
• BBupper = SM A20 (CL) + BBstd20 × 2
• BBlower = SM A20 (CL) − BBstd20 × 2
where BBmiddle , BBupper , and BBlower represent the middle, upper, and lower Bollinger bands, SM A20 (CL)
represents the simple moving average of the previous twenty 10-block closing prices, and BBstd20 represents the standard deviation of the last twenty 10-MB blocks.
A.2.12. Ichimoku Clouds
Ichimoku clouds [60] are ’one glance equilibrium charts,’ which means that the trader can easily identify a good trading signal and is possible since this type of indicator contains dense information (i.e.
momentum and trend direction). Five modules are used in an indicator’s calculation:
• Conversion Line (T enkan − sen) = (H9 + L9 )/2
• Base Line (Kijun − sen) = H26 + L26
• Leading Span A (Senkou Span A) = (Conversion Line + Base line)/2
• Leading Span B (Senkou Span B) = (H52 + L52 )/2
• Lagging Span (Chikou Span) = CL26
where H, L, and CL denotes the highest, lowest, and closing prices of the 10-MB raw data where
subscripts 9, 26, and 52 denotes the historical horizon of our trading rules.
A.2.13. Chande Momentum Oscillator
A Chande momentum oscillator (CMO) [14] belongs to the family of technical momentum oscillators
and can monitor overbought and oversold situations. There are two modules in the calculation process:
• Su =

19


CLi × 1CLt >CLt−19

i=1

• Sd =

19


CLi × 1CLt <CLt−19

i=1

• CMO = 100 × (Su - Sd )/(Su + Sd )
where CLi is the 10-block’s closing price with i = 1, and CLt and CLt−19 are the current block’s closing
price and the 19 previous blocks closing prices, respectively.
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A.2.14. Chaikin Oscillator
The main purpose of a Chaikin oscillator [62] is to measure the momentum of the accumulation distribution line as follows:
• M F M = (CLt − Lt ) − (Ht − CLt )]/(Ht − Lt )
10


• MFV = MFM ×

Vj

j=1

• ADL =ADLt−1 + M F M
• Chaikin Oscillator = EM A3 (ADL) - EM A10 (ADL)
where M F M and M F V stand for Money Flow Multiplier and Money Flow Volume, respectively, V is
the volume of each of the trading events in the 10-block MB, and EM A3 (ADL) and EM A10 (ADL) are
the exponential moving average for the past 3 and 10 10-MB blocks, respectively.
A.2.15. Chandelier Exit
A Chandelier exit [25] is part of the trailing stop strategies based on the volatility measured by the
ATR indicator. It is separated based on the number of ATRs that are below the 22-period high (long)
or above the 22-period low (short) and is calculated as follows:
• ChandelierLong = H22 − AT R22 × 3
• ChandelierShort = L22 + AT R22 × 3
where H22 and L22 denote the highest and lowest prices for a period of 22 10-MB blocks, and AT R22
are the ATR values for the 22 previous 10-MB blocks.
A.2.16. Center of Gravity Oscillator
A center of gravity oscillator (COG) [24] is a comparison of current prices against older prices within a
speciﬁc time window and is calculated as follows:
• Mt = (Ht + Lt )/2
• COG = −(Mt + r × Mt−1 )/(Mt + Mt−1 )
where Mt is the current mid-price of the highest and lowest prices of each of the 10-MB blocks, and r
is a weight that increases according to the number of the previous Mt−1 prices.
A.2.17. Donchian Channels
A Donchian channel (DC) [72] is an indicator which bands the signal and notiﬁes the ML trader of a
price breakout. There are three modules in the calculation process:
• DCupper = Hhigh20
• DClower = Llow20
• DCmiddle = (Hhigh20 + Llow20 )/2
where Hhigh20 and Llow20 are the highest high and lowest low prices of the previous twenty 10-MB
blocks.
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A.2.18. Double Exponential Moving Average
A double exponential moving average (DEMA) [59] provides a smoothed average and oﬀers a diminished
amount of delays as follows:
• Mt = (Ht + Lt )/2
• DEM A = 2 × EM A20 (Mt ) − EM A20 (EM A20 (Mt ))
where EM A20 is the exponential moving average of span 20 of the closing prices under the 10-MB block
format.
A.2.19. Detrended Price Oscillator
A detrended price oscillator (DPO) is an indicator used for short-term and long-term signal identiﬁcation. A DPO eliminates cycles which are longer than the MA horizon. On day-to-day trading, the
closing prices are considered for the calculation, but here, we use the highest 10-MB block price as
follows:
• DP O = (Hhigh10 /(10 + 2)) − SM A10 (CL).
A.2.20. Heikin-Ashi
Heikin-Ashi [91] is a candlestick method and is described as a visual technique that eliminates irregularities:
• HeikinClose = (Ot + Ht + Lt + CLt )/4
• HeikinOpen = (Ot−1 + CLt−1 )/2
• HeikinHigh = max(Ht , Ot−1 , CLt−1 )
• HeikinLow = min(Lt , Ot−1 , CLt−1 )
where Ot−1 and CLt−1 are the open and close prices of the previous 10-MB block.
A.2.21. Highest High and Lowest Low
Highest high and lowest low creates an envelope of the trading signal for the last twenty 10-MB blocks:
• HighestHigh = Hhigh20
• LowestLow = Llow20
A.2.22. Hull MA
A Hull moving average is a weighted moving average that reduces the smoothing lag eﬀect by using the
square root of the block period. It is calculated as follows:
• HullM A = W M A√10 (AHL)(2 × W M A5 (AHL) − W M A10 (AHL))
where W M A5 (AHL) and W M A10 (AHL) denote the weighted moving average of the average high and
low 10-MB block for periods 5 and 10, respectively.
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A.2.23. Internal Bar Strength
Internal bar strength (IBS) [67] is based on the position of the days closing price in relation to the days
range where we adjust this idea to the 10-MB block setup as follows:
• IBS = (CLt − Lt )/(Ht − Lt ).

A.2.24. Keltner Channels
Keltner channels [45] are based on Bollinger bands. The main diﬀerence, for this volatility-based
indicator, is that it uses ATR instead of standard deviation, as follows:
• M iddleChannel = EM A20AHL
• U pperChannel = M iddleChannel + 2 × AT R10
• LowerChannel = M iddleChannel − 2 × AT R10 .
A.2.25. Moving Average Convergence/Divergence Oscillator (MACD)
A moving average convergence/divergence oscillator [1] is a measure of the convergence and divergence
of two moving averages and is calculated as follows:
• M ACD = EM A12 (AHL) − EM A26 (AHL)
where AHL is the average of high and low prices for 12 and 26 previous 10-MB blocks, respectively,
with EM A12 (AHL) and EM A26 (AHL) as the exponential moving average of AHL of span 12 and 26,
respectively.

A.2.26. Median Price
Median price is an indicator which simpliﬁes the price overview. We calculate this indicator based on
the 10-MB block highest and lowest average prices:
• M ediant = (Ht + Lt )/2

A.2.27. Momentum
A momentum (MOM) indicator measures the rate of change of the selected time series. In our case, we
calculate it based on closing prices:
• M OM = CLt − CLt−1 .
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A.2.28. Variable Moving Average
A variable moving average (VMA) [13] is a dynamic indicator which acts as a variable-length moving
average with volatility-adaptation capabilities. We calculate VMA based on the eﬃciency ratio (ER)
as follows:
• Direction = |CLt − CLt−3 |
• V olatility = 3 ×

3


|CLii − CLii+1 |

ii=1

• ER = Direction/V olatility
• V MA =

3


α × ERjj × CLjj

jj=1

where α = 2/(N + 1), for N = 3 previous 10-MB blocks, is the adaptive parameter.
A.2.29. Normalized Average True Range
A normalized average true range (NATR) normalizes the average true range as follows:
• N AT R = (AT R/CLt ) × 100.
A.2.30. Percentage Price Oscillator
A percentage price oscillator (PPO) displays the convergence and divergence of two moving averages
and focuses on the percentage change of the larger moving average, as follows:
• M ACD = EM A12 (AHL) − EM A26 (AHL)
• P P O = (M ACD/EM A26 (AHL)) × 100.
A.2.31. Rate of Change
Rate of change (ROC) measures the ascent or descent speed of the time series change:
• ROC = (CLt − CLt−12 /CLt−12 ) × 100.
A.2.32. Relative Strength Index
A relative strength index (RSI) [94] is a measure of the velocity and magnitude of directional time series
movements and is calculated as follows:
• CLd = CLt − CLt−1
• AG14 =

14

l=1

• AL14 =

14

l=1

CLdl 1CLdt >CLdt−1
CLdl 1CLdt <CLdt−1

• RelativeStrength = AG14 /AL14
• RSI = 100 − 100/(1 + RelativeStrength )
where AG14 and AL14 denotes the average gain and loss of the last fourteen 10-MB blocks, respectively.
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A.2.33. Parabolic Stop and Reverse
Parabolic SAR (PSAR) [93] is a trend following indicator which protects proﬁts. There are two main
modules for its calculation, the Rising SAR and the Falling SAR, and they are calculated as follows:
• Rising SAR
– AF = Incremental increase of a predef ined step
– EP = HHigh5
– SAR = SARt−1 + AFt−1 (EPt−1 − SARt−1 )
• Falling SAR
– AF = Incremental increase of a predef ined step
– EP = LLow5
– SAR = SARt−1 − AFt−1 (EPt−1 − SARt−1 )
where AF is the acceleration factor, and EP is the extreme point

A.2.34. Standard Deviation
Standard deviation is a measure of volatility. We calculate this indicator based on the closing prices of
every 10-MB block, as follows:
• Deviation = CLt − SM A10 (CL)

• SASD = SM A10 (SV D)
where SM A10 (CL) is the simple moving average of the last 10 closing 10-MB prices, SASD is the
squared deviation of the SMA of the standard deviation (SVD) of the last 10 closing values of our
10-MB blocks.

A.2.35. Stochastic Relative Strength Index
A stochastic relative strength index (Stoch RSI) [14] is a range-bound momentum oscillator which
provides information for the RSI based on the closing prices in terms of high and low stock prices:
• StochRSI = (RSIcurr − RSILLow10 )/(RSIHHigh10 − RSILLow10 )
where RSILLow10 and RSIHHigh10 are the lowest low and highest high of the last ten RSI values.
A.2.36. T3-Triple Exponential Moving Average
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A triple exponential moving average [88] is a moving average indicator where the main motivation for
its development is to reduce lag in the time series response. For this reason, we use the closing prices
for our calculation and perform a reversal explanation calculation as follows:
• T 3 = c1 × EM A6 + c2 × EM A5 + c3 × EM A4 + c4 × EM A3
with:
• c1 = −α3
• c2 = 3 × α 2 + 3 × α 3
• c3 = 6 × α2 3 × α3 × α3
• c4 = 1 + 3 × α + α 3 + 3 × α 2
• EM A1 = EM A10 (CL)
• EM A2 = EM A10 (EM A1 )
• EM A3 = EM A10 (EM A2 )
• EM A4 = EM A10 (EM A3 )
• EM A5 = EM A10 (EM A4 )
• EM A6 = EM A10 (EM A5 )
where α is the volume factor, and EM A10 (CL) is the exponential moving average of the 10 previous
10-MB closing prices.

A.2.37. Triple Exponential Moving Average
A triple exponential moving average (TEMA) [59] is an attempt to reduce the lag associated with MA
by adding weight to the most recent prices:
• T EM A = (3 × EM A10 (CL)) − (3 × EM A10 (EM A10 (CL)) + EM A10 (EM A10 (EM A10 (CL)))
with EMA being, in every case, the exponential moving average of the previous 10 prices (i.e. previous
EMA and closing prices).

A.2.38. Triangular Moving Average
A triangular moving average (TRIMA) is the average of the time series with emphasis placed on the
middle region:
• T RIM A = SM A10 (SM A10 (SM A10 (CL)))
Where, for its calculation, we use the closing prices of the last 10 10-MB blocks.
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A.2.39. Triple Exponential Average
A triple exponential average (TRIX) is a momentum oscillator which measures the rate of change of
the triple smoothed moving average as follows:
• EM AF irst = EM A10 (CL)
• EM ADouble = EM A10 (EM AF irst )
• EM AT riple = EM A10 (EM ADouble )
• T RIX = 1-period Rate of Change.
A.2.40. True Strength Index
A true strength index (TSI) [6] is an indicator which speciﬁes the overbought and oversold levels with
market return anticipation. We calculate TSI as follows:
• P C = CLk − CLk−1 , where k = 2, ..., T
• AP C = |CLk − CLk−1 |, where k = 2, ..., T
• EM A1 = EM A25 (P C)
• EM A2 = EM A13 (EM A1 )
• EM A3 = EM A25 (AP C)
• EM A4 = EM A13 (EM A3 )
• T SI = 100 × EM A2 /EM A4
where PC represents the closing price diﬀerences for the whole time series lookback period.

A.2.41. Ultimate Oscillator
An ultimate oscillator (UO) [96] is a momentum oscillator indicator with a multiple timeframe perspective. There are three main modules as presented in the following calculations:
• Average of seven 10-MB blocks
– BP = CLt − (CLt−1 1CLt−1 <Lt + Lt 1CLt−1 >Lt )
– T R1 = CLt−1 1CLt−1 >Ht + Hcurr 1CLt−1 <Ht
– T R2 = CLt−1 1CLt−1 <Lt + Lt 1CLt−1 >Lt
– T R = T R 1 + T R2
7
7


– Average7 =
BPl /
T Rl
l=1

l=1

• Average of fourteen 10-MB blocks
– BP = CLt − (CLt−1 1CLt−1 <Lt + Lt 1CLt−1 >Lt )
– T R3 = CLt−1 1CLt−1 >Ht + Ht 1CLt−1 <Ht
– T R4 = CLt−1 1CLt−1 <Lt + Lt 1CLt−1 >Lt
– T R = T R 3 + T R4
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– Average14 =

14

l=1

14


BPl /

T Rl

l=1

• Average of twenty-eight 10-MB blocks
– BP = CLt − (CLt−1 1CLt−1 <Lt + Lt 1CLt−1 >Lt )
– T R5 = CLt−1 1CLt−1 >Ht + Ht 1CLt−1 <Ht
– T R6 = CLt−1 1CLt−1 <Lt + Lt 1CLt−1 >Lt
– T R = T R5 + T R6
28
28


– Average28 =
BPl /
T Rl
l=1

l=1



• U O = 100 × (4 × Average7 ) + (2 × Average14 ) + Average28 /(4 + 2 + 1)
where BP represents buying pressure.

A.2.42. Weighted Close
Weighted close (WCL) is the average of the four universal types of prices which are included in each of
our 10-MB blocks:
• W CL = (Ht + Lt + 2 × CLt )/4.

A.2.43. Williams %R
Williams %R [96] is a momentum technical indicator which informs the ML trader whether the market
is trading close to the high or low trading range. It is calculated as follows:
• %R = −100 × (HHigh14 − CLt )/(HHigh14 − LLow14 )
where -100 corrects the inversion.

A.2.44. Zero-Lag Exponential Moving Average
Zero-lag exponential moving average (ZLEMA) belongs to the EMA family of indicators where the main
purpose is to reduce or remove the impulse lag by introducing an error term. It is calculated as follows:
• error = CL − CLlag
• Input = CL + error
• ZLEM A = EM A10 (Input)
where lag = (N − 1)/2 with N = 1 in our case.
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A.2.45. Fractals
A fractal [34] is an indicator used to detect top and bottom trends by focusing on ﬁve consecutive
blocks, which, in our case, are ﬁve 10-MB blocks used for two diﬀerent scenarios:
• Buy F ractals
A buy fractal is a sequence of ﬁve consecutive 10-MB blocks where the highest high is preceded
by two lower highs and is followed by two lower highs.
• Sell F ractals
The opposite framework is a sell fractal. 10-MB blocks can overlap in the quest of these two types
of fractals.
Here, we calculate fractals separately for the open, close, lowest, and highest 10-MB block prices.
A.2.46. Linear Regression Line
Linear regression line (LRL) is a basic statistical method that provides information for a future projection
wherein trading is used to capture overextended price trends. We perform LRL for each 10-MB block
without any prior stationarity assumptions. The basic calculations are as follows:
• P V = c1 + c2 × M Bprices
• c2 = r × (stdP V /stdM Bprices )
10


• r=



(M Bprices (i)−M Bprices )(P V (i)−P V )

i=1
10


(M Bprices (i)−M Bprices )2 (

i=1

10


(P V (i)−P V )2

i=1

• c1 = P V − c2 × M Bprices
where P V are the predicted values, r is the correlation coeﬃcient, and M Bprices and P V are the mean
of 10-MB block prices and predicted values, respectively.
A.2.47. Digital Filtering: Rational Transfer Function
A rational transfer function [49] is a representation of a linear time-invariant (LTI) ﬁlter, with the
assumption that the input signal depends on the time-frequency domain, which describes the inputoutput relationship of a signal. In the Z-tranform domain, we have the following rational transfer
function:
• O(z) =

b(1)+b(2)z −1 +...+b(nb +1)+z −nb
1+α(2)z −1 +...+α(na +1)z −nα

I(z),

where:
• I(z) and O(z) are the input (i.e. 10-MB block closing prices) and output respectively,
• b are the numerator coeﬃcients,
• α are the denominator coeﬃcients,
• na is the feedback order,
• nb is the feedforward order,
• z is the complex variable,
• the lookback period for the calculations is ten 10-MB blocks.
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A.2.48. Digital Filtering: Savitzky-Golay Filter
A Savitzky-Golay (S-G) digital ﬁlter [76], [77] is a discrete convolution with a speciﬁc impulse response.
We describe how the ML trader can obtain the S-G signal based on higher degree polynomials:
• Least-Square Filter
– Objective: minimize error EN =

m


n


wi (yi −

r=0

i=l

pr xri )2

– Partial derivative of the polynomial coeﬃcients:
n
m
m



∂Q
wi
pr xr+k
=
wi yi xki
i
∂pk = 0 ⇒
r=0

i=l

i=l

– Finite time series allow order summation change:
m
n
m
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=
wi yi xki
i
r=0

i=l

i=l

– As a result, the desired linear equations are the following:
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equivalent to the notation AP = B where matrix A−1 ∈ R(n+1)×(n+1) under the condition that the polynomial degree is n  m − l.
• S-G Filter
– Local convolution coeﬃcients calculation
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– Response at the local point of 0 degree is:
y[0] = c0,0 ∗
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i=l

m


wi yi xni

i=l

A.2.49. Digital Filtering: Zero-Phase Filter
A zero-phase ﬁlter [83] is a bidirectional ﬁltering technique. With zero phase slope and even impulse
response h(n), the ﬁlter provides an output signal, which is a zero phase recursive signal. This method is
suitable for our experimental protocol since we use training and testing sets rather than online learning
architecture as we will do in 4.2.4. The calculation process is as follows:
• Real Impulse response: h(n), n ∈ Z
• Discrete-time Fourier Transformation:
HωT (h) =

∞


h(n)cos(ωnT ) - j

n=1

∞


h(n)sin(ωnT )

n=1

• Based on Euler formula and h-even: H(ejωT ) =

∞


h(n)cos(ωnT )

n=1

A.2.50. Remove Oﬀset and Detrend
We present three detrend methods for short-term cycle isolation and calculate them as follows:
• Remove Oﬀset
– Of f set = CLt − (

n


CLl )/n

l=1

where n denotes the 10-MB lookback period
• Detrend - Least Squares Fitting Line
– R2 =

n


[yi − g(xi )]2

i=1

–
–

∂(R2 )
∂α
∂(R2 )
∂b

=0
=0
⎡

 
⎢ n
α
–
=⎢
n
⎣
b
xi
i=l

⎤−1 ⎡ n
⎤

xi ⎥ ⎢
yi ⎥
i=l
⎥ ⎢ ni=l ⎥
n

⎦ ⎣
⎦
x2i
x i yi
n


i=l

i=l

where α and b are the regression coeﬃcients of g, and x represents the 10-MB closing prices.
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A.2.51. Beta-like Calculation
Beta [31] is a volatility indicator which considers market risk. We adjust the notion of beta calculation
to our experimental protocol where we index based on the average of the closing prices (AvCL ) with
Avt as the current MB block price and Avt−1 as the previous MB block’s closing price. Our calculations
are as follow:
• IndexCL = CLt /CLt−1
• IndexAvCL = Avt /Avt−1
• DevCL = IndexCL − SM A10 (IndexCL )
• DevAvCL = IndexAvCL − SM A10 (IndexAvCL )
• Beta = cov10 (DevCL , DevAvCL )/var10 (DevAvCL )
where cov10 (DevCL , DevAvCL ) represents the covariance between the current closing price and the average of the previous ten 10-MB closing prices, and var10 (DevAvCL ) is the variance of the sum of the
ten previous IndexAvCL .
A.3. Quantitative Analysis
Quantitative analysis captures trading activity mainly via statistical modelling. We focus on time series
analysis, and more speciﬁcally, we examine features such as autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation,
among others (e.g., statistical tests), while in the end of the section, we build an ML feature extraction
method based on an online learning setup and test the validity of our hypothesis.

A.3.1. Autocorrelation and Partial Correlation
Autocorrelation and partial correlation [9], [28] are key features in the development of time series
analysis. We treat our time series (i.e. stock prices and log returns per 10-MB blocks) as stationary
stochastic processes since we estimate their local behavior based on 10-MB blocks:
• Autocorrelation
– ack = √

E[(zt −μ)(zt+k −μ)]
E[(zt −μ)2 ]E[(zt+k −μ)2 ]

∞
where zt and zt+k are the time series of lag k, μ = E[zt ] = −∞ zp(z)dz and σz2 = E[(zt − μ)2 ] =
∞
(z − μ)2 p(z)dz are the constant mean and constant variance respectively.
−∞
• Partial Correlation
– For the general case of an autoregressive model AR(p), we have:
xi+1 = φ1 xi + φ2 xi−1 + ... + φp xi−p+1 + ξi+1 of lag 1 up to p follows:
∗ < xi xi+1 > =

p


(φj < xi xi−j+1 >)

j=1

∗ < xi−1 xi+1 > =

p


(φj < xi−1 xi−j+1 >)

j=1

∗ < xi−k+1 xi+1 > =

p


(φj < xi−k+1 xi−j+1 >)

j=1
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∗ < xi−p+1 xi+1 > =

p


(φj < xi−p+1 xi−j+1 >)

j=1

by diving with N − 1 and autocovariance of zero separated periods (where the autocovariance function is even), all the lag periods above will be:
∗ r1 =
∗ r2 =
∗ rk =
∗ rp =

p

j=1
p

j=1
p

j=1
p


φj rj−1
φj rj−2
φj rj−k
φj rj−p

j=1

where 2.1.5, 2.1.6, 2.1.7 and 2.1.8 can be described by the matrix operations RΦ = r , R ∈
Φ = R −1r .
Rp×p , Φ ∈ Rp×1 and r ∈ Rp×1 . The symmetric and full rank Φ are as follows: Φ̂
– Yule-Walker Equations calculation:
∗ Lag interval 1  i  p
⎡ˆ⎤
φ1
⎢φˆ2 ⎥
−1
⎥
⎢
Φ = R (i)
r (i) = ⎢ . ⎥
∗ Φ̂
⎣ .. ⎦
φ̂i

A.3.2. Cointegration
We investigate time-series equilibrium [35], [27] by testing the cointegrated hypothesis. Utilizing the
cointegration test will help ML traders avoid the problem of spurious regression. We employ the EngleGranger (EG) test for the multivariable case of LOB ask (At ) and bid (Bt ) times series. We formulate
the EG test for the ask and bid LOB prices as follows:
• At and Bt ∼ I(d), where I(d) represents the order of integration
• Cointegration equation based on the error term: ut = At − αBt
• EG Hypothesis: u(t)∼I(d), d = 0
• Perform ordinary leat squares (OLS) for the estimation of α̂ and unit root test for: û = At − α̂Bt

A.3.3. Order Book Imbalance
We calculate the order book imbalance [81] based on the volume depth of our LOB as follows:
• VI =

Vlb −Vlα
Vlb +Vlα

where Vlα and Vlb are the volume sizes for the ask and bid LOB sides at level l.
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B. Feature Sorting Lists
A detailed feature name list is available upon request.
1. Features sorting list based on Entropy:
{217;157;165;154;164;207;209;190;191;192;193;174;182;183;146;161;171;172;173;156;155;
184;194;137;177;176;138;195;136;218;213;181;147;245;243;247;188;241;242;244;240;246;
255;248;249;189;210;265;211;226;236;225;235;221;231;223;233;222;232;214;169;220;
230;228;238;224;234;83;84;227;237;139;135;134;142;162;140;185;129;86;128;186;212;
141;250;261;16;20;262;153;14;81;12;208;260;4;18;10;259;24;196;2;163;150;187;82;28;
197;22;8;26;6;32;30;36;34;40;148;175;160;149;38;151;60;59;58;57;56;55;54;53;52;51;
198;215;216;158;167;159;168;152;166;100;102;21;25;29;13;17;9;5;33;1;23;19;15;27;11;31;
37;7;3;35;85;39;104;252;96;98;106;269;108;92;112;110;88;253;116;124;120;145;94;50;
90;180;256;114;49;170;118;123;122;48;126;268;119;115;80;47;111;143;144;46;107;70;45;
125;103;121;44;117;43;113;99;42;109;254;270;271;105;41;95;101;91;272;97;273;93;179;
69;178;87;68;79;89;127;67;78;201;199;66;133;77;65;76;205;203;61;200;202;71;75;62;
72;64;206;204;257;63;132;131;74;73;130;251;258;267;266;219;229;239;263;264}
2. Features sorting list based on LMS1:
{269;4;6;88;2;211;266;267;249;250;251;92;253;254;91;252;255;193;122;270;174;183;
268;108;103;32;18;147;216;100;118;263;264;111;41;90;112;20;273;24;127;116;120;109;
110;126;225;235;164;107;98;102;124;165;89;94;133;114;119;104;96;95;87;115;188;61;
93;125;101;97;105;113;208;209;99;180;121;117;246;106;123;189;248;228;238;8;210;
186;130;185;10;14;242;157;136;16;218;240;244;65;66;64;69;153;28;73;22;170;143;
142;184;178;30;154;76;79;67;75;63;74;78;256;247;245;146;219;229;239;68;187;62;
70;176;201;179;194;72;197;131;132;77;217;42;43;44;45;46;47;48;49;50;71;85;207;40;
258;226;236;80;260;262;134;135;36;204;144;145;38;26;12;84;199;195;182;215;156;
171;158;151;167;148;161;168;191;152;159;160;149;150;141;198;169;166;1;212;213;181;
3;5;7;9;11;13;15;17;19;21;23;25;27;29;31;33;35;37;39;51;52;53;54;55;56;57;58;59;60;
81;82;86;155;163;196;175;214;272;172;173;140;190;192;139;200;162;227;237;222;232;
220;230;241;243;224;234;271;206;34;83;177;205;203;221;223;231;233;202;138;137;
261;128;129;257;259;265}
3. Features sorting list based on LMS2:
{269;259;262;83;129;130;49;137;177;205;203;257;223;202;200;199;243;273;176;206;
256;204;265;132;10;2;14;84;170;78;240;226;182;157;61;80;242;217;41;70;50;207;165;
150;164;93;87;62;43;89;66;215;18;154;251;111;222;8;261;201;258;270;271;65;96;151;
216;272;210;186;124;120;153;94;187;92;211;117;109;101;162;166;29;213;184;185;198;
195;127;146;191;192;193;196;174;171;159;149;161;139;125;113;106;102;266;118;104;
218;36;38;156;190;250;63;85;133;12;121;90;34;40;175;91;248;241;227;245;152;128;
189;178;214;136;142;158;224;225;112;99;115;264;212;169;141;163;220;221;188;197;
194;209;208;168;22;105;114;110;268;16;23;181;140;119;123;100;126;122;260;244;
246;134;135;131;56;103;173;167;6;228;47;97;255;107;180;71;155;4;254;253;179;
82;138;32;28;143;252;116;30;144;147;88;108;73;95;98;249;20;51;160;247;55;59;
5;148;42;7;76;31;54;3;145;77;46;19;231;48;17;15;81;232;21;45;52;230;236;37;1;24;
58;69;13;53;35;67;172;33;183;79;86;26;267;75;219;25;234;9;44;39;11;229;237;57;
235;239;60;27;68;64;74;233;238;72;263}
4. Features sorting list based on LDA1:
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{269;6;88;41;255;211;266;250;249;10;252;251;253;268;8;108;114;174;193;254;100;
263;264;110;186;273;216;90;99;122;185;92;183;267;16;225;235;14;103;119;112;107;
95;104;147;111;91;115;270;127;109;116;120;18;89;94;118;126;98;180;106;208;209;124;
96;188;113;125;121;153;123;105;117;93;97;101;248;242;61;133;189;87;102;210;145;66;
65;64;69;136;184;142;73;76;157;75;74;78;67;63;79;170;178;77;219;229;239;262;182;
130;245;70;22;194;244;24;12;265;84;247;167;173;146;60;207;59;17;33;196;158;165;
4;218;25;149;203;3;36;53;37;86;21;30;155;58;164;48;246;161;223;26;85;226;205;43;
144;80;47;15;135;179;152;27;160;39;38;81;241;50;236;40;220;7;204;260;83;143;258;
168;166;51;141;162;23;57;19;131;9;42;132;82;56;49;62;154;128;5;228;259;55;181;191;
163;156;187;272;213;224;52;46;35;1;54;234;169;150;240;227;45;238;31;201;192;190;
199;261;172;44;134;2;140;129;20;72;214;215;195;68;151;271;198;237;171;11;29;137;221;
222;32;13;217;148;230;232;231;233;197;28;159;206;139;212;256;176;177;243;71;200;
34;138;175;202;257}
5. Features sorting list based on LDA2:
{265;269;257;138;259;4;262;83;108;68;129;205;204;120;6;48;248;141;179;203;212;
139;184;43;144;118;79;177;18;52;8;193;132;110;70;191;100;103;146;241;143;206;252;
247;273;63;211;207;22;10;142;244;16;258;122;221;219;87;217;47;93;140;40;180;202;
34;256;2;115;96;218;134;102;99;270;111;253;66;189;88;90;94;36;199;12;75;254;243;
72;137;45;272;64;251;77;222;155;255;210;104;209;174;267;105;194;50;14;126;109;32;
170;200;125;98;127;89;227;44;201;119;28;245;61;65;268;192;216;112;20;186;42;250;
187;107;121;116;84;185;128;30;237;156;124;160;195;133;147;41;223;215;123;113;135;
173;148;271;214;169;131;232;39;149;35;178;71;190;31;198;106;157;188;38;260;168;
153;228;55;5;69;246;114;67;15;266;76;152;33;183;37;27;238;46;242;17;166;101;54;
23;117;58;56;11;167;261;9;91;162;29;7;97;163;151;233;57;78;24;95;86;225;164;220;
154;181;249;171;230;229;130;172;60;26;182;51;1;3;136;159;25;59;208;145;85;53;80;
224;92;240;13;81;231;175;264;197;150;74;158;234;213;196;176;235;19;21;263;165;82;
226;236;73;161;239;62;49}
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ABSTRACT Mid-price movement prediction based on the limit order book data is a challenging task due
to the complexity and dynamics of the limit order book. So far, there have been very limited attempts for
extracting relevant features based on the limit order book data. In this paper, we address this problem by
designing a new set of handcrafted features and performing an extensive experimental evaluation on both
liquid and illiquid stocks. More speciﬁcally, we present an extensive set of econometric features that capture
the statistical properties of the underlying securities for the task of mid-price prediction. The experimental
evaluation consists of a head-to-head comparison with other handcrafted features from the literature and
with features extracted from a long short-term memory autoencoder by means of a fully automated process.
Moreover, we develop a new experimental protocol for online learning that treats the task above as a multiobjective optimization problem and predicts: 1) the direction of the next price movement and; 2) the number
of order book events that occur until the change takes place. In order to predict the mid-price movement,
features are fed into nine different deep learning models based on multi-layer perceptrons, convolutional
neural networks, and long short-term memory neural networks. The performance of the proposed method is
then evaluated on liquid and illiquid stocks (i.e., TotalView-ITCH US and Nordic stocks). For some stocks,
results suggest that the correct choice of a feature set and a model can lead to the successful prediction of
how long it takes to have a stock price movement.
INDEX TERMS
U.S. data.

Deep learning, econometrics, high-frequency trading, limit order book, mid-price,

I. INTRODUCTION

The automation of ﬁnancial markets has increased the complexity of information analysis. This complexity can be effectively managed by the use of ordered trading universes like
the limit order book (LOB). LOB is a formation that translates
the daily unexecuted trading activity in price levels according
to the type of orders (i.e., bid and ask side). The daily trading
activity is a big data problem, since millions of trading events
take place inside a trading session. Information extraction and
digital signal (i.e., time series) analysis from every trading
session provide the machine learning (ML) trader with useful instructions for orders, executions, and cancellations of
trades.
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Bora Onat.
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Traditional time series analysis methods have failed to
capture the complexity of the contemporary trading markets
adequately. For instance, the work in [1] and [2] suggest
that classical machine learning and deep learning methods
for ﬁnancial metric predictions achieve better results compared to ARIMA and GARCH models. On the contrary,
machine and deep learning methods have proved to be very
effective mechanisms for time series analysis and prediction
(e.g., [3], [4], [5]). The main advantage of these methods is
their ability to capture non-linearities of the input data and
ﬁlter them consecutively by creating new weighted features
more relevant to the suggested problem.
Despite their efﬁcacy to predict time series, machine and
deep learning methods are developed mainly through empirical testing. The majority of the literature (e.g., [6], [7], [8])
that focuses on deep learning frameworks solely relies either
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on raw data or a limited number of features. So far, very
little attention has been paid to the information a neural network should analyze for the mid-price prediction task. In this
paper, we shed light on the information that the ML trader
should consider utilizing in mid-price movement prediction.
To this end, we employ an extensive list of econometric
features1 for mid-price prediction and make a head-to-head
comparison with indicators derived from: i) technical and
quantitative analysis (i.e., [11]), ii) time-sensitive and timeinsensitive features (i.e., [12] and [13]), and iii) features
extracted through a fully automated process. This fully automated feature extraction process is conducted by a long shortterm memory (LSTM) autoencoder (AE).
We choose econometrics as motivation for our handcrafted
features since it is the ﬁeld of ﬁnancial engineering that
captures the empirical evidence of microstructure noise and
causality of the data. Our data comes with variations in prices,
known in the ﬁnancial literature as volatility – a measure
that we incorporate into our handcrafted features. Despite the
general perception in academic literature that volatility itself
is not a factor that affects stock returns, ample evidence exists
to support the opposite. For instance, in [14] the author ﬁnds
that volatility together with other proxies that are not directly
observable in the data, like liquidity premium, affect stock
returns. In the same direction, Lettau and Ludvigson [15]
provide evidence that consumption-to-wealth ratio offers
information for excess stock market returns, with volatility
explaining a signiﬁcant portion of these returns. Another
example is the work by Chung and Chuwonganant [16],
where authors ﬁnd strong evidence that market volatility
affects individual stock returns. Under this light, we believe
that these are reliable indicators in considering econometrics
as features for the task of mid-price movement prediction.
We perform our analysis based on deep learning models
which have recently been proposed for ﬁnancial time series
analysis. These models vary from multi-layer perceptrons
(MLP) to convolutional neural networks (CNN) and recurrent neural networks (RNN) like LSTM. For our experiments, we use two TotalView-ITCH datasets from the US and
the Nordic stock markets. We formulate these experiments
based on two protocols: the ﬁrst one (i.e., ‘‘Protocol I’’
in our experiments) is introduced here for the ﬁrst time,
and is based on online learning. The prediction of the midprice movement takes place every next event and is treated
as a multi-objective optimization problem, since it predicts
when and in which direction the mid-price movement will
happen. The second protocol (i.e., ‘‘Protocol II’’ in our
experiments) is an existing protocol based on the work of
Tsantekidis et al. [17], ,according to which the mid-price
movement prediction is treated as a three-class classiﬁcation
problem (i.e., up, down or stationary mid-price states) for
every next 10th event.
1 Econometrics features were used in the past for tasks such as identiﬁcation of big changes in exchange rate volatility (i.e., [9]), or bankruptcy
prediction in [10].
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The main contribution of our work lies on three pillars.
The ﬁrst pillar refers to the utilization of an extensive econometric features list as input to deep learning models for midprice movement prediction. The second pillar is related to an
extensive evaluation of the newly introduced features with
two other handcrafted feature sets and a feature set based
on a fully automated process. We conduct a fair evaluation
of these feature sets by using the same nine deep learning
models for liquid and illiquid stocks, as well as unbalanced
and balanced feature sets. Next, we test them not only on the
newly introduced experimental protocol but also on a protocol suggested in the literature for the Nordic dataset (also
utilized here). Our ﬁndings indicate that handcrafted features,
which overperformed the fully automated feature extraction
process (i.e., based on LSTM AE), transform the forecasting universe of high-frequency trading. More speciﬁcally,
the present evaluation facilitates traders’ task of selecting
suitable features according to data, stock, and model availability. The third pillar, ﬁnally, refers to the development of a
new experimental protocol that takes into consideration every
trading event and is unaffected by time irregularities in highfrequency data. Our work suggests that feature extraction
should be customized according to stock and model selection;
similar ﬁndings can be in seen in [18]. The present research
opens avenues for several other applications. For instance,
the same sets of features can be tested for time series such
as exchange rates or bitcoin price predictions. Furthermore,
the newly introduced protocol can be the basis of every time
series problem since it is event-driven and unaffected by
time irregularities. Ultimately, there is no need for any type
of data sampling, even for high-frequencies time resolution
environments where datasets are massive.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. We provide a comprehensive literature review in Section II. The
problem statement is provided in Section III. The list of
handcrafted features follows in Section IV. In Section V,
we describe the various deep learning models adopted in
our analysis, while in Section VI we describe details of the
datasets and the experimental protocol. In Section VII we
provide the empirical results and Section VIII concludes the
paper. A detailed description of the econometric features used
in our experiments are provided in Appendix together with
results for Protocol II.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW

High-frequency LOB data analysis has captured the interest
of the machine learning community. The complex and chaotic
behavior of the data inﬂow gave space to the use of nonlinear methods like the ones that we see in the machine and
deep learning. For instance, Zhang et al. [19] utilize neural
networks for the prediction of Baltic Dry index and provide
a head-to-head comparison with econometric models. The
author in [20] develops a new type of deep neural network
that captures the local behavior of a LOB for spatial distribution modeling. Dixon applies RNN [21] on S&P500 E-mini
futures data for a metric prediction like price change
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forecasting. Minh et al. [22] also propose RNN architecture for short-term stock predictions by utilizing successfully
ﬁnancial news and sentiment dictionary. In [23], authors
apply a combined neural network model based on CNN and
RNN for mid-price prediction.
Metrics prediction, like mid-price, can be facilitated by
the use of handcrafted features. Handcrafted features reveal
hidden information as they are capable of translating timeseries signals to meaningful trading instructions for the
ML trader. Several authors worked towards this direction,
like [12], [24], [13], [25], [26], [27] and [20]. These works
present a limited set of features which varies from raw
LOB data to change of price densities and imbalance volume
metrics. Another work that provides a wider range of features
is presented by Ntakaris et al. [11]. The authors there extract
handcrafted features based on the majority of the technical indicators and develop a new quantitative feature based
on logistic regression, which outperformed the suggested
feature list.
Handcrafted features represent only one part of the
experimental protocol in the quest for mid-price movement
prediction. Classiﬁcation, via deep learning methods, is the
continuation of a machine learning protocol. Many authors
have used deep learning in ﬁnancial literature for several
problems. For example, Alberg and Lipton [28] use MLPs
and RNNs for companies’ future fundamentals forecasting.
Qian [1] utilizes machine and deep learning methods, like
support vector machines (SVM), MLPs, denoising autoencoder (DAE), and an assembled DAE-SVM model in order
to predict future trends of stock’s index prices. These machine
and deep learning models outperformed traditional time
series models like ARIMA and generalized autoregressive
conditional heteroskedasticity (GARCH). Sezer et al. [29]
use MLPs and the three most commonly used technical indicators as inputs for stock price movement predictions.
Many authors utilize LOB data as input to their models.
For instance, Nousi et al. [4] examine the performance of
several machine learning methods, like autoencoders (AE),
bag-of-features algorithm, single hidden layer feedforward
neural networks (SLFN), and MLPs for mid-price prediction.
Han et al. [30] apply decision trees on LOB data and outperform support vector machines (SVM) for the problem of
mid-price prediction. In the same direction, authors in [31]
apply similar methods on market order book data for market movement predictions. Doering et al. [32] utilize event
ﬂow and limit order datasets for price-trend and pricevolatility predictions based on a deep learning architecture.
Mäkinen et al. [33] predict price jumps with the use of LSTM,
where the input data is based on LOB data. A similar work,
in terms of the neural model, is conducted in [34] in order to
forecast LOB’s mid-price.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the ﬁrst time that
an extensive list of econometric features based on highfrequency LOB data is proposed as input to several neural
networks for mid-price prediction. We conduct a head-tohead comparison with state-of-the-art handcrafted features is
82392

TABLE 1. Message list example.

TABLE 2. Order book example.

conducted together with features based on a fully automated
process; Finally, we report results extracted from two highfrequency datasets with two US and ﬁve Nordic stocks for
both balanced and unbalanced sets.
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT

The problem under consideration is the mid-price movement prediction based on high-frequency LOB data. More
speciﬁcally, we use message and limit order books as input
for the suggested features. Message book (MB), as seen in
Table 1, contains the ﬂow of information which takes place at
every event occurrence. The information displayed by every
incoming event includes the timestamp of the order, execution or cancellation, the id of the trade, the price, the volume,
the type of the event (i.e., order, execution or cancellation),
and the side of the event (i.e., ask or bid).
LOB (Table 2) works under speciﬁc rules based on the
operation of the trading system-exchange. The main advantage of an order book is that it accepts orders under limits
(i.e., limit orders) and market orders. In the former case,
the trader/broker is willing to sell or buy a ﬁnancial instrument under a speciﬁc price. In the latter case, the action of
buying or selling a stock at the current price takes place.
LOBs accept orders by the liquidity providers who submit
limit orders and the liquidity takers who submit market
orders. These limit orders, which represent the unexecuted
trading activity until a market order arrives or cancellation
takes place, construct the LOB that is divided into levels. The
best level consists of the highest bid and the lowest ask price
orders, and their average price deﬁnes the so-called midprice, whose movement we try to predict.
We treat the mid-price movement prediction as a multiobjective optimization problem with two outputs – one is
related to classiﬁcation and the other one to regression. The
ﬁrst part of our objective is to classify whether the mid-price
will go up or down and the second part – the regression part is
to predict in how many events in the future this movement will
happen. To further explain this, let us consider the following
example: in order to extract the intraday labels, we measure
VOLUME 7, 2019
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starting from time tk , in how many events the mid-price will
change and in which direction (i.e., up or down). For instance,
the mid-price will change in 10 events from now, and will go
up. This means that our label at time k is going to be {1,10},
where 1 is the direction of mid-price and 10 is the number of
events that need to pass in order to see that movement taking
place.
We depart from this labeling system to answer the critical
question of whether handcrafted features derived from econometrics can boost deep learning classiﬁcation and regression performance. We conduct extensive experiments based
on nine neural topologies (i.e., ﬁve MLPs, two CNNs, and
two LSTMs) and two TotalView-ITCH datasets, and compare the performance of econometric features to three other
feature sets. The ﬁrst set is based on time-sensitive and timeinsensitive features as presented in [12] and [13], the second
feature set is based on technical and quantitative analysis,
introduced in [11], and the third one is based on feature
representations extracted automatically for the train of an
LSTM AE with a description provided in Section V-D .

group of features includes all those features related to the
price discovery process; i.e., those that take into account the
interaction of the two sides of the LOB. Several articles in
the literature (e.g., [11], [33]) have focused and demonstrated
the importance of accounting for the differences between the
ask and bid side in order to improve the mid-price forecasting
accuracy.
Each of the features in Table 3 operates under a different time duration. Time duration of the features plays
an important role in capturing information about underline
behavior of time series. More speciﬁcally, the feature extraction process consists of low frequency (e.g., technical indicators based on interpolation) and high-frequency features
(e.g., adaptive logistic regression), which complement each
other. Low frequency features identify long-term trends and
structural data components, while high-frequency features
capture discontinuities and rapid metric changes. This combination of features facilitates improves neural network perfromance (e.g., [12] and [38]).

IV. HANDCRAFTED FEATURE POOL

The goal of this paper is to forecast the movement of
the mid-price. The predicted output has dual information: the
direction of the mid-price movement and the prediction of the
number of events taking the mid-price to move up or down.
An efﬁcient way to do that is by using deep learning architectures. We consider three different neural networks types
(i.e., MLPs, CNNs, and LSTMs) and run them seperately.
We, then, examine their validity with respect to our optimization problem.

V. DEEP LEARNING

In this section we provide the nominal list (see Table 3)
of the extensive econometric feature list together with the
two other state-of-the-art handcrafted feature sets from the
literature that are based on technical and quantitative analysis
and time-insensitive and time-sensitive indicators. Description of the econometric features is seen in Appendix while the
description of technical and quantitative feature set and timesensitive and time-insensitive set extracted from the LOB can
be found in [11].
We extract our econometric features from both MB and
LOB and divide them into four main categories: Statistical features, volatility measures, noise measures, and price
discovery features. The ﬁrst category encompasses basic
statistical features that are widely used in the literature
(e.g., [12], [20]). The logic behind the choice of the volatility
measure features is the intimate relation between the volatility
of the price process and the price movement itself. As such,
we regard the volatility measures included in the present article to retain information useful to real-time price prediction.
This is particularly true when the predicted objective is the
next price movement. Additionally, the econometric literature
widely evidences the signiﬁcant detrimental impact of the
so-called microstructure noise in the measurement of fundamental quantities when working at the highest frequencies.
Furthermore, the noise process directly affects the underlying
price process itself and as such contributes to the observed
price movements. For these reasons we implement a number
of estimates of the characteristics of the noise process, which
we identify as the noise measures features set.2 The last
2 Most of the presented measures have been developed and are consistent
estimators under broad assumptions on the underlying price process and
contaminating noise process; we will not discuss these assumptions into
details here as outside the scope of the article. Interested readers are referred
to [37] and references within for an exhaustive review of the literature
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A. MLP FOR CLASSIFICATION AND REGRESSION

MLP (i.e., [39]) is a type of neural network that shows a
high degree of connectivity among its components/neurons
(see Fig. 1). The strength of this connectivity is determined
by the synaptic weights of the neural network. These synaptic
weights are determined by a differentiable nonlinear activation function. These basic characteristics of the neural network complicate the analysis of MLPs’ behavior. As a result,
several MLP architectures have to be examined in order to
see whether input data (i.e., handcrafted features) affect the
outcome/prediction. The way that an MLP can be trained is
based on a sequential data feeding process called batch learning. Batch learning is a process according to which the neural
network adjusts the synaptic weights after the presentation of
all the samples J = {x(i), d(i)}N
i=1 in the training process,
where x(i) is the input multi-dimensional vector and d(i) the
response vector of the supervised problem at instance i, and
the error function at instance i is:
e(i) = d (i) − y(i)

(1)

where d (i) is the ith element of the d(i) and y(i) is the produced
output term at instance i. The error function that we use for
our experiments is bespoke to our supervised problem and
its components are based on the binary cross entropy (for
the classiﬁcation task) and the mean squared error (for the
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TABLE 3. Feature list for the three feature sets: Description for the newly introduced, based on Econometrics, handcrafted features can be found in
Appendix, where description for the Tech & Quant and LOB feature sets can be found in [11].

regression task), as follows:
Lall = arg min {λL1 + (1 − λ)L2 }
L1 ,L2

(2)

where L1 = −t log ŷ(i) −(1 − t) log(1 − ŷ(i) ), t ∈ {0, 1} and
n

L2 = n1 (y(i) − ŷ(i) )2 with a free parameter λ, where y(i)
i=1

and ŷ(i) be the ground truth and the predicted values of the
ith training sample which belongs to RN , respectively. This
customized function is part of the backpropagation algorithm
that helps the neural network (e.g. MLP) to correct the synaptic weights in order to optimize Eq. 2. Backpropagation in our
case follows the automatic differentiation (AD) reverse mode
(i.e., [40]). Reverse AD facilitates the process of correcting
82394

the synaptic weights and it can be done as follows: Initially
we deﬁne the input variables as vi−n = xi , i = 1, ..., n, all
the intermediate variables of the neural network as vi , i =
1, ..., k and ym−i = vk−i , i = m − 1, ..., 0 be the output
variables. Derivatives calculation is a two-step process. During the ﬁrst phase the intermediate variables vi are populated
and create the graph trace, whereas during the second phase
derivatives are calculated based on the propagation of the
l
adjoints v̄i = ∂y
∂vi . In general, the reverse AD performs the
calculations from the output to the input starting from the
output as seed:
∂f
←1
∂ym−i
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FIGURE 1. Example of an MLP neural network with two hidden layers
and 4 units output.

and moves to the inputs via the intermediate states based on
the calculation:
 ∂f ∂gj
xi ←
∂xj ∂xi
j:i∈Pa(j)

where Pa(j) denotes the parent formation of node j and gj
the intermediate functions of the graph. The next part of the
MLP training is the learning process, which is deﬁned as
the method through which the loss function will reach the
optimal solution via proper parameter updates. For this reason
we choose the Nesterov accelerated gradient (NAG) method
incorporated into the adaptive moment estimation (Adam)
method named as Nadam by Dozat [41]. Nadam applies the
momentum step only once and takes into consideration the
current momentum – rather than the previous momentum –
vectors. This gives us the Nadam update parameters rule:
θt+1

η

(1 − β1 )∇θt Lall (θt )
:= θt − 
)
(β1 m̂t +
1 − β1t
v̂t + 

(3)

where the ﬁrst (i.e., mean) and second (i.e., variance) moment
for the current momentum vector are, respectively:
mt
vt
, ût =
(4)
m̂t =
1 − β1t
1 − β2t
with mt = β1 mt−1 + (1 − β1 )∇θt Lall (θt ), vt = β2 vt−1 + (1 −
β1 )∇θ2t Lall (θt ) and learning rate η = 0.002.
B. CNN FOR CLASSIFICATION AND REGRESSION

CNN, as described in [42], is a type of neural network
that handles time series of multidimensional data for metric prediction. The main motivation for choosing this type
of neural network is its capability for sparse connectivity
between neural layers, for sharing the so-called tied weights
and equivariant representation properties. More speciﬁcally,
sparse connectivity can be achieved by using a kernel smaller
than the sample input. This action reduces the amount of
memory that is required for the training process. The second
VOLUME 7, 2019

FIGURE 2. Two CNN examples that demonstrate their operation
mechanisms. These two CNNs (i.e., CNN_1 and CNN_2) will later on
utilized in the experiments.

FIGURE 3. Visual representation of LSTM’s internal cell calculations.

advantage of a CNN is the use of tied weights. Tied weights
are shared among the inputs since the same amount of weights
is applied to the inputs.
CNN has three main parts: the convolution layer, the pooling layer, and the fully connected layer. The convolution layer
extracts features from the input multi-dimensional signal
expressed usually as a tensor or matrix. This process creates
linear activations that run via a non-linear activation function
such as the rectiﬁed linear activation function (ReLU) and
the Leaky ReLU. Then the pooling layer will convert the
local output based on a summary statistic related to the local
outputs (e.g. max-pooling). The last step of the process is
the connection to the fully connected layers (see examples
in Fig. 2) that will perform the classiﬁcation and regression
tasks. These tasks are based on discrete time series events
that formulate the (forward) convolution layer calculation as
follows:
H 
W 
D

yil+1 ,jl+1 ,d =
fi,j,d × xill+1 +i,jl+1 +j,d
(5)
i=0 j=0 d=0
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TABLE 4. List of the nine deep learning models that are used for the two experimental protocols. Output, in the neural networks above, means that for
Protocol I the output is a dense layer with 1 unit and linear activation function for the regression task and a dense layer with two units and softmax
activation function. For Protocol II, the output is a dense layer with three units and softmax activation function.

where H , D,and D are the row, columns and depth dimenl
l
l
sion of the input tensor x ∈ RH ×W ×D respectively, f ∈
l ×W l ×Dl
H
is the ﬁlter bank, and the indexing (il+1 +i, jl+1 +
R
j, d) refers to the iterative local convolution of the ﬁlter
bank on the suggested input for the l-layer. Pooling is performed right after convolution; to conduct our experiments,
we choose the formation of max pooling. The ﬁnal step is
the use of fully connected layers. The structure of these fully
connected layers is the same as in Sec. V-A. The process that
we follow in order to train our CNN parameters (i.e., ﬁlter
banks and synaptic/tied weights) is based on batch learning
combined with reverse AD (i.e., backpropagation) as we did
for the MLP case.
82396

C. LSTM FOR CLASSIFICATION AND REGRESSION

The ML trader has to consider the temporal behavior of
time series. The events that we have to deal with in the
LOB universe are likewise formed in a sequential manner. Sequential systems, like RNNs, are based on computational graphs and are, thus, ideal for time series analysis.
RNNs provide much ﬂexibility in terms of architecture formation, which is described in Eq. 6:
ht = f (ht−1 , xt ; θ)

(6)

where h and x are the state and the input at time t and
θ are the shared parameters for a transition function f at
time t. Since we use RNN for empirical calculations we
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choose to forecast mid-price by using gated RNNs (named
LSTM) as presented in [44]. Motivation for choosing this
type of gated RNN is its ability to create connections through
time and account for the problem of vanishing (or exploding)
gradients. Instead of applying just element-wise nonlinear
input transformations, LSTM units (see LSTM’s internal cell
calculations in Fig. 3), contain processes which that take
into consideration the sequential nature of time series. More
speciﬁcally, an LSTM cell is equipped with gates that ﬁlter
the information ﬂow by applying weights internally. The ﬁrst
pass is the forget gate vector fit :


 f (t)
f (t−1)
f
(t)
(7)
Wi,j hj
+
Ui,j xj + bi
fi = σ
j
(t)
xi

j

(t)
hi

where
and
are the current input and hidden state
vectors of cell i at time t, respectively. The attached weight
matrices to these vectors are W f and U f for the forget gate
vector with bf the bias term. The next pass is related to the
information to be saved to the so-called ‘‘cell state’’. The cell
state can be divided in two parts - the input vector and a tanh
layer as follows:



(t)
(t) (t−1)
(t)
C (t−1)
C (t)
Ci = fi Ci
+gi σ
Wi,j
hj
+
Ui,j
xj +bC
i
j

j

(8)
where g(t) is the input gate:


 g (t)
g (t−1)
g
(t)
Wi,j hj
+
Ui,j xj + bi
gi = σ
j

(9)

j

and the ﬁnal LSTM with attention output is:

The last remaining part is the ﬁltered output. More specifically, the LSTM output/hidden state will be formulated by
(t)
the output gate vector oi which is calculated as follows:



(t)
o (t−1)
o (t)
oi = σ
Wi,j
hj
+
Ui,j
xj + boi
(10)
j

(15)

Here we use the same backpropagation mechanism as we did
for MLPs. Examples of LSTM neural networks can be seen
in Fig. 4
D. FULLY AUTOMATED FEATURE EXTRACTION BASED
ON AUTOENCODERS

(t)

(t)

(t)

hi = oi ∗ tanh(Ci ).

(11)

The formation above refers to the case of a typical LSTM
neural network, which we implement in Section VI. We also
apply an attention mechanism to the LSTM architecture
in order to weight/measure the signiﬁcance of the input
sequence. We follow the implementation in [45] and [33]
where the sequential LSTM outputs (i.e., hidden states H (t) ,
t ∈ {1, ..., T }) are ﬁltered via the following steps for every
K -dimensional vector w:
M = tanh(H (t) )
α=

wTi ∗M

e
K


(12)
(13)

ewk ∗M
T

k=1

r = H (t) ∗ α
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h∗ = tanh(r).

j

and the ﬁnal output hi is equal to:
(t)

FIGURE 4. Two LSTM examples with one main LSTM block (orange
colored box) with several hidden cell units (orange cycles). These two
LSTMs (i.e., LSTM_1 and LSTM_2) will later on utilized in the experiments.

(14)

Autoencoders (AE) (i.e., [46], [47]) are neural networks
which operate on a self-feedback loop fashion. They do not
require any labeling system since they depend on this semisupervised protocol. This type of neural network is divided
in three main parts; the encoder, the latent representation,
and the decoder (i.e. encoder and decoder). An example of
AE can be seen in Fig. 5.
The basic structure of AE is deﬁned as a mapping from
encoder to decoder, the main objective being the following
minimization problem:
f , g = arg min ||X − (f ◦ g)X ||2
f ,g

(16)

where f : X → F and g : F → X with X be the input raw
LOB data in the present work.
The fully automated feature extraction process is based
on the latent representation. This latent representation in
82397
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rolling event block size in Protocol I since a wider block will,
potentially, improve stability.
A. DATA

FIGURE 5. AE Example.

the present work plays the role of the vector representation,
which will, later on act as input to each of the suggested
nine deep neural networks. In order to use this latent space
as feature set we train an LSTM AE.3 LSTM AE has exactly
the same structure as a simple AE with the difference that
the ﬁltering is based on LSTM layers for the encoding and
decoding part. We choose LSTM AE since they take into
consideration the temporal behavior of our time series.
VI. DATA DESCRIPTION AND EXPERIMENTAL
PROTOCOLS

Our objective is to provide informative handcrafted features to ML traders and market makers for the task of
mid-price movement prediction. Prediction of this movement requires in-depth analysis in terms of data selection
(e.g., liquid or illiquid stocks) and experimental protocol
development. For these reasons, our analysis consists of two
TotalView-ITCH based on two US and ﬁve Nordic stocks
and two experimental protocols. The ﬁrst protocol, named
Protocol I, is based on online prediction for every 10-block
rolling events, and we introduce it here for the ﬁrst time.
The second protocol, named Protocol II, is derived from the
literature (i.e., [17]) and is based on mid-price movement
prediction with 10-event lag. Both protocols are event driven,
which means that there are no-missing values. However,
Protocol II is based on independent 10-block events, which
creates a lag of 10 events. Some of the suggested features can
partially overcome this problem by ﬁnding averages or other
types of transformations inside these blocks, but, still some
information will be parsed. A possible solution to this problem comes from Protocol I where every single trading event is
taken into consideration and, as a result, there are no missing
values. We should also mention that LOB data is exposed
to bid-ask4 bounce effect which may inject bias. We leave
this topic for future research, where we plan to increase the
3 Details of the training are provided in Section VII.
4 Bid-ask bounce is the rapid stock’s price bounce between bid and ask

side.
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We utilize two TotalView-ITCH datasets based on two US
and ﬁve Nordic stocks. The time resolution of the datasets
is in milliseconds. For the US datasets, we use two stocks,
Amazon and Google, whereas for the Nordic dataset we use
Kesko Oyj, Outokumpu Oyj, Sampo Oyj, Rautaruukki, and
Wartsila Oyj. We use ten business days for both datasets
covering the periods: from 22.09.15 to 05.10.15 for the US
dataset and from 01.06.10 to 14.06.10 for the Nordic dataset,
respectively. The trading activity for these ten business days
is 13,000,000 events for the US dataset and 4,000,000 events
for the Nordic dataset. We use MBs in order to create relevant LOBs. We utilize super clustering computational power
based on HP Apollo 6000 XL230a/SL230s supercluster to
convert MBs to LOBs (i.e., LOBs are of depth 10 for both
sides). We follow several pre-processing steps before we start
training the deep learning models. A general description of
the pre-processing process can be seen in Fig. 6
B. PROTOCOL I

Both TotalView-ITCH datasets convey asynchronous information varying from events taking place at the same millisecond to events several minutes apart from each other. In order
to address this issue, we develop Protocol I, which utilizes
all the given events in an online manner. More speciﬁcally,
our protocol extracts feature representation every ten events
with an overlap of nine events for every next feature representation. We decided to use a 10-window block for our
experiments due to the frequency 5 of the stationarity present
in both datasets. In order to identify whether our time series
have unit roots, we perform an Engle-Granger cointegration
test,6 with focus on the augmented Dickey-Fuller test, on the
pair Ask − Bid prices from LOBs level I. The hypothesis
test shows that there is a constant alternation between its
states (i.e. 1 for non-stationarity and 0 for stationarity of the
suggested time series), which occurs several times during the
day. This is indicative for both datasets as seen in Figure 7.
These stationarity breaks supports the initial idea, as this
presented by many authors (e.g., [48], [49], [50]), that neural
networks are capable of identifying underlying processes of a
non-stationary time series. Neural networks are nonlinear and
non-parametric adaptive-learning ﬁlters which operate with
fewer assumptions compare to more traditional time series
models like ARIMA and GARCH.
A visual description of our protocol can be seen in plot (a)
in Fig. 8. The problem under consideration in Protocol I is
to predict the movement of mid-price (i.e., classiﬁcation:
up or down) together with the number of events it takes
for that movement to occur in the future (i.e., regression:
5 The average rate of change of the non-stationarity condition, for both
TotalView-ITCH datasets, is changing in average every ten events.
6 Test implementation can be found in [11].
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FIGURE 6. This is a higher-level explanation of the steps that we follow for the present analysis. From left top to right bottom:
The first step is to obtain the datasets for the US and Nordic stocks and send raw data (i.e., message books) to CSC superclusters
and obtain the LOBs. The next step is to apply statistical filtering (description can be found in Section VI-D). What follows is the
process of feature extraction for the four different feature sets for Protocols I & II. An HDF5 conversion takes place right
afterwards, and a MinMax normalization follows for every feature set case for both protocols. Next, each of the nine neural
networks is trained independently for the four different feature lists based on unbalanced and balanced sets. The training
process is based on python scripts, which are sent to CSC superclaster in order to obtain results for Protocol I & II.

number of events until next mid-price’s movement change).
More speciﬁcally, in order to testing performance evaluation,
we utilize f1 score for the classiﬁcation task and RMSE
(i.e., Root Mean Square Error) for the regression task.
F1 score is deﬁned as:
2 × Recall × Precision
f1 =
,
(17)
Recall + Precision
with
TP
Recall =
(18)
TP + FN
and
TP
(19)
Precision =
TP + FP
where TP, FN , and FP are the True-Positives, FalseNegatives, and False-Positives, respectively, and RMSE is
deﬁned as:

n
2
i=1 (Pi − Oi )
RMSE =
,
(20)
n

We have a labeling system that requires classiﬁcation
and regression. The ﬁrst part of the dual labeling format
contains the binary information 1 and −1 for the up and
down mid-price movement, respectively. The second part
of the labeling format represents the discretization of the
numeric data expressed as the steps until the next midprice change. A pictorial example of the above labeling
system is in Fig. 9. The label extraction is described as
follows:

where Pi and Oi are the predicted and observed values of n
samples, respectively.

Protocol II is based on independent 10-event blocks for the
creation of the feature representations as this can be seen in
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1) d(i) = 1MP(i) −MP(i−1) >0 OR −1MP(i) −MP(i−1) <0 , where
i ∈ RN −1 , with N be the number of the mid-prices
(MP) samples,
2) L(p) ≤ d(i) < L(p + 1), 1 ≤ p < Q, where L(p) is
a vector that contains the bin limits in a monotonically
increasing order and Q is the number of bins equal to
the total number of the non-zero elements in the vector
of mid-price differences.
C. PROTOCOL II
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FIGURE 7. Hypothesis test for stationarity check, where constant
transition from state 0 to state 1 is present.

the plot (b) in Fig. 8. More speciﬁcally, feature representations are based on the information that can be extracted from
10 events each time with these 10-event blocks independent
from each other. Protocol II treats the problem of mid-price
movement prediction as a three-class classiﬁcation problem,
with three states: up, down, and stationary condition for the
mid-price movement. These changes in the mid-price are
deﬁned by means of the following calculations:
⎧
ma (t)
⎪
⎪
>1+α
if
⎪1,
⎪
⎨
MP(t)
lt = −1, if ma (t) < 1 − α
⎪
⎪
MP(t)
⎪
⎪
⎩0,
otherwise

FIGURE 8. Feature extraction based on the two protocols for the task of
mid-price movement prediction. For given time series (t1 , t2 , ..., tN ) there
N FR for
N − 10 + 1 feature representations (FR) for Protocol I and 10
Protocol II.

where
MP(t) is the mid-price at time t, ma (t) =
1 r
i=1 MP(t+1) is the average of the future mid-price events
r
with window size r = 10, and α determines the signiﬁcance
of the mid-price movement which is equal to 2 × 10−5 .
D. DATA NORMALIZATION AND FILTERING

The next step of the pre-processing step is data normalization.
We perform a ﬁltering and a normalization method during
the feature extraction process and training. The ﬁrst one
is a statistical ﬁltering method , while the second one is
based on MinMax. More speciﬁcally, we perform the ﬁltering
methodology ﬁrst and apply it directly on the raw MB data.
The main idea of the methodology is to identify and eliminate
any observation that does not reﬂect market activity. In the
82400

FIGURE 9. Labeling sample for the dual prediction problem of our
classification and regression objective. The left part represents the
direction (i.e., up or down) of the mid-price (MP) movement while the
right part represents the remaining steps until the next change in MP will
take place.

ﬁnancial econometrics literature this is often referred to as
data cleaning and its importance has been widely discussed
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in the literature (e.g., [51], [52], and [53]).7 In more detail,
to ﬁlter the raw data for outliers we follow a two-step procedure. We initially remove all transactions recorded outside
ofﬁcial trading time and clearly misrecorded transactions.8
We then proceed by implementing a more elaborate ﬁltering
algorithm, which takes into account the statistical properties
of the series to assess the validity of each observation according to its likelihood of being an outlier.9 More speciﬁcally, for
a k size window, we identify a set of (centered) neighboring
observations for each data point. To avoid including prices too
distant in time, the window size k should be chosen according
to the trading intensity of the series. We then compute the
trimmed mean of the neighboring set and mark as an outlier
the considered observation if it falls more than α +γ standard
deviations away from the neighbors’ mean. Where γ is a
granularity parameter, which should be chosen as a multiple
of the tick size. The idea behind γ is to create a lower positive
bound for the price variation. This is particularly important
for the cleaning procedure as it is not uncommon to observe
a sequence of equal mid prices in the LOB, which would
lead to a zero variance and a consequent rejection of every
price different from the mean value. Technically, be Xi the
ith element of a time series of observations X , we check:
(|Xi − X̄i (k)| < α ∗ si (k) + γ )

(21)

where si (k) and X̄i (k) are respectively the sample standard
deviation and the trimmed mean computed over a neighborhood of k observations around Xi . Hence, we identify and
remove observation Xi if (21) is true and keep it otherwise.
The normalization procedure is based on MinMax for the
handcrafted features, as follows:
MM =

X(i) − Xmin
, i ∈ RN ,
Xmax − Xmin

(22)

where N is the total sample size for every feature vector X
and X(i) is the ith element of X .
VII. RESULTS & DISCUSSION

In this section, we provide results of the experiments we
conducted, based on two massive LOB datasets from the
US (i.e., two stocks: Amazon and Google) and Nordic
(i.e., ﬁve stocks: Kesko Oyj, Outokumpu Oyj, Sampo Oyj,
Rautaruukki, Wartsila Oyj) stock markets. We also discuss
the perfromance of the handcrafted feature extraction universe for mid-price movement prediction and test its efﬁcacy
against a fully automated process. What is more, we make
a head-to-head comparison of the three handcrafted feature
sets, namely: i) ‘‘Limit Order Book (LOB):L’’, based on the
works of [12] and [13], ii) ‘‘Tech-Quant:T-Q’’, based on [11],
and iii) ‘‘Econ:E’’, which uses econometric features. Finally,
7 While the advancement of technology has drastically reduced the number of outliers and misrecorded observations, their effect on the statistical
analysis is still signiﬁcant and the implementation of a cleaning procedure
is, to this day, required to avoid biased results.
8 These can be, for example, observations with a price equal to zero.
9 The methodology follows closely [52]
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FIGURE 10. Plots (a) and (b) show the process for predicting the
mid-price movement based on Protocol I and Protocol II, respectively.
In both protocols, the first step is the choice of dataset. The ML trader has
to choose the US or Nordic stock(s) (e.g., there is the option of choosing a
stock or the ’Joint’ case where all the stocks from the US or Nordic
markets used for training). The second step is to choose the feature set.
The ML trader has to choose one of the four suggested feature sets,
which are: The newly introduced econometric set, the one that is based
on technical and quantitative indicators, another one based on
time-sensitive and time-insensitive LOB features, and the last one based
on fully automated features. The third step is whether the prediction
should be based on a balanced or unbalanced set. The fourth step is the
choice of one of the suggested nine deep learning models. The final step
is the one that differs in Protocol I and Protocol II. The difference lies in
the fact that Protocol I is a combined classification and regression
optimization problem with zero event lag and Protocol II is a three-class
classification problem based on a 10-event lag.

we compare these three sets of handcrafted features with
features extracted based on an LSTM autoencoder.
Latent representations are extracted after training an
LSTM AE. This training employs an extensive grid search,
in which the best perfromance is reported. The grid search is
based on symmetrical, assymetrical, shallow, deep, overcomplete, and undercomplete LSTM AE. The provided options
vary from: i) the encoder with maximum depth up to four
hidden LSTM layers with different numbers of ﬁlters varying
according to the list {128, 64, 18, 9}, ii) the decoder with
maximum depth up to four hidden LSTM layers with different
numbers of ﬁlters varying according to the list {128, 64, 18,
9}, and iii) the latent representation with different options
varying according to the list {5, 10, 20, 50, and 130}. The
best performance reported is based on a symmetrical and
undercomplete LSTM AE of four hidden LSTM layers with
128, 64, 18, and 9 ﬁlters respectively, and 10 for the latent
representation vector size. The list of the suggested grid
search is limited; however, we believe it provides a wide
range of combinations in order to make a fair comparison of
a fully automated feature extraction process against advanced
82401
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TABLE 5. Protocol I: f1 scores for the US stocks. Note: Highlighted text
shows the best f1 performance for: 1) Joint/Unbalanced, 2)
Joint/Balanced, 3) Stock-Specific/Unbalanced, and 4)
Stock-Specific/Balanced cases.

TABLE 6. Protocol I: RMSE scores for the US stocks. Note: Highlighted
text shows the best RMSE performance for: 1) Joint/Unbalanced, 2)
Joint/Balanced, 3) Stock-Specific/Unbalanced, and 4)
Stock-Specific/Balanced cases.

handcrafted features. We should also mention that, despite the
extensive grid search on the LSTM AE, we limited our search
to up to four hidden units for the encoding and decoding parts
with four different ﬁlter options. Further analysis on the topic
is required.
In order to scrutinize the efﬁcacy of the handcrafted and
fully automated features, we use two experimental protocols
and nine deep learning models, and present results based on
unbalanced and balanced inputs. In particular, we test the four
feature sets according to two protocols: the newly introduced
experimental protocol (i.e., Protocol I) for online learning,
as we explain in Section VI, and Protocol II, that follows [17].
Protocol I is suitable for online learning, whose main objective is to predict when a change in the mid-price will happen
(i.e., regression problem) and in which direction, for instance,
up or down (i.e., two-class classiﬁcation problem). Protocol II
predicts the mid-price movement direction for every next
10th event, where feature representations are based on independent 10-event blocks. Authors in [17] used a joint training
set of the ﬁve Nordic stocks for seven trading days and the
next three days as testing for mid-price movement prediction
(i.e., up, down, and stationary movement). We incorporate
the same idea here, under the name ‘‘Joint’’, and we also use
the same 7-3 training and testing proportion for each stock
individually for both US and Nordic datasets. A general idea
for both protocols can be seen in Fig. 10.
Protocol I and Protocol II use three types of deep neural
networks as classiﬁers and regressors. In particular, we utilize

ﬁve different MLPs, two CNNs, and two LSTMs. Motivation for choosing MLPs is the fact that such a simple
neural network can perform extremely well when descriptive
handcrafted features are used as input. The next type of
neural network that we use is CNN. The ﬁrst CNN, named
‘‘CNN_1’’ is based on [43], whereas the second one, named
‘‘CNN_2’’ is based on the grid search that we describe below.
The last type of neural network that we utilize is LSTM.
We use two different architectures: the ﬁrst one, named
‘‘LSTM_1’’, is based on [17], and the second one, named
‘‘LSTM_2’’ is based on LSTM with attention mechanism.
In total, we train independently nine deep neural networks
for each of the two experimental protocols separately. Details
of these nine topologies can be found in Table 4.
We report results for nine different neural networks, two of
which are based on existing works as shown above. For the
remaining seven neural networks we conduct the following
grid search:
• For MLPs we set a limit up to three hidden layers,
where for the number of nodes we set the options {
4, 9, 18, 64, 128, 256, and 512} nodes per layer and
for dropout 20% and 50%. We report results based on
ﬁve MLPs since these neural networks achieved good
results for several cases (see Section VII-A for results
discussion).
• For CNN we conduct an extensive grid search limited
to up to three convolutional layers (with the option
of 1-dimensional and 2-dimensional convolutional layer
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FIGURE 11. F1 (left column plots) and RMSE (right column plots) scores for the nine deep learning models based on the US data.

types) with 8, 16, and 32 ﬁlters and kernels size options
{4×10, 4×20, 4×30, and 4×40 for the 2-dimensional
case and 3 and 4 for the 1-dimensional case}. Dropout
options are restricted to 20% and 50%. We report only
one CNN since we noticed that shallower CNN architectures had very poor performance and no signiﬁcant
difference for the deeper ones.
• For LSTM we follow the same approach with up to three
hidden layers and ﬁve options for hidden LSTM units
{9, 18, 32, 64, 128} and the option of attention layer.
We report only one LSTM performance since all other
topologies performed worse for our task.
The training of these nine neural networks takes place at
CSC super-cluster where we use Pascal P100 and K80 GPUs.
VOLUME 7, 2019

We use multi-GPUs, under Keras (i.e., [54]) framework,
in order to reduce the training time. The models, apart from
CNN_1 and LSTM_1, use the Nesterov-Adam optimizer with
a learning rate of 0.002, with mean squared error and binary
cross-entropy for the dual output of Protocol I where this
dual output is weighted by 0.01 and 0.99, respectively, and
categorical cross-entropy as loss function for Protocol II.
Additionally, we use 250 epochs to train our models with
data shufﬂing and validation ratio of 0.2. Finally, in order
to control overﬁtting we utilize Dropout to the majority of
the suggested neural networks. By dropping out some nodes
(i.e., a dropped out node have a zero output) from neural
network topologies we control node dependencies and we
achieve more robust results.
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FIGURE 12. F1 (left column plots) and RMSE (right column plots) scores for the nine deep learning models based on the Nordic data.

A. RESULTS

We present our results in separate tables for Protocol I (see
Table 5 - Table 10) and Protocol II (see Appendix VIII-B).
For each protocol, we split the results (i.e., f1 score and
RMSE for Protocol I and f1 scores for Protocol II) for both
US and Nordic datasets. We would like to mention that
results derived from the LSTM AE, for both f1 and RMSE
scores, are presented in separate tables (see Tables 9 & 10 for
Protocol I and Tables A.2 & A.4 for Protocol II). Since handcrafted feature results overperformed the fully automated
feature set we emphasize more on their perfromance by
providing tables together with bar plots (see Fig. 11 & 12).
Each of the tables contains the full head-to-head comparison for the three handcrafted features sets for each of the
82404

nine different deep learning models separately. For instance,
Table 7 contains f1 scores for the Nordic stocks based on Protocol I. The table has ﬁve main columns (i.e., Model, Stock,
Econ, Tech-Quant, and LOB) and six subcolumns divided
into three pairs (i.e., UnBal. and Bal.). The ﬁrst main column
contains the nine deep neural networks; the second main
column contains the ﬁve independent and different Nordic
stocks, in which the sixth row for every model is the joint
training set based on these ﬁve stocks; and the third, fourth
and ﬁfth main columns represent the three handcrafted feature sets. Moreover, for every feature set, we present results
for unbalanced and balanced cases, whereas for the balanced
cases we use random undersampling for the majority class.
Even though balanced datasets do not project a realistic
VOLUME 7, 2019
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TABLE 7. Protocol I: f1 scores for the Nordic stocks. Note: Highlighted
text shows the best f1 performance for: 1) Joint/Unbalanced,
2) Joint/Balanced, 3) Stock-Specific/Unbalanced, and 4)
Stock-Specific/Balanced cases.

trading scenario (i.e., trading fees are not applicable), it is
important to give an equal opportunity to the minority class,
which can be an ML trader’s trading position. More specifically, for Protocol I and the classiﬁcation task, the Nordic
dataset has 45% for the downward movement and 55% for
the upward, while for the US dataset is 47% for the downward movement and 53% for the upward. The undersampling
offers an 85% data reduction for the Nordic set and 90%
for the US set. For better interpretation of Protocol I we
provide bar plots which show the reaction of every deep
learning model and dataset for the unbalanced and balanced
cases (see Fig. 11 and Fig. 12). Protocol II and the Nordic
dataset exhibits a 75% for the stationary condition, with the
VOLUME 7, 2019

TABLE 8. Protocol I: RMSE scores based on Nordic stocks for the
handcrafted features. Note: Highlighted text shows the best RMSE
performance for: 1) Joint/Unbalanced, 2) Joint/Balanced,
3) Stock-Specific/Unbalanced, and 4) Stock-Specific/Balanced cases.

remaining 25% being equally divided to the upward and
downward mid-price movement before undersampling. For
the US dataset 73% belongs to the stationary condition,
20% to the upward movement and the remaining 7% to the
downward movement. The undersampling offers a 30% data
reduction for the Nordic dataset and 10% data reduction for
the US dataset.
B. DISCUSSION

The conducted experiments reveal some interesting results
for both experimental protocols and datasets selection. Both
protocols forecast the mid-price movement, with Protocol I
forecasting the mid-price movement every next event and
Protocol I with a lag of 10 events. Protocol I provides
82405
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TABLE 9. Protocol I: f1 and RMSE scores based on US stocks for the
fully-automated features. Note: Highlighted text shows the best
f1 performance for: 1) Joint/Unbalanced, 2) Joint/Balanced,
3) Stock-Specific/Unbalanced, and 4) Stock-Specific/Balanced cases.

TABLE 10. Protocol I: f1 and RMSE scores based on Nordic stocks for the
fully-automated features. Note: Highlighted text shows the best RMSE
performance for: 1) Joint/Unbalanced, 2) Joint/Balanced,
3) Stock-Specific/Unbalanced, and 4) Stock-Specific/Balanced cases.

more information regarding the high-frequency activity since
it takes into consideration every trading event. We cannot
directly compare the two protocols since both tackle the
problem of mid-price forecasting from a different angle.
We also observe that in general, larger data samples increase
deep learning models’ performance. However, by focusing
on each protocol seperately, we can see that: for Protocol I,
the best classiﬁcation score comes from US dataset and best
regression score from Nordic dataset, while, for Protocol II,
the best classiﬁcation score comes again from the US dataset.
Each one of the nine neural networks has to perform a dual
task, regression and classiﬁcation simultaneously. To begin
with, the Joint (i.e., the full range of stocks is used for training) reports for the Nordic dataset the best f1 performance
that comes from MLP_3, for both unbalanced and balanced
datasets under the Econ feature set with 53% and 56% for
the Tech-Quant set. This MLP did not perform well for the
regression task where the RMSE was above 165.29. For the
stock speciﬁc case: we achieve the best classiﬁcation performance of 53% f1 score for Outokumpu Oyj under MLP_4 and
the Econ feature set with RMSE of 98.44. Thisvstock-speciﬁc
performance of the MLP_4 is the best trade-off between classiﬁcation and regression for the Nordic dataset. If we want to
focus on the regression task only, we can choose the more
advanced model, LSTM_2, with RMSE of approximately 24
for both unbalanced and balanced Tech-Quant feature sets for
Kesko Oyj.

For the US dataset, the new protocol presents more interesting results. For the Joint case, where both Amazon and
Google used for training, the LSTM_2 achieves 59% f1 score
and RMSE of 89.69, whereas, for the stock speciﬁc case,
LSTM_1 under the Tech-Quant feature set achieves 58%
f1 score and high RMSE of 123.36 for Google and the unbalanced case. If we focus only on the regression part, we can
choose the entire MLP universe and the Econ feature set
for Amazon and the Joint case. The newly introduced Econ
feature set performed very well for the regression task also
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for LSTM_2 across the entire protocol for the unbalanced
dataset. One more interesting observation is that the Econ
feature set together with the shallower MLP_1 and the balanced set reports very low RMSE for Amazon, Google, and
the Joint cases, respectively. That means that the Econ feature
set, for the Amazon and Joint case, were able to predict
that the mid-price will change its direction in a millisecond
duration. Here, it is vital to report that the daily trading
activity, for the US and Nordic stocks, contains several trades
with the same timestamp/millisecond. Approximately 30% of
the trades, in the US dataset, occur in a millisecond, whereas
this percentage for the Nordic dataset is 36%.
For Protocol II and the Joint case we achieve the best forecasting performance of 51% f1 for the Nordic dataset based
on MLP_4 (which is one of our deeper MLP architectures)
under the Tech-Quant feature set and the unbalanced case. For
the Joint case in the US dataset, we achieve the best f1 performance of 65% based on MLP_4 under the Tech-Quant
feature set and the balanced case. In terms of individual stock
performance for the Nordic case we achieve 63% f1 score
for Kesko Oyj, and our shallower MLP (i.e., MLP_1) under
the Tech-Quant set, while for the US dataset we achieve an
f1 performance of 65% for Google based on MLP_4 for the
balanced case. We can see that MLPs for Protocol II were
able to retain the information that the Tech-Quant feature set
carries. The majority of the Tech-Quant features was derived
from technical analysis, a type of analysis which is based on
geometrical pattern identiﬁcation of agglutinated times series
like ours. What is more, the data size affected the performance
of models and feature sets. For instance, Kesko Oyj, which
scored the highest f1 score, is the stock with the least daily
trading activity compared to the rest of the Nordic stocks
and of course compared to the massive US dataset. Finally,
we would like to point out that we limited the experiments
to two US and ﬁve Nordic stocks; we leave the extension
of the present evaluation on wider LOB datasets for future
research that will help us to identify similarities among stock
categories and time periods.
VIII. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we extracted handcrafted features based on the
econometric literature for mid-price prediction using deep
learning techniques. Our work is the ﬁrst of its kind since
we do not only utilize an extensive feature set list, based on
econometrics for the mid-price prediction task, but we also
provide a fair comparison with two other existing state-ofthe-art handcrafted and fully automated feature sets . Our
extensive experimental setup, based on liquid and illiquid
stocks (i.e., two US and ﬁve Nordic stocks) showed superiority of the suggested handcrafted feature sets against the
fully automated process derived from an LSTM AE. What
is more, our research sheds light on the area of deep learning and feature engineering by providing information based
on online mid-price predictions. Our ﬁndings suggest that
extensive analysis of the input signal leads to high forecasting
performance even with simpler neural network architects like
VOLUME 7, 2019

shallow MLPs, particularly when advanced features capture
the relevant information edge. More speciﬁcally, econometric
features and deep learning predicted that the mid-price would
change direction in a millisecond duration for Amazon and
the Joint (i.e., training on both Amazon and Google) cases.
Although these results are promising, our study here also
suggests that selection of features and models should be
differentiated for liquid and illiquid stocks
APPENDIX
A. FEATURE POOL

See Figure 11–12 and Tables 7–10.
1) STATISTICAL FEATURES
•

Mid price is deﬁned as:

•

Askbest + Bidbest
2
Financial duration is deﬁned as:
MP =

(A.1)

FD = Tt − Tt−1 ,
•

(A.2)

where T denotes the time instance at time t.
Average mid-price ﬁnancial duration is deﬁned as:
AMPDl =

T1 , T2 , . . . , TN
P1 , P 2 , . . . , PN

N

N
i=1
N

,

(A.3)

i=1

N

•

, and Pk
where Tk
are the partial cumulative
k=1
k=1
sums of time and price differences for every LOB level
for N samples.
Mid price deeper levels are equal to:

•

Askl + Bidl
, l = 2 : 10
2
where l denotes the depth of the LOB.
Log returns are deﬁned as:
DMP =

r(X )i = Xi − Xi−1 ;

(A.4)

(A.5)

where Xi is the logarithmic price
2) VOLATILITY MEASURES

The features in this category aim to estimate, either the integrated variance (IV), that is the process
 t
σs2 ds
(A.6)
IVt =
0

or, more generally, the quadratic variation (QV)
 t

[X , X ]t =
σs2 ds +
(ζs dNs )2 .
0

(A.7)

0<s≤t

Here X is the logarithmic price of some given asset.
We assume that Xt follows an Itô semimartingale; that is,
 t
 t
 t
bs ds +
σs dWs +
ζs dNs , (A.8)
Xt = X0 +
0

0

o
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where b is locally bounded, σ is cádlág and predictable, and
W is a standard Weiner process, ζ is a thin (i.e., ﬁnite) process
mapping the jump size, and N is the counting process associated to the jump times of X . We deﬁne n the time elapsed
between two adjacent observations; speciﬁcally, if we assume
the observations are equidistant in time we have n = nt .
As we do not work in calendar time we will have n = 1n .
• Realized variance
The realized variance [55] is the most natural estimator
of the quadratic variation process and is equal to:
n

RVt =
(r(X )i )2 .

•

with H the kernel bandwidth, γh (X n ) the autocovariation process, k is the kernel function of choice. In particular we use a non-ﬂat-top Parzen and our implementation follows closely [53].
Realized pre-averaged variance
The pre-averaged realized variance [57] is akin to the
realized kernel estimator (in fact they are asymptotically
equivalent). As for the realized kernel, the pre-averaged
realized variance is used to retrieve a noise-free measurement of the quadratic variation of our price process
and it is calculated as follows:
√
N
n−H
+1
ψ1 n 
n
PA − RVt =
(X̄in )2 − 2
(r(X ))2 .
θψ2
2θ ψ2
i=0
i=0
(A.11)
As before we have H the kernel bandwidth and θ the preaveraging horizon. Further, given a nonzero real-valued
function g : [0, 1] → R with g(0) = g(1) = 0 and
which is further continuous and piecewise continuously
differentiable such that its derivative g is piecewise
Lipschitz. Then, we deﬁne:
 1
 1
ψ1 =
(g (s))2 ds,
ψ1 =
(g(s))2 ds.
0

•

n

i=1
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r(X )2i 1(r(X )i <0)

(A.12)

where 1 is a simple indicator function.
Realized bipower variation
The realized bipower variation [60] measures the diffusive component of the price process, isolating it from the
variation caused by the jump components and it is equal
to:
BV (X )t :=

n
π
|r(X )i ||r(X )i−1 |
2

(A.13)

i=2

Realized bipower variation (lag 2)
BV (X )t :=

n
π
|r(X )i ||r(X )i−2 |
2

(A.14)

i=3

•

Realized bipower semivariance (+, −)
Realized bipower semivariances [59] are used to measure the upside and downside risk of the diffusive component:
BV + (X )t : =

n
π
|r(X )i ||r(X )i−1 |1(r(X )i >0)
2
i=2

n
π
BV (X )t : =
|r(X )i ||r(X )i−1 |1(r(X )i <0) . (A.15)
2
−

i=2

•

Jump variation
We use a modiﬁed version of the jump variation estimator [58] which is both non-negative and consistent.
As hinted by the name, the jump variation estimator
provides a measures of the discontinuous variability
component:
JV (X )t := max(RV (X )t − BV (X )t , 0).

•

(A.16)

Spot volatility
We only compute the spot volatility (i.e., [61] and [37])
estimates on the block. The spot volatility measures
the instantaneous volatility. The deﬁnition is consistent
with the terminology commonly used in the literature
on parametric stochastic volatility models in continuoustime:
SV (X )t := lim {E[([X , X ]t+h − [X , X ]t )/h]|Ft }.

0

√
In our application we follow [58] and set H = θ n and
θ = 1, g(x) = x ∧ (1 − x). Hence we will have ψ1 = 1
1
and, ψ2 = 12
.
Realized semi-variance (+, −)
Positive (+) and negative (−) realized semivariances [59] measure upside and downside risk respectively, as follows:
RSV + (X )t =

•

•

Realized kernel
Realized kernels [56] are used to obtain a noise robust
estimate of QV as follows:
 
H

h
RKt = γ0 (X n ) +
k
{γh (X n ) + γ−h (X n )},
H
h=1
(A.10)

n

i=1

(A.9)

i=1
•

RSV − (X )t =

h→0

(A.17)

•

with h → 0 being the time interval upon which the
measure is computed.
Average spot volatility
The average spot volatility provides an historical average of the estimated spot volatilities:
1
SV (X )i .
t
t

r(X )2i 1(r(X )i >0)

SV (X )t :=

(A.18)

i=0
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TABLE 11. Protocol II: f1 scores based on US stocks for the handcrafted
features. Note: Highlighted text shows the best f1 performance for:
1) Joint/Unbalanced, 2) Joint/Balanced, 3) Stock-Specific/Unbalanced,
and 4) Stock-Specific/Balanced cases.

TABLE 12. Protocol II: f1 scores based on US stocks for the fully
automated features. Note: Highlighted text shows the best
f1 performance for: 1) Joint/Unbalanced, 2) Joint/Balanced,
3) Stock-Specific/Unbalanced, and 4) Stock-Specific/Balanced cases.

3) NOISE AND UNCERTAINTY MEASURES

In this category, we incorporate two kinds of measures which
are intimately linked to each other. We provide three different
estimates for the integrated quarticity and two different estimates for the variance of the contaminating noise process.
The integrated quarticity measures the degree of estimation
error in the realized variance and can be consistently estimated through the realized quarticity estimators presented
below for a ﬁxed window size of 2000 events. The noise
variance estimates provide a measure of the intensity of the
noise process affecting the underlying price, as follows:
 t
σs4 ds
(A.19)
IQt =

•

RQt = nμ−4
1

RQt =
•

n
3

n


(Xi − Xi−1 )4

RQt = nμ−3
4/3

(A.22)
•

Noise variance [35]:
1 
(r(X )i r(X )i−1 ).
n−1
n

NVt = −

(A.23)

i=2

•

Noise variance [36]:
1 
(Xi − Xi−1 )2 .
2n
n

(A.20)

(A.24)

i=1

i=1

|r(X )i |4/3 |r(X )i−1 |4/3 |r(X )i−2 |4/3

i=3

(A.21)
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|r(X )i ||r(X )i−1 ||r(X )i−2 ||r(X )i−3 |

NVt =

Realized quarticity Tripower
The tri-power quarticity [62] is a generalization of the
realized bipower variation and is a consistent estimator
for the integrated quarticity in the presence of jumps:
n


n

i=4

0

with the noise variance estimates providing a measure of the
contaminating:
• Realized quarticity [62]:

with μp = E (|Z |p ),where Z denotes a standard normally distributed random variable.
Realized quarticity Quadpower
A generalization of multipower variation measures led
to the realized quadpower quarticity estimator proposed
by [62] and it is equal to:

4) PRICE DISCOVERY FEATURES
•

Mid price weighted by order imbalance:
MidPricet =

•

Ask ∗ VAsk + Bid ∗ VBid
.
VAsk + VBid

(A.25)

Volume imbalance:
VolImbalance =

VBid
VAsk + VBid

(A.26)
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TABLE 13. Protocol II: f1 scores based on Nordic stocks for the
handcrafted features. Note: Highlighted text shows the best
f1 performance for: 1) Joint/Unbalanced, 2) Joint/Balanced,
3) Stock-Specific/Unbalanced, and 4) Stock-Specific/Balanced cases.

TABLE 14. Protocol II: f1 scores based on Nordic stocks for the fully
automated features. Note: Highlighted text shows the best
f1 performance for: 1) Joint/Unbalanced, 2) Joint/Balanced,
3) Stock-Specific/Unbalanced, and 4) Stock-Specific/Balanced cases.
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•

Bid-ask spread:
BAspread = Ask − Bid.

•

(A.27)

Normalized bid-ask spread
The normalized bid-ask spread expresses the spread as
the number of ticks between the bid and the ask price:
BAspread

B. PROTOCOL II RESULTS

See Tabels 11–14.
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Ask − Bid
.
=
TickSize

(A.28)
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